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801 K Street, MS 18‐00
Sacramento, CA 95814
Email: SB4EIR@conservation.ca.gov
Via Electronic and U.S. Mail
RE:

The Department of Conservation’s Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for Well
Stimulation in California

To Ms. Adele Lagomarsino and staff,
On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), Center for Biological Diversity (CBD), Sierra
Club, Los Angeles Waterkeeper, and our millions of members and activists, we submit the following
comments on the Department of Conservation’s, through its Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal
Resources (DOGGR), Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for Well Stimulation in California (the
Project) prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
Our evaluation of the Project, as well as that of two independent experts retained by NRDC, concludes
that well stimulation will result in significant environmental impacts that have not been disclosed or
mitigated in the DEIR.
Well stimulation puts California communities at risk of surface and groundwater contamination, fresh
water depletion, air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, induced seismicity, land degradation, wildlife
habitat fragmentation, and a host of other harmful consequences. We urge the Department and its
Division to adhere to its mandate under the California Public Resources Code “to prevent, as far as
possible, damage to life, health, property. . . natural resources” and “damage to underground and
surface waters”1 and to, for that reason, impose an immediate moratorium on hydraulic fracturing,
acidizing, and other forms of well stimulation in California.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The heart of CEQA is the EIR. But a mountain of pages alone won’t protect California’s residents, land,
wildlife, air, and water from the serious risks of well stimulation. “CEQA requires more than merely
preparing environmental documents.”2 In adopting CEQA, the California legislature found that it is the
policy of California to “take all action necessary to protect, rehabilitate, and enhance the environmental
quality of the State.”3 And, to “[t]ake all action necessary to provide the people of this state with clean
air and water, enjoyment of aesthetic, natural, scenic, and historic environmental qualities, and freedom
from excessive noise.”4 DOGGR’s environmental review process must go beyond a lackluster attempt to
mitigate impacts and should be an opportunity to provide us all with a higher, not lower, level of
protection and health. Even in the absence of a moratorium, which is the only alternative that will
eliminate the risks from well stimulation, the DEIR still falls short of meeting CEQA’s requirements in
several ways.
Here, DOGGR relies on regulations to characterize the Project and baseline that were being revised
while DOGGR was writing the DEIR and that won’t go into effect until July. DOGGR also characterizes
this DEIR as the sole CEQA document necessary for some projects, but this is highly problematic because
(1) DOGGR won’t be the Lead Agency for all well stimulation projects, and therefore cannot mandate or
ensure employment of any mitigation suggested here and (2) the high level of generality of the DEIR,
which is vague and inexplicit about future well sites and mitigation requirements, and defers important
mitigation to an unspecified later date.
In addition, the DEIR discounts impacts and assumes mitigation without foundation. Specifically, the
DEIR fails to adequately evaluate significant air quality, human health, biological resources, seismic,
transportation, hazardous materials, environmental justice, and surface and groundwater impacts of the
Project. The DEIR also fails to identify and analyze mitigation measures that would reduce the Project’s
impacts, incorrectly claiming that no mitigation measures are available or deferring mitigation to some
later date, process, or actor. In fact, there are numerous mitigation measures and alternatives that
would reduce the impacts of the Project. These measures must be analyzed in the DEIR, so that the full
range of options are publicly disclosed and considered by decision‐makers. The EIR must be
“meaningful and useful to decision makers and to the public.”5
The DEIR’s treatment of hazardous materials is an illustrative example. The state’s own records show
that fracking results in a slew of extremely toxic chemicals (e.g. benzene and lead). These and other
chemicals are often mixed in large volumes, transported around the state, injected in the earth, and/or
disposed of in open pits or back in our aquifers. Yet, shockingly, DOGGR identifies only one mitigation
measure to protect our water, air, land, and health from hazardous materials, namely to “provide a
physical barrier on the ground surface at the site pad.”6 Is the State of California’s plan, then, to protect
2

Cal. Code Regs. tit. 14, § 15002(h)
DEIR 4‐3 citing Cal. Pub. Res. Code Division 13, § 21000(a)‐(g) (emphasis added)
4
DEIR 4‐3 citing Cal. Pub. Res. Code Division 13, § 21000(a)‐(g)
5
Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21003(b)
6
DEIR 10.13‐30
3
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us from fracking’s hazardous materials, e.g. methanol (fatal in high doses), diesel (a known carcinogen),
lead (dangerous to the neurological development of children), and hydrogen fluoride (highly irritating
and poisonous fumes) to put a sheet of plastic on the ground? DOGGR must—and can—do more.
For example, DOGGR must conduct a health risk assessment of the impacts on people and the
environment of the use of the specific chemicals used in well stimulation. DOGGR should require
industry drilling operators to help protect human health and select the lowest toxicity chemicals for use
in fracture treatment additives. Detailed collection, testing, transportation, treatment, and disposal
methods for each type of drilling and production waste and equipment containing hazardous materials
should be included as a mitigation measure and codified in the proposed regulations. DOGGR should
consider reclassifying oil and gas wastewater as hazardous waste and evaluating the impacts of
requiring disposal in Class I underground injection wells or treatment at hazardous waste facilities when
produced water and flowback exhibit hazardous properties. DOGGR must propose mitigation that
would ensure proper oversight of the disposal of potentially toxic well stimulation wastewater. The DEIR
should be revised to address secondary containment for transport, mixing, and pumping equipment in
order to minimize potential soil and water resource impacts from chemical spills. DOGGR should create
limits as to how much of a given hazardous material may be stored or present at a given site, as well as
potential aggregate or temporal limits for storage. DOGGR should include measures to ensure the
integrity of any physical barriers over time. DOGGR should require monitoring and detection for NORM.
DOGGR should also make mandatory the mitigation it mentions in the DEIR but currently does not
require, including employing best management practices for handling hazardous waste. In sum, without
dramatically increased mitigation, the risk from hazards and hazardous materials cannot be less than a
class 1 significant and unavoidable impact.
In its alternatives analysis, DOGGR misleadingly cherry picks how it considers impacts from in‐state
production in a way that significantly downplays the environmental impact of increased California
production. As the TGG Report explains, DOGGR’s analysis (1) overstates the short‐term impact of a
reduction in well stimulation on statewide oil production, (2) downplays the in‐state air quality impacts
associated with well stimulation production, and (3) exaggerates the total air impacts of imported oil.7
Furthermore, the alternatives analysis relies on an overblown figure for in‐state oil production from
well‐stimulation that comes from a personal communication with Halliburton, a corporation with a
strong financial interest in promoting fracking.8 These mistakes and exaggerations result in the
unwarranted dismissal of No Future Well Stimulation Treatments Alternative (Alternative 1) and the No
Future Well Stimulation Treatments Outside of Existing Oil and Gas Field Boundaries (Alternative 2).9
The people of California will be protected from the harms of well stimulation only if DOGGR adopts
Alternative 1 to the Project. And, in light of the Project’s significant, unmitigated impacts, DOGGR
should not finalize this EIR until the statewide scientific studies have been made available for public
comment and are completed. The extremely short time period during which the public was expected to
7

See TGG Report § 3.3 (Attachment 1)
Attachment 1 § 2.3
9
Attachment 1 § 2.3
8
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submit comments on the DEIR was also problematic. DOGGR should allow more time for public
comments to permit the public to submit comprehensive comments to aid its decision‐making,
especially considering the length of the DEIR. In addition, for the reasons discussed throughout, DOGGR
should not permit this DEIR to stand alone as the sole CEQA analysis for any future well stimulation
project. Finally, DOGGR should revisit its alternatives analysis, in particular, the No Future Well
Stimulation Treatments Alternative (Alternative 1) was inappropriately dismissed.
As DOGGR updates the DEIR, we urge the agency to work with Governor Jerry Brown to put an
immediate moratorium on fracking in California.

2

PROJECT DEFINITION: The Project’s definition and objectives are misleading and inaccurate.

The primary goal of CEQA is to “[e]nsure that the long‐term protection of the environment shall be the
guiding criterion in public decisions.”10 To this end, CEQA requires that the EIR include an accurate
project description, and that the nature and objective of a project be fully disclosed and fairly evaluated
in the EIR.
The DEIR’s project description is inaccurate, obscure, and misleading. The Project definition in the DEIR
states that it will include “all activities associated with a stimulation treatment that could occur either at
an existing oil and gas well, or at an oil and gas well that is drilled in the future expressly for the
purposes of a stimulation treatment.”11 That definition is problematic because it (1) rests on unfounded
and unenforceable assumptions, (2) defers the identification of mitigation to some later date, (3)
obscures the fact that the Project is geographically limited, (4) depends on draft proposed regulations,
and (5) lacks certain key analyses of indirect effects, such as a lifecycle analysis of the chemicals used
and crude produced by stimulated wells.
2.1

DOGGR relies on unenforceable assumptions concerning its ability to assure full consideration
of and require mitigation of the Project’s impacts.

DOGGR makes some key assumptions in defining the project. First, DOGGR seems to assume that well
stimulation will satisfy specific standards for resource protection, including standards for water
recycling, habitat protection, surface water protection and groundwater protection—without specifying
in the DEIR what those are, deferring any mitigation that would bring the project within those standards,
and not making the standards mandatory. For example, the DEIR states the DOGGR merely “intends” to
impose and enforce a vague “Habitat Protection Standard” to minimize impacts to biological resources.
But the standard is ill‐defined and completely unenforceable. The DEIR cannot rely on such unconfirmed
assumptions in describing the impact of the project. Second, DOGGR often seems to assume
implementation of the (often vague and inadequate) mitigation measures recommended in the DEIR.
But as DOGGR concedes in every section, it may not act as the Lead Agency for a particular well—and
thus may not be in a position to analyze site‐specific impacts and to mandate application of either the
10
11

Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21001(d)
DEIR ES‐2.
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vague mitigation measures referenced in the EIR or other mitigation. For a more detailed discussion of
this problem, see below Part 8.1.
2.2

DOGGR impermissibly defers mitigation.

A large portion of the “mitigation” in the DEIR is not merely potentially unenforceable by DOGGR, but
also inadequately identified in the DEIR. In particular, throughout the DEIR, the impact findings rest on
an “act now, study later” course of action with yet‐to‐be‐completed studies and plans set forth to serve
as mitigation. This is unacceptable: to the extent that DOGGR or other prospective Lead Agencies may
rely on this EIR to characterize the potential environmental effects of any well stimulation project in
California, DOGGR cannot wait to identify and discuss, in detail, available and feasible means of
mitigating those effects. The DEIR does not adequately discuss and mandate mitigation measures that
are likely to be workable and important measures for reducing the impacts of well‐stimulation at a large
number of sites, and that can and should be mandated as part of this programmatic review (even
though the programmatic review cannot fully analyze the mitigation that may be required at each
individual site). Further, the DEIR provides insufficient information regarding the impacts of well
stimulation after mitigation measures are implemented. For a more detailed discussion of this problem,
see below Part 8.2.
2.3

The Project’s geographical limits are inappropriate and unsupported.

Despite a mandate in SB 4 to consider and “provide the public with detailed information regarding any
potential environmental impacts of well stimulation in the state,”12 the DEIR excludes 27 California
counties (out of 58 counties total). For a more detailed discussion of this problem, see below Part 5.
2.4

The DEIR relies on proposed and final regulations that have not yet taken effect.

The Project definition impermissibly relies on proposed regulations that were undergoing active review
during the DEIR analysis process and that have yet to go into effect to characterize the environmental
setting and baseline. For a more discussion of this problem, see below Parts 3 and 7.
2.5

The DEIR lacks critical information on the lifecycle effects of well stimulation activities.

The DEIR should be clear that the Project’s impacts reach beyond the well itself. Project‐specific effect
means “all the direct or indirect environmental effects of a project.”13 The DEIR’s analysis should reflect
this scope of impact and include, among others, a lifecycle analysis of the well stimulation chemicals and
a lifecycle analysis of any increased in‐state crude production, including of phases of oil and gas
development that always accompany well stimulation. These analyses are necessary to appreciate the
true reach of the Project and its total impacts on, e.g. greenhouse gas emissions, groundwater, and
public health.

12
13

Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 3161(b)(3)(A) (emphasis added)
Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 21065.3
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2.6

The Project’s objectives are overly narrow.

The DEIR characterizes the Project’s objectives as focused on the recovery and production of
hydrocarbons.14 The Project, however, is a direct outgrowth of Senate Bill 4, the first legislation in
California to directly address hydraulic fracturing and the legislation that mandated this very
environmental review process. Senate Bill 4 was not so cramped in its focus. Rather, Senate Bill 4 found
that regulatory action was needed because: (1) there was insufficient information to assess the
environmental, occupational and public health hazards and risks from well stimulation, (2) providing
transparency and accountability to the public regarding well stimulation treatments, associated
emissions to the environment, and the handling, processing, and disposal of well stimulation and related
wastes, including from fracking, was of “paramount concern,” (3) public disclosure of chemicals was
required, and (4) the Legislature encouraged the use and reuse of treated and untreated and produced
water for well stimulation.15 To these ends, DOGGR should include in its Project definition the following
four objectives:
1. the need to understand and prevent environmental, occupational, and public health risks;
2. the need for transparency around emissions and waste disposal;
3. the disclosure of chemicals;
4. and the reuse of water.
As explained in CEQA Guidelines Section 15124, an agency preparing an EIR must set out a clearly
written statement of objectives in order to help the lead agency develop a reasonable range of
alternatives to evaluate in the EIR. These four objectives, taken from Senate Bill 4 and the California
Legislature itself, should inform the analysis of impacts, alternatives, and mitigation measures in this EIR.
One of the current stated objectives is to minimize the number of new wells required. However, this
should be an objective only if fewer wells lessens environmental impact of the project.
The objectives also include a goal of reducing California’s reliance on foreign oil and gas. However, the
DEIR never considers that there are alternative ways to reduce the State’s reliance on foreign oil and
gas. For example, the DEIR dismisses without analysis the alternative technologies alternative to the
Project. Critically, the DEIR also fails to consider California’s greenhouse reduction goals, which include
(1) increasing from one‐third to 50 percent the state’s electricity derived from renewable sources and
(2) reducing today’s petroleum use in cars and trucks by up to 50 percent by 2030.16 With the state
working towards these reductions, the need for petroleum imports is less likely.

3

PROJECT SETTING: The DEIR impermissibly relies on a poorly defined and shifting definition of
the project setting.

14

DEIR 7‐2
Senate Bill 4, Section 1
16
Edmund G. Brown Jr., Inaugural Address Remarks as Prepared, (January 5, 2015)
http://gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=18828 (last visited March 4, 2015). (Attachment 3)
15
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The DEIR analysis addresses the effects of “oil and gas well stimulation treatments in California with
implementation of DOGGR’s proposed permanent regulations that would amend California Code of
Regulations Title 14, Division 2, Chapter 4, Subchapter 2.”17 The proposed regulations were approved
and finalized by the Office of Administrative Law on December 30, 2014, just 15 days before the
Department of Conservation, through DOGGR, published the DEIR. The regulations are scheduled to go
into effect on July 1, 2015; they address, among other key and related issues, baseline water testing,
monitoring, public notice, and permitting of well stimulation treatments.
The proposed regulations have undergone several rounds of revision, and DOGGR is not transparent
about which version (or versions) of the proposed regulations it relied on in preparing the DEIR. The
final regulations were developed over a twelve‐month period and are, by DOGGR’s own admission, the
result of consideration of extensive public input and consultation with other state regulatory agencies
and underwent three rounds of revision. The final round of public input was completed on October 24,
2014, or about two and a half months before publication of the DEIR.
The DEIR’s reliance on non‐final regulations is problematic. DOGGR should have incorporated the
development of regulations into the “project” under consideration and thus the EIR process. In this
way, because regulations would be adopted as part of the action chosen, the EIR’s analysis could rely
upon measures required by the regulations. Here, however, DOGGR relied upon proposed regulations
developed in a separate, parallel process, without accounting for the fact that the substance of the
regulations could change. Indeed, the regulations the DEIR references here did in fact change during the
time DOGGR was working on the DEIR. It is improper for any review, and especially one of this scope,
magnitude and importance, to be based on contingencies. Other aspects of well stimulation regulations
remain incomplete such as groundwater monitoring standards and memoranda of agreement among
agencies delineating the responsibilities and coordination plans for each. This problem infects the very
heart of the EIR analysis, because the environmental context against which the EIR purports to analyze
impacts, alternatives, and mitigation is unclear, may have shifted during the review, and cannot be fully
characterized until after the regulations DOGGR adopted late last year actually take effect this summer.
It violates CEQA’s requirements that EIRs incorporate and build on a stable, internally consistent project
description.18
For much the same reasons, DOGGR’s approach also violates CEQA’s requirements to articulate a clear
baseline, an issue we return to at Part VII, below. And it violates CEQA’s requirements that the DEIR
clearly and specifically describe its conclusions concerning the appropriate scope of mitigation measures
and alternatives to include in this DEIR, issues we return to at Parts VIII and X, below. For example,
DOGGR says that the mitigation measures it has suggested are limited to those “instances where the
proposed permanent regulations have been found to not minimize potentially significant environmental
effects,” but that analysis is impossible at this stage.19 The alternatives analysis, similarly, assumes the
final regulations are already in place.
17

DEIR 2‐23
See, e.g., County of Inyo v City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal. App. 3d 185, 197
19
DEIR 4‐1
18
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4

LACK OF SCIENCE: The DEIR was written in the scientific dark and lacks the insights of the
state’s scientific study of the impacts of well stimulation.

In conducting this EIR, the Department and the Division have put the cart in front of the horse. The state
is currently undergoing a scientific study mandated by Senate Bill 4 of the effects of well stimulation.
Volume II of that study, concerning the impacts of well stimulation in California, is not due to be
completed until July 2015 and is not yet available for public review. The study is being conducted
precisely because this is an area of limited knowledge and a relatively new technology with only recent
monitoring in California. To purport to conduct a statewide environmental review of an industry and
process that is currently the subject of a separate impacts study, whose conclusions are not yet available
to the public, simply does not make sense. Proceeding in this way will mean that the DEIR won’t—and,
indeed, cannot—have the benefit of or incorporate what is learned in the statewide study. Given what
we already know about the dangers of well stimulation, it is irresponsible to proceed without a full
assessment of the risks specific to California. Regulating in the scientific dark unnecessarily increases
the risks to human health and the environment.
As the DEIR recognizes in its objectives, the requirements of Senate Bill 4 “are all inter‐related in the
sense that they all serve the overall objective of SB 4 to rigorously evaluate well stimulation treatments
and determine whether they can be conducted safely and with minimal impacts to the environment.”20
To meet the very requirements of Senate Bill 4, the scientific study should logically inform the EIR
process, and without this important information, the EIR’s analysis of the environmental impacts of well
stimulation in California is knowingly handicapped and limited.
Specifically, Senate Bill 4 requires conducting a scientific study that addresses the following:
Identify areas with existing and potential conventional and unconventional oil and
gas reserves where well stimulation treatments are likely to spur or enable oil and
gas exploration and production.
Evaluate all aspects and effects of well stimulation treatments, including, but not
limited to, the well stimulation treatment, additive and water transportation to and
from the well site, mixing and handling of the well stimulation treatment fluids and
additives onsite, the use and potential for use of nontoxic additives and the use or
reuse of treated or produced water in well stimulation treatment fluids, flowback
fluids and handling, treatment, and disposal of flowback fluids and other materials, if
any, generated by the treatment. Specifically, the potential for the use of recycled
water in well stimulation treatments, including appropriate water quality
requirements and available treatment technologies, shall be evaluated. Well
stimulation treatments include, but are not limited to, hydraulic fracturing and acid
well stimulation treatments.

20
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Review and evaluate acid matrix stimulation treatments, including the range of acid
volumes applied per treated foot and total acid volumes used in treatments, types of
acids, acid concentration, and other chemicals used in the treatments.
Consider, at a minimum, atmospheric emissions, including potential greenhouse gas
emissions, the potential degradation of air quality, potential impacts on wildlife,
native plants, and habitat, including habitat fragmentation, potential water and
surface contamination, potential noise pollution, induced seismicity, and the
ultimate disposition, transport, transformation, and toxicology of well stimulation
treatments, including acid well stimulation fluids, hydraulic fracturing fluids, and
waste hydraulic fracturing fluids and acid well stimulation in the environment.
Identify and evaluate the geologic features present in the vicinity of a well, including
the well bore, that should be taken into consideration in the design of a proposed
well stimulation treatment.
Include a hazard assessment and risk analysis addressing occupational and
environmental exposures to well stimulation treatments, including hydraulic
fracturing treatments, hydraulic fracturing treatment‐related processes, acid well
stimulation treatments, acid well stimulation treatment‐related processes, and the
corresponding impacts on public health and safety with the participation of the
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment.
Each of the subject areas specified for the scientific study in Senate Bill 4 should be analyzed in the EIR.
Senate Bill 4, as originally drafted, did not contemplate concurrent release of the EIR and scientific study
– rather, it provided for the study to come out on January 1, 2015 and for the EIR to be finalized July 1,
2015. This original order of events makes sense.
On January 14, 2015, California Council on Science and Technology (CCST) released Volume I of the
assessment to the public. Volume I, which is titled "An Independent Scientific Assessment of Well
Stimulation Technologies in California: Well Stimulation Technologies and their Past, Present, and
Potential Future Use in California", provides the factual basis describing what well stimulation
treatments are, how they are conducted in general and practiced in California, and where they have
been and are being used for oil and gas production in the state. The remainder of the full independent
scientific assessment will be released in July 2015. Volume II will assess the potential impacts of well
stimulation with respect to water, air quality, and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as induced
seismicity, ecology, traffic and noise. And Volume III will present case studies to assess environmental
issues and qualitative hazards for specific geographic regions. All three volumes should inform the EIR
process, and DOGGR should not complete its EIR until DOGGR and the public have had the opportunity
to review and comment on all three volumes.
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5

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE & KERN COUNTY: The DEIR improperly defines and limits the geographic
scope of the Project area and fails to adequately consider impacts of Kern County well
stimulation.

5.1

The DEIR study regions are not based on any logical organizing principle and impermissibly
exclude part of the State.

For purposes of the DEIR, DOGGR partitioned the State into six study regions. These study regions follow
the boundaries of DOGGR’s six administrative Districts. The stated purpose of subdividing the State was
to grapple with California’s “diversity of environmental attributes,” but the boundaries of the study
regions are set by political, not environmental, parameters. Instead of permitting an analysis that
considers similar ecosystems or is done by impacted watersheds, for example, the study regions serve to
splice and downplay impacts. This improper piecemealing masks impacts and impairs review.
Furthermore, Senate Bill 4 and Public Resources Code Section 3161(b)(3) require this EIR to evaluate
well stimulation treatments throughout the State of California. This EIR, however, fails to do that.
Instead it excludes “portions of California that have not been developed for oil and gas production
historically,” and areas “not reasonably projected to be developed for oil and gas production in the
future because they do not contain hydrocarbon reserves that could be economically produced.”21 In
total, it excludes 27 of California’s 58 counties or approximately 43 percent of California’s total land
mass.
This is impermissible for at least three reasons. First, SB 4 mandated a review of the impacts of well
stimulation throughout the state. This makes good sense. The indirect and potential impacts of well
stimulation are not reasonably limited to the physical location of the Monterey Shale. The water,
wastewater, chemicals, and crude involved in well stimulation may travel as far as 300 miles one‐way
from a production field22, and those trips (and their impacts on, e.g., traffic, hazardous materials, and
air) are nowhere legally confined to the boundaries of the Monterey Shale. Second, the reason that SB 4
was passed and this EIR was undertaken is precisely because of a sudden increase in estimates of
California’s oil reserves and advancements in drilling methods and technology that make extraction
possible in places and of reserves that it has historically not been economical or possible to extract.
Third, when speaking on panels, the Department of Conservation’s own Director Mark Nechodom
frequently puts up various, differing maps of the Monterey Shale and makes the point that we do not
know with any certainty where this reserve is and where it isn’t. For example, compare the BLM/CA
Department of Conservation map of the Monterey Shale (provided below) with the one in Figure 5‐9 in
the DEIR. The discrepancies are numerous. For example, one map shows the shale formation reaching
up through San Mateo and Santa Cruz counties, the other does not. The one map shows the formation
reaching through the middle of Monterey County; the other shows the formation off the coast of
Monterey. The one map shows the formation off the coast of San Diego County; the other does not.

21
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Even using DOGGR’s own test of areas reasonably projected to be developed for oil and gas production
in the future because they contain hydrocarbon reserves that could be economically produced, the DEIR
impermissibly excludes counties. For example, San Diego County is excluded although, even by the
DEIR’s own map, it has the Monterey Shale in its northwestern boundary, just off its coast, and is a
major port. The DEIR also excludes Mariposa and Tuolumne counties, even though by the DEIR’s own
map23, those counties’ western borders include the Monterey Shale. Finally, the DEIR excludes a host of
Northern California counties that don’t appear to overlap the Monterey Shale but are directly adjacent
to numerous oil or gas fields in the Sacramento Valley.
The final EIR must consider the possibility that well stimulation would occur throughout the state, or put
actual, enforceable limits on permissible activity. Failure to include San Diego, Mariposa, and Tuolumne
counties is perhaps the most outrageous because those counties—according to DOGGR’s own map
included in the DEIR itself24—include the Monterey Shale in their boundaries or in their coastal waters.25
5.2

DOGGR failed to do in‐depth study of any Kern oil field.

The DEIR engages in a “spotlight” analysis of three specific oil and gas fields, namely, the Wilmington,
Inglewood, and Sespe oil and gas fields. The selection of these three “example” oil fields is problematic
for multiple reasons. First, these fields are all located in Region 1 and 2 and are, therefore, not
necessarily representative of an activity that will be conducted throughout the state and the six study
regions in the DEIR. The conditions and concerns experienced in these Southern California existing oil
fields are likely to vary greatly from those of, e.g., a well stimulation project in the north end of
Monterey County, which historically has had very little to no fracking and has an entirely different set of
ecological and human considerations.

23

DEIR Figure 5‐9
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See also, Richard Behl, The Monterey Formation of California: New Research Directions: AAPG 2012 showing
Monterey formation extending well into northern California. (Attachment 4)
24
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Second, the selection of these three specific oil fields misses the fracking elephant in the State: Kern
County. According to DOGGR, Kern County is the site of the vast majority of California’s current well
stimulation projects and permits. Indeed, Kern County is projected by DOGGR itself to be the site of 95
percent of future well stimulation in California. The DEIR notes that Kern is undergoing its own EIR
process and seems to, on that basis, abnegate its duty and mandate to conduct a true statewide study
of the environmental impacts of fracking. Instead, it punts the question of environmental impacts in
Kern to a hypothetical future EIR by the county. The Project and EIR must address Kern County and
should conduct a higher, not lower, level of review of the potential impacts of continued well
stimulation activity in Kern County.26 This is troubling not only because Kern County is such a locus of
well‐simulation activity already, but also because it is home to poor communities and communities of
color that Cal EPA has identified as particularly burdened by and vulnerable to pollution.27

6

INTENT OF EIR: The DEIR is a programmatic level analysis of the Project that cannot serve as
the final CEQA document.

The stated intent of the DEIR is “to function as a programmatic environmental review document under
CEQA.”28 However, the document also asserts that for some unlimited number of wells this document is
also intended to be able to serve as the sole CEQA review.29 To that end, the DEIR sets out a process
where the State Oil and Gas Supervisor, or his appointee, will use a checklist to “determin[e] the extent,
if any, to which a particular proposed permit or group of proposed permits requires additional, site‐
specific or project‐specific analysis . . . .”30 This EIR, which is by its very design hindered in its ability to
consider location‐specific environmental impacts and mitigation, should not and cannot serve as the
final CEQA review for any future wells.
Programmatic‐level EIRs are a first‐tier document under which subsequent, site‐specific proposed
activities must also be evaluated under CEQA. The reason for that is twofold. As an initial matter, the
environmental effects of any identified well stimulation activity are not in the scope of this DEIR’s
programmatic level analysis because the analysis here has been abstracted in order to consider impacts
statewide. Well‐by‐well and site‐specific CEQA analysis is required because each location and each oil
well in California has its own set of highly particular concerns and environmental considerations
including, but not limited to: local water supply and hydrology, geology, faults and seismology,
community and environmental justice concerns, neighboring wells (i.e. offset wells), and critical habitat
and threatened or endangered species impacts. In all future cases, “the later activity would have effects
that were not examined in the program EIR” and a new initial study would need to be prepared.31 A
program EIR is limited in its utility for dealing with subsequent activities by the specificity and
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comprehensibility with which it considers and anticipates future activities under the program.32 The
present draft programmatic EIR lacks the detail necessary to act as the final decision document for any
future site specific project.
Second, because this DEIR depends on regulations that were not finalized until very late in its
preparation and that are not yet in effect, comes in advance of a statewide scientific impacts study that
is not publicly available or complete, and has, across issue areas, deferred mitigation to analyses that
were not undertaken in the short time in which this DEIR was drafted, no future site can be deemed to
have been sufficiently studied for impacts or have those significant impacts mitigated by this document.
Those regulations themselves were not evaluated pursuant to CEQA, so there is no credible way to
assess the impact of their implementation. New information that was not known at the time of the
previous EIR, in particular, “[m]itigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible”
and “[m]itigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different from those analyzed in the
previous EIR” and would reduce one or more significant effects on the environment” are grounds for a
new EIR.33 Here, the mitigation measures are not known and have been deferred to some future study
and plan. Accordingly, once those plans and studies are completed, any future project would
necessarily have the benefit of that information and only then could it begin to mitigate the impacts, as
required by CEQA.
In order to ensure the full disclosure of a particular project’s environmental impacts and to best adopt
feasible measures to mitigate those local and regional impacts, full site‐specific CEQA review at the well
level is required in addition to the statewide EIR. Any single project authorization should be carefully
justified and must be strictly limited to a maximum number of wells in the same field and pool/zone.

7

BASELINE: The Project’s environmental baselines are inadequately defined and contingent on
future developments whose impacts cannot be characterized now.

To evaluate the environmental impacts of a proposed project, a lead agency must first determine the
environmental setting, or baseline.34 Under CEQA, the baseline consists of “the physical environmental
conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time . . . environmental analysis is
commenced.”35 In other words, the baseline is the actual physical conditions that exist at the site—not
hypothetical conditions.36 As discussed at Part III, above, this DEIR purports to use conditions following
the implementation of regulations that will not go into effect until this summer, and that were being
revised while the EIR was written, as the setting for this analysis. The DEIR thus explicitly relies on
future, hypothetical conditions—and not the conditions at the time its analysis commenced—as the
baseline. This not only violates CEQA’s baseline requirements, but also makes it impossible for the public
to tell what effects baseline DOGGR assumed for any part of the analysis; to be sure the baseline was
32
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consistent from part to part, or (because the baseline is tacked to well stimulation activities under
regulations that are not in effect yet) whether the baseline appropriately captures the conditions that
may exist after the regulations actually go into effect this summer.

8

UNENFORCEABLE AND DEFERRED MITIGATION: The DEIR Relies on Speculative and
Unenforceable Mitigation Measures.

8.1

DOGGR cannot rely on the DEIR’s mitigation analysis to minimize or avoid discussing
significant impacts, because the mitigation is not sufficiently enforceable.

As an initial matter, all of the mitigation in this DEIR is speculative and unenforceable. DOGGR cannot,
therefore, rely on it to avoid characterizing any of the impacts of well stimulation as significant for CEQA
purposes, or to avoid fully analyzing impacts it does concede are significant.
A fundamental problem with DOGGR’s approach to mitigation measures is that, as discussed at Part II.2,
above, DOGGR may not serve as the Lead Agency for all (or even the lion’s share of) well stimulation
projects in California that this DEIR purports to analyze. Because DOGGR has limited authority to require
any of the mitigation identified in the DEIR in instances where it is not the Lead Agency, it cannot
assume in defining and analyzing the impacts of this Project that the standards for resource protection
and mitigation in this DEIR will be implemented for all well stimulation projects in California.37
Another problem is that, as discussed at Parts 3 and 7, above, the environmental setting and baseline for
the project, which determine its impacts and affect the appropriate scope of mitigation measures, are
hypothetical and impossible to characterize fully at this time.
A third problem is that much of the mitigation in the DEIR is described in vague terms that make it
impossible to understand what mitigation DOGGR understands to be feasible or envisions would be
required at any particular well stimulation site. Agencies may not incorporate proposed mitigation
measures into the description of the project to skirt CEQA’s requirement to disclose significant
impacts.38 If an agency relies on such measures to reduce the significance of the project, it must ensure
that they are enforceable.39 DOGGR cannot assure that the limited set of mitigation measures it
mentions will be enforceable, even at sites where it will serve as Lead Agency, because it has not clearly
specified which measures it intends to enforce.
DOGGR’s preparation of this EIR cannot substitute for or excuse local lead agencies from conducting
their own CEQA review for well‐stimulation projects they approve. The Legislature expressly anticipated
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that agencies other than DOGGR would serve as Lead Agency for some well‐stimulation projects.40
Indeed, there is reason to believe that local agencies, rather than DOGGR, will generally serve as the
Lead Agency under CEQA.41
DOGGR must revise the DEIR to make clear that this document alone does not satisfy CEQA
requirements for individual well‐stimulation projects, and that all Lead Agencies remain responsible for
preparing supplemental CEQA documents that fully analyze the site‐specific impacts of, and identify and
prescribe appropriate mitigation measures for, well stimulation projects they approve.
8.2

DOGGR has impermissibly deferred mitigation in an “act now, study later” approach.

The DEIR acknowledges that the Project will have significant adverse environmental impacts. DOGGR
then goes on to assert that as part of its mitigation it will conduct various plans, reports, and studies.
The problem with this approach, however, is that the true environmental consequences of the proposed
action are required to be considered before actions are taken—not after. To study the effects and
mitigate after the project has commenced is backwards. DOGGR has proposed to increase the risk of
harm to the environment and then to study that risk, but the entire purpose of the EIR process is that
before one brings about a potentially significant and irreversible change to the environment, the agency
sufficiently explore the intensity of the environmental effects and mitigate those impacts. A description
of the Project that depends on future mitigation studies is misleading: there is no enforceable
requirement related to these future plans or studies.
The question every EIR must answer is whether the planned activity will have “significant effects on the
environment” so that it can “identify alternatives to the project, and [] indicate the manner in which
those significant effects can be mitigated or avoided.”42 In violation of CEQA, DOGGR has left that
question unanswered. As a result, DOGGR failed to fulfill the purpose of the DEIR that it “mitigate or
avoid the significant effects on the environment of projects that it carries out or approves whenever it is
feasible to do so.”43
While DOGGR promises that the necessary studies and reports will be performed after the EIR is
completed, that is too late. Without ascertaining, for example, the health impacts created by the
Project before completion of the EIR, the EIR cannot be, as it is required to be, a “meaningful and useful
to decision makers and to the public.”44 CEQA rejects DOGGR’s “act first, study later” approach. And,
the fact that DOGGR might have to work harder to determine if significant impacts can result from this
Project in comparison to other projects cannot be an excuse for deferred study. The Project’s size and
complexity calls for greater consideration and study, not less.
40
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8.3

DOGGR must complete the Health Risk Assessment (HRA) before finalizing the EIR

Numerous health concerns have been associated with well stimulation, and while the DEIR addresses
some aspects of a subset of these health issues, it fails to address other important health risks. In
particular, the DEIR doesn’t consider health issues as a group in a formal Health Risk Assessment (HRA),
including interactive effects on the health of local residents and communities. A full HRA as part of the
DEIR is a necessary component, as there are already numerous reports of health complaints including
dizziness, sinus disorders, depression, anxiety, difficulty concentrating, and many others, among people
who live near well stimulation operations in other states. Without a full assessment and mitigation of
the impacts of the risks, the health of California residents and communities is likely to suffer.
In adopting CEQA, the California legislature found that “[t]he capacity of the environment is limited, and
it is the intent of the Legislature that the government of the State take immediate steps to identify any
critical thresholds for the health and safety of the people of the State and take all coordinated actions
necessary to prevent such thresholds being reached.”45 The legislature went on to find that there is “a
need to understand the relationship between the maintenance of high‐quality ecological systems and
the general welfare of the people of the State . . . .”46 To these ends, DOGGR must complete its Health
Risk Assessment of the Project before finalizing the EIR.
8.4

DOGGR can and must do more to describe and mandate mitigation measures that are
appropriately required at a programmatic level, as a floor and complement to further
mitigation measures that may be identified through site‐specific review.

As noted throughout the detailed review comments, the DEIR includes numerous mitigation
commitments that are not enforceable because they are not included in the proposed regulations or any
supplemental permit conditions. Although it is impossible for this programmatic review to fully identify
and analyze all mitigation measures that may be needed at individual well‐stimulation sites, DOGGR can
and must do more to describe and mandate various categories of mitigation that existing studies
demonstrate are likely to be important and feasible methods of reducing impacts at many sites across
California. These mitigation measures should set a floor for future mitigation that DOGGR or other Lead
Agencies identify in further, site‐specific CEQA review. For example, as we discuss at Part XIII, below,
DOGGR can and must do more to describe and mandate mitigation for the air‐quality, groundwater,
surface water, noise and vibration, hazards and hazardous materials, terrestrial biological resources,
marine biological resources, seismic, and environmental justice impacts of well stimulation.
Mitigation measures that are suggested in the DEIR itself that are unenforceable (i.e., not codified
through regulatory or other mechanisms) should be acknowledged as such and reduced efficacy of
mitigation due to the lack of enforcement should be analyzed and disclosed.
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9

ALTERNATIVES: The alternatives analysis impermissibly rejects feasible alternatives.

The alternatives analysis is central to an EIR. As the California Supreme Court has written, “The EIR is
the heart of CEQA, and the mitigation and alternatives discussion forms the core of the EIR.”47 A major
goal of any EIR is to “ensure that all reasonable alternatives to proposed projects are thoroughly
assessed by the responsible official.”48
Given the central importance of the alternatives analysis to the integrity of its EIR, DOGGR must do far
more than merely go through motions of analyzing and summarily dismissing alternatives before
selecting its preferred alternative. Rather, DOGGR must identify and “consider a reasonable range of
potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decisionmaking and public participation.”49
This range must include alternatives that “feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project.”50
“[A]n agency may not approve a proposed project if feasible alternatives exist that would substantially
lessen its significant environmental effects.”51 An agency’s finding that an alternative is infeasible “must
be supported by substantial evidence in the record.”52
Of particular importance here, the CEQA Guidelines provide that:
An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location
of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project
but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and
evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.53
That an alternative may be inconsistent with some project objectives, therefore, may not justify its
elimination from review.54
The Guidelines also provide state that:
Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a
project may have on the environment (Public Resources Code Section 21002.1), the
discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location which
are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project,
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even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project
objectives, or would be more costly.55
In the DEIR, DOGGR purported to evaluate six alternatives, including a no project alternative.56 The
DEIR’s evaluation of these alternatives was deeply flawed. The DEIR does not support DOGGR’s
conclusion that the preferred alternative is “environmentally superior” to the other enumerated
alternatives or logical extensions thereof.57 More fundamentally, DOGGR impermissibly refused to
analyze several additional important alternatives. The DEIR’s discussion of alternatives mischaracterized
the project’s true purpose and objectives, applicable law, and the available facts on relative impacts.
9.1

DOGGR Impermissibly Rejected various alternatives that it must re‐analyze in the Final EIR.

DOGGR impermissibly dismisses, based on misreadings of law and unsubstantiated factual claims, a
number of alternatives that (if appropriately analyzed and characterized) could further reduce the
impacts of well stimulation. These alternatives also provide important context for DOGGR’s review of
other alternatives, by helping the public to better understand the relative environmental, social, and
economic costs of different approaches to meeting California’s energy needs.
9.1.1

No future well stimulation alternative (Alternative 1) and No future well stimulation outside
of existing oil and gas field boundaries alternatives (Alternative 2)

As the TGG Report explains, DOGGR’s conclusion that the Project is the environmentally preferable
alternative is largely unfounded. In particular, two alternatives have not been given adequate
consideration: No future well stimulation (Alternative 1) and No future well stimulation outside of
existing oil and gas field boundaries alternatives (Alternative 2). These alternatives must be
reconsidered.
In its rejection of Alternative 1 and 2, DOGGR makes three key assumptions. First, that there would be
less California crude production under either alternative and 25 percent less under Alternative 1.
Second, that this foregone production would be offset by additional oil produced outside of the State
and delivered to California. Third, that there would be indirect environmental impacts associated with
exploration and production activities in the areas where the oil would be produced and impacts
associated with transportation of the oil into California, primarily by tanker and rail.58
With respect to the first assumption, the TGG Report explains that the 25 percent figure is overstated,
contradicted within the DEIR itself, at odds with the recent CCST SB4 Well Stimulation Study figures59,
and from a personal communication with Halliburton, an unreviewable and obviously biased source.60
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DOGGR’s three assumptions are also based on historical information that may not be representative of
future conditions. The information in the DEIR “predates, and thus does not take into account, the
major changes since mid‐2014 in terms of dramatically lower crude prices.”61 This shortcoming in the
analysis has implications for DOGGR’s future predictions and alternatives analysis. Specifically, as the
TGG Report explains, “[i]n California, well stimulation, in combination with high crude prices, has not
enabled large amounts of crude production from shale/tight oil plays. Thus, in California, restrictions on
well stimulation might have only a short‐term impact on crude production, even in a context of high
crude prices.”62 “Put more simply, if crude prices are low and there is much less drilling in California
(compared with recent years when crude prices were high and there was substantial drilling activity in
California), then restrictions on well stimulation may not have a big impact on production” over the
short‐term.63
In sum, less than 25 percent of oil in California is currently a product of well stimulation. And, lower
crude prices means that there will likely be even less stimulation activity going forward, so that any
restriction will have a lower impact than DOGGR predicts over the short‐term. “So instead of the
immediate 25% drop in production claimed by the DEIR for Alternative 1, any impact on crude
production from Alternative 1 may be very small at first and will (at most) grow only slowly over a long
period.”64
The following summary is from the TGG Report, Section 2.5:
The DEIR analysis assumes that well stimulation enables 25% of California crude
production, and that Alternative 1 (No Future Well Stimulation) would result in an
immediate 25% drop in production. But for multiple reasons, restrictions on well
stimulation may have only a much smaller impact on California crude production
and supply, especially in the near term.
First, the DEIR assumes that restrictions on well stimulation would immediately have
their full impact on production; however, this is not a realistic reflection of the time
pattern for drilling and production. Wells typically produce crude over a number of
years, albeit at declining rates. So production in a given year is affected not just by
drilling in that year, but also by ongoing production from wells drilled in previous
years. Thus, any change in drilling practices (such as restrictions on well stimulation)
will have only a limited impact on production in the near term. It will likely take
several years, or even longer, for a change in drilling practices to affect large
numbers of wells and reach its maximum effect on overall crude production.
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Second, the DEIR assumes that well stimulation enables 25% of California crude
production, but this 25% figure is high relative to historical experience and other
available information. Moreover, this 25% figure is based on a personal
communication that is unreviewable, as well as potentially prone to bias.
Third, the 25% figure assumed by the DEIR does not take into account the major
changes since mid‐2014 in terms of dramatically lower crude prices. Lower crude
prices (vs. higher crude prices) will result in lower California crude production and
lower usage of well stimulation. In California, new drilling and crude production in
January 2015 have decreased by about 90% compared with May‐November 2014.
Lower crude prices are also likely to delay (and quite possibly forestall) extensive
development of new oil fields and Monterey shale resources
Thus, restrictions on well stimulation may not have a big impact on production. So
instead of the immediate 25% drop in production claimed by the DEIR for Alternative
1, any impact on crude production from Alternative 1 may be very small at first and
will (at most) grow only slowly over a long period.
Meanwhile, Alternative 2 may not (in practice) have a sizable impact on crude
production, especially in the near‐term. Alternative 2 would only prohibit well
stimulation in locations (outside of existing fields and their buffer areas) where there
might be little or no well stimulation in a context of lower crude prices.

Second, even if Alternatives 1 and 2, or any other alternative, would decrease in‐state oil production,
DOGGR’s analysis rests on a flawed and utterly unsupported assumption that any decrease in
production will be met with a corresponding increase in imports. The DEIR’s discussion of this effect is
based solely on the (mistaken) contentions that 25 percent of current in state production uses well
stimulation and that roughly half of the oil used in state is currently imported.65 DOGGR contends that
any decrease in production below current levels would need to be replaced, on a barrel for barrel basis,
by increased imports. This analysis entirely fails to consider California’s projections and commitments
regarding curtailment of in state oil demand. California law already requires measures to significantly
reduce in state oil use pursuant to the Global Warming Solutions Act, AB 32.66 Implementation of AB 32
is expected to significantly reduce total California gasoline and diesel use relative to present levels.67
Recently, Governor Brown has announced even more ambitious targets, setting the goal to ““within the
next 15 years, . . . [r]educe today's petroleum use in cars and trucks by up to 50 percent.”68 Because the
reduction in future California oil demand is likely to be far greater than any reduction in oil production
caused by a ban or other limit on well stimulation, there is no basis for assuming that any decrease in
production will be replaced on a one‐for‐one basis with increased imports.
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Third and finally, DOGGR’s assumptions regarding emissions for imports are unsupported. In particular,
DOGGR’s analysis of emissions is focused on marine deliveries via tankers. The numbers DOGGR uses,
however, include emissions from tankers transporting other liquid bulk commodities, and “will tend to
overstate emissions for the subset of tankers transporting California crude oil into California.”69
Based on its analysis, the TGG Report concludes that DOGGR’s comparison of alternatives, which ranks
the Project environmentally superior to Alternative 1 “is not consistent with the DEIR air quality
analysis.”70 “The DEIR understates adverse air quality impacts for the Project and overstates adverse
impacts for Alternative 1 (and 2). Thus, the DEIR consideration of air quality impacts is incomplete and
unbalanced.”71
A proper consideration of air quality impacts would likely result in a comparison of alternatives that
differs very substantially from that provided in the DEIR. Given the size and importance of these air
quality impacts, it is essential that a proper consideration of these impacts be undertaken. The DEIR has
not provided a sound basis for decision‐making in regard to air quality, and more broadly in terms of the
Project and any comparison to the alternatives.
DOGGR must revise the DEIR to include fuller review of the No Future Well Stimulation Alternative
(Alternative 1) and the corollary that assumes that future well stimulation will be limited to the
boundaries of existing California oil and gas fields (Alternative 2). These alternatives—in addition to
providing attractive alternatives that could potentially have significantly reduced environmental and
public health impacts—provide critical context for government decision‐makers and the public.
DOGGR’s reasons for eliminating them are based on erroneous readings of law and unsupported by
substantial evidence.
9.1.1.1

Alternatives 1 and 2 are feasible

DOGGR is wrong to presume that “[t]o be implemented, [the No Future Well Stimulation Alternative]
would require new legislation to amend or repeal [California Public Resources Code] Section 3106(b),
which currently authorizes well stimulation treatments, and 3160(b), which was enacted as part of
Senate Bill 4.”72 On the contrary: DOGGR has an affirmative duty to prohibit well stimulation unless
DOGGR determines that it can be done safely while preventing, as far as possible, damage to life, health,
property, and natural resources, and reflects the best policy for California.
Section 3106(b) directs DOGGR to permit only those “methods and practices . . . for the purpose of
increasing the ultimate recovery of underground hydrocarbons . . . which, in the opinion of the
supervisor, are suitable for this purpose.”73 As DOGGR recognizes, “SB 4’s requirements . . . are all inter‐
related [and] . . . all serve the overall objective . . . of requiring the State to rigorously evaluate well
69
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stimulation treatments and determine whether they can be conducted safely.”74 More broadly, the
findings in the final version of this EIR and other legally mandated reviews may demonstrate that that
the putative benefits of well stimulation simply do not outweigh the associated damage and threats to
the environment and public health. Plainly, the fundamental purpose of this EIR and the other reviews
the Legislature has mandated is to whether well stimulation is “suitable” for California. If the DEIR and
other reviews demonstrate that it is not, DOGGR has both the authority and obligation to prohibit its
use.
Consistent with this mandate, neither section 3016(b) nor section 3160(b) set a floor on the level of well
stimulation that must lawfully occur, or purports to prevent California regulators from exercising their
discretion to ban future well stimulation. Section 3160(b) simply requires the adoption by January 1 of
this year of regulations specific to well stimulation, and the collection and submission of other
information about well stimulation.75 Section 3106(b) likewise does not mandate any particular level of
well stimulation,76 but instead contemplates that some methods and practices are not “suitable” and
therefore must not be allowed. Section 3106(b) must also be read in the context of section 3016(d),
which provides that DOGGR “shall administer” California’s oil and gas law “so as to encourage the wise
development of oil and gas resources.”77 Their EIR and the other actions required by SB 4 must
determine whether, rather than assume that, it is “wise” for DOGGR and fellow regulators to allow any
well stimulation in California, as well as determining whether and how to limit any stimulation that is
allowed.
Furthermore, nothing in Senate Bill 4 changed DOGGR’s existing duty under the Public Resources Code
to “prevent, as far as possible, damage to life, health, property, and natural resources . . . .” § 3106(a).
Thus, implementing Alternative 1 is clearly within DOGGR’s authority, and no changes to the law would
be needed.
DOGGR is also wrong to suggest that it may dismiss otherwise reasonable alternatives from its CEQA
review simply because they may require some “independent legislative action.”78 As explained in the
introduction to the Alternatives section, EIRs generally should foster public understanding about the
probable environmental and public‐health consequences of different courses of action. In considering
what alternatives are reasonable and feasible here, DOGGR must also keep in mind that this EIR is being
prepared in response to a law that recognized that the public lacks sufficient information about the
environmental and other hazards of well stimulation, and that called for more transparency and
accountability in educating the public about these hazards. See above Part II.6.
If, for example, DOGGR were to conclude following full and fair consideration of Alternatives 1 and 2
that these alternatives are viable options for minimizing the damage and threats to the environment
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and public health associated with well stimulation, DOGGR is obligated to stop well stimulation in order
to prevent damage to life, health, property, and natural resources. It may also help to inform future
legislation, as well as DOGGR’s own determination of whether well stimulation was “suitable” and
“wise.”79 Full consideration of Alternative 2 and related alternatives that would more tightly regulate
well stimulation would also provide important context for DOGGR’s own regulatory work and oversight
of well‐stimulation projects, even assuming that no new legislation passes. As DOGGR concedes
elsewhere, it and other California agencies retain the discretion to adopt more stringent well‐
stimulation regulations than have been adopted recently in response to SB4. See also below Pt II.6
(discussing SB4), Pt. X.1 (discussing DOGGR’s impermissible rejection of a “Most Stringent” Alternative).
9.1.2

DOGGR’s claims about the air‐quality impacts of Alternatives 1 and 2 are exaggerated,
arbitrary and unsupported by substantial evidence.

DOGGR claims that the no well stimulation alternative in California would be worse for air quality than
allowing future well stimulation. This claim is based on a flawed analysis that exaggerates the
comparative impacts DOGGR identifies. It is also arbitrary.
As an initial matter, in the DEIR, DOGGR’s estimates of emissions for criteria and precursor air pollutant
emissions include new drilling, but the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions from well stimulation fail to
include emissions from new well drilling.80 DOGGR also “substantially underestimates GHG emissions
for the supply from California production enabled by well stimulation, while overstating emissions for
alternative crude supply production outside California.”81 More specifically, the crude produced in
California has a relatively high average carbon intensity. Indeed, even using DOGGR’s own numbers, the
GHG emissions from the California crude production enabled by well stimulation would be a very
significant component of overall statewide emissions.82
But the DEIR analysis substantially understates GHG emissions for the supply
from California production enabled by well stimulation. . . . California
production enabled by well stimulation has a substantially higher carbon
intensity, relative to other California crude production and relative to
replacement supply from imports.83
As the TGG Report explains, there is variation in the carbon intensity of different California oil fields.
Some of the highest intensity fields are in Kern County and the San Joaquin Valley. It is these fields that
are expected by DOGGR itself to be the locus of future well stimulation activity, and, therefore, the
crude produced from well stimulation is higher intensity crude than the California average. For this
reason, it is inappropriate—and results in a lower GHG emissions impact than actual—to use the
California average GHG numbers for crude. The TGG’s analysis found that “the carbon intensity of
79
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California crude production enabled by well stimulation is 22‐50% higher than the average for all
California production (13.06 g CO2e/MJ for 2012 crude supply).”84
While DOGGR understates the impact of increased California crude production it overstates the carbon
intensity of imported oil.85 “Average carbon intensity for all foreign imports (from production outside
the US) is 9.8 g CO2e/MJ in 2012. Thus, while the DEIR assumes that replacement supply from imports
could have a carbon intensity of about 11.4 g CO2e/MJ (based on the carbon intensity for average crude
supply to California), replacement supply might have a substantially lower carbon intensity, notably
about 9.8 g CO2e/MJ (based on the carbon intensity for foreign imports to California).”86
The TGG analysis concludes that “California crude production has a carbon intensity that is 62‐100%
greater than the carbon intensity of replacement supply. Put another way, California crude production
enabled by well stimulation could be up to twice as carbon intensive as replacement crude supply from
imports.”87
In sum, DOGGR “substantially understates GHG emissions for the supply from California production
enabled by well stimulation, while overstating emissions for alternative crude supply from production
outside California.”88
DOGGR selects the Project as the Environmentally Superior Alternative, and bases this selection at least
in part on its analysis of Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 and their estimated GHG emissions. Without a
proper evaluation of crude supply and associated emissions from California production, DOGGR does
not provide decision‐makers and the public a proper comparison of alternatives.
9.1.3

Alternatives 3 – 5

Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 concern, respectively, consolidating well pads, limiting stimulation in urban
areas, and limiting stimulation in areas of active fault zones. The DEIR recognizes that each of these
alternatives presents environmental benefits.89

Despite identifying clear benefits of these policies, the DEIR determines that these alternatives are not
environmentally superior on the basis of an entirely artificial construction: DOGGR has chosen to
include mitigation measures in its preferred alternative but not alternatives 3 ‐ 5, and the DEIR
concludes that the preferred alternative is superior because it is the only one that includes these
mitigation measures. There is no reason, however, to confine mitigation measures to the preferred
alternative. Nothing indicates that the mitigation measures would in any way be incompatible with
84
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alternatives 3 ‐ 5. Alternatives that would combine the benefits of these policies with the mitigation
measures are reasonable—indeed obvious—alternatives that must be considered.
In addition, DOGGR must consider an alternative combining the policies underlying Alternatives 3, 4, and
5. There is no reason why Californians should have to choose only one. Thus, an additional alternative
combining alternatives 3, 4, 5, and the mitigation measures from the preferred alternative must be
considered.
9.1.4

No project alternative

An overarching reason for DOGGR to consider the alternatives discussed in this section is that they
provide important context for the public and for DOGGR and other agencies who may rely on the EIR
about DOGGR’s policy choices and the environmental consequences of those choices. The objectives of
the California Legislature in passing Senate Bill 4 were, as discussed above, broader than the objectives
of DOGGR in this DEIR. To fulfill those objectives of increasing our understanding of the human and
environmental impacts of well stimulation, a full analysis of the no project alternative is required.
9.2

DOGGR impermissibly refused to analyze various alternatives that it must analyze in the Final
EIR.

9.2.1

A “use of alternative energy alternative”

This alternative was rejected “because it would not meet the objectives of the project and immediate
implementation would be technologically infeasible.”90 As a threshold matter, as we explain at Part II.6,
above, DOGGR has defined the project’s objectives too narrowly. Even if this were not the case,
however, DOGGR would be required to analyze this alternative, which, obviously furthers the Project’s
stated objectives of (1) minimizing the number of new wells required for the recovery of hydrocarbons,
(2) the safety and protection of the California environment and natural resources, and (3) reducing
dependence on foreign oil and gas. The only analysis in the DEIR under this alternative outlines
California’s measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This list is essentially irrelevant to dismissing
this alternative because it does not tie back to the feasibility of using alternative energy instead of well
stimulation. The only sentence in this section that addresses the actual issue of feasibility states that
technologies do not currently exist to replace all petroleum‐derived products within a reasonably
foreseeable time frame. That is not the issue at hand: the current DEIR Project addresses only well
stimulation in California, not all oil in California overall. (The majority of oil is currently, even with well
stimulation, imported.) There is no data or explanation in this section on how much energy the state
would require, how much energy alternatives could offer, or what technologies are currently
unavailable, each of which is required to assess the feasibility of this alternative. Dismissal of this
alternative from further consideration was unsupported.
9.2.2
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DOGGR’s reasons for refusing to analyze this alternative, which it says would have “integrated all the
most stringent potential regulations [for well stimulation]”91 are arbitrary and unacceptable. DOGGR
must analyze this alternative.
DOGGR’s first reason is that “the proposed permanent regulations process is underway and
independent of the EIR.”92 But DOGGR now has the final text of the regulations that will apply both
through and after July 1, 2015.93 And, as DOGGR goes on to acknowledge in the DEIR, DOGGR and other
California regulators “retain the ability to enact more stringent regulations dealing with [the] impacts”
of well stimulation notwithstanding these regulations.94
DOGGR’s second reason for refusal to analyze a “More Stringent” Alternative is that it can always adopt
regulations “on an impact‐by‐impact basis rather than as a package of actions artificially bundled
together.”95 While this may be true, it does nothing to excuse DOGGR from describing and analyzing, as
a package, the well‐stimulation regulations it believes are the most stringent feasible, in furtherance of
its general duty to analyze a reasonable range of alternatives that would satisfy most project objectives
while minimizing impacts.
The “Most Stringent” Alternative also provides important context for regulators and the public. If
DOGGR never clearly identifies what set of regulations it thinks would be the most stringent feasible, it
will be much harder for regulators and the public to understand what those regulations look like (and
much harder for the public to know whether DOGGR has even identified that set of regulations). DOGGR
must include it in the final EIR.
9.2.3

The use of waterless hydraulic fracturing techniques

This alternative was rejected as infeasible on economic grounds. However, there is no evidence in the
DEIR to support these claims, as there is no economic analysis for fracking with or without water.
Second, the DEIR acknowledges that merely increased cost is not a sufficient ground for finding
economic infeasibility. Third, what little analysis is here indicates that this technology is already being
used in water‐stressed areas or near vulnerable reservoirs. In light of the historic drought we are
currently experiencing in California, this alternative warrants further review and was prematurely
rejected without findings.
9.2.4

Alternative Technologies Alternative

This alternative would require the use of “green” or non‐chemical technologies, and was “considered
but not carried forward” as infeasible for three reasons. “First and foremost, the concept of ‘green’
technologies for well stimulation activities is not adequately defined such that a comparison with other
well stimulation technologies might be made. It is unknown at this time which well stimulation
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technologies are considered ‘green,’ and which are not.”96 The second reason alleged that the
proprietary nature of newer technologies prohibits meaningful analysis. Further, “Some industry
representatives have stated that they are not willing to use their newest well stimulation technologies in
California, as their use would require disclosure (under SB 4) of information considered proprietary and
subject to trade‐secrets,” and California does not have the authority to disclose trade secrets to the
public. Third, based on current reporting and responses to requests for information, “the frequency of
‘green’ technologies is currently uncertain, at best.”97 All three of these rationales erode under scrutiny.
9.2.5

Resource Protection Alternatives

This alternative would limit certain areas from future well stimulation to protect sensitive areas. Like
the Alternative Technologies. DOGGR explains that “[d]uring development of the EIR, it was determined
that key features of these potential alternatives should be integrated into the project description as
standards to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive resources.”98 Therefore, this alternative was
eliminated on account of redundancy. However, there is no related limitation on well stimulation in the
Project; therefore this explination is misleading and the alternative was dismissed impermissibly.

10

AIR QUALITY: The DEIR Fails to Properly Disclose, Analyze, and Mitigate the Project’s
Significant Air Quality Impacts.

10.1

The DEIR fails to identify several of the Project’s significant air quality impacts.

Air pollution from the oil and natural gas sector is a serious problem that currently threatens the health
of communities across the state. Flaring, venting, leaking, combustion, and release of contaminants
throughout the production, processing, transmission, and distribution systems are significant sources of
air pollution from the oil and gas sector.99 Pollutants identified by the EPA as being related to the
process of hydraulic fracturing and capturing hydrocarbons include but are not limited to alkanes,
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes, and methanol. These toxic air contaminants and smog‐forming
volatile organic compounds (VOCs and NOx) threaten local communities and regional air quality.
This Project has identified significant, unmitigated air quality impacts. The air impacts, however, are not
fully analyzed. Specifically, DOGGR “does consider air quality impacts from well drilling and stimulation,
but it only selectively and inaccurately considers air quality impacts from crude production and
transport.”100 “The DEIR understates adverse air quality impacts for the Project and overstates adverse
impacts for Alternative 1 (and 2). The consideration of air quality impacts in the DEIR is thus incomplete
and unbalanced.”101
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The DEIR estimates for emissions from crude production are incomplete and potentially
misleading. California crude production results in substantial emissions from both
combustion and non‐combustion sources. Only a portion of these emissions (notably
those from non‐combustion sources) are explicitly considered by the DEIR. By failing to
consider combustion sources, the DEIR fails to account for a sizable portion of the
overall emissions associated with California crude production. In particular, the DEIR
fails to account for virtually all of the emissions for criteria and precursor pollutants
other than ROG (reactive organic gases).102
This failure of analysis is particularly troubling for the air quality analysis of Kern County, where
combustion sources are predicted to be particularly high relative to other places and where DOGGR
estimates the majority of future new well stimulation activities will occur.103 These unaccounted for
emissions would be occurring in a non‐attainment region at levels that could violate an air quality
standard. Without full consideration of the emissions from crude production enabled by well stimulation
in Kern County and throughout California, DOGGR has underrepresented the air quality impacts and
deprived decision‐makers and the public of a sound basis for evaluating the Project compared to the
alternatives in regard to air quality. (Id.)
Several mitigation measures are unenforceable and contingent on outside, independent actors. For
example, mitigation related to exposing sensitive receptors (e.g. residences, schools, children’s day care
centers, hospitals, and nursing and convalescent homes) to substantial pollutant concentrations and
objectionable odors both depend on a city or county to use its police and land use powers.
DOGGR must, however, go beyond the mitigation and impacts analysis in the DEIR. In addition to the
analysis in the DEIR, a complete air emission analysis must also address the following:










102
103

The air emissions impacts of well stimulation on all of California’s air basins.
The significant air quality impacts of continued and/or increased well stimulation activity to the
San Joaquin Valley.
The variation in emissions that might arise from project to project.
The air emissions of individual known chemicals used for well stimulation. And, the aggregate
impacts of chemicals known to be found in hydraulic fracturing fluids, including an analysis of
impacts over time that considers how these chemicals degrade or interact with chemicals that
are native to the subsurface
The air emissions of proppants. The proppants that are pumped into the subsurface help keep
fissures open so that oil and gas can be extracted more easily. Silica, which is used as a
proppant, can enter the atmosphere as respirable dust during transport and mixing.
The specific VOCs, TACs, or HAPs that are emitted from well stimulation processes.
A quantified evaluation of the magnitude of criteria emissions that includes not only emissions
from combustion of vehicles and equipment, but also (1) criteria emissions from venting and
fugitive emissions of volatiles, and (2) emissions from road dust. If estimates of these emissions
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are not quantifiable, at the very least, DOGGR should address the data that would be needed to
estimate those emissions, or the magnitude of air quality impacts that has been observed from
these emissions sources for well stimulation activities in other places or in the past.
An analysis of the air pollution that accompanies all phases of oil and gas production process
that accompany well stimulation.

The Project only addresses impacts to the eight air basins that currently include DOGGR oil and gas
fields, which amount to only about half of California’s total air basins. Air does not respect political
boundaries. It does not make sense, as argued above with regard to the DEIR as a whole, to
geographically limit review of the air impact analysis to these eight basins.
As the SSR Report explains, several California airsheds are in nonattainment at the state and federal
level for PM10, PM2.5, and ozone (formed when NOX and VOCs react in the presence of sunlight).104
Particularly for areas in nonattainment, any additional emissions matter. Oil and gas operations produce
PM, NOx, and VOC emissions and may impact regional PM, VOCs, NOX, and ozone levels. The San
Joaquin Valley is of particular concern because it is already in non‐attainment for both ozone and PM
and has a long history of difficulty meeting regional air quality standards.105 The San Joaquin Valley is
NOX‐limited, which makes controlling additional NOX emissions critical. At the same time, higher VOC
levels may contribute to ozone formation in some urban areas in the SJV depending on wind conditions.
In particular, impacts to Kern County communities must be considered. The majority of California well
stimulation activities occur in Kern County. According to the 2010 US Census, Kern County is 50.9 %
Hispanic (compared to 38.4% for the state), with 22.9% of residents living below poverty (versus 15.9%
for the state). Additionally, CalEPA has identified large swaths of Kern County as environmental justice
communities based on their disproportionate pollution burdens and socioeconomic vulnerabilities. To
the extent that new well stimulation projects have emissions and health impacts, they will add to the
already substantial health and economic burdens of these communities.106
DOGGR must also address the wide variation in emissions from well stimulation activities across regions
and wells.107 This variation is a product of several complex factors, including variation in the scale of
operations across time and space. As the SSR Report explains, “[t]he accumulation of emissions from
many well sites across a region can also be substantial even when individual well sites have modest
emissions. Furthermore, drilling activities can occur for decades, and the timing of emissions can vary.
For example, well completion occurs initially, and refracturing and liquids unloading can occur later in a
well’s lifetime; each of these processes can have elevated emissions.”108 DOGGR must consider the
special and temporal variation of omissions and the potential for higher cumulative impacts as a result.
The high level of site‐specific variation is an additional reason why this DEIR cannot serve as the final
CEQA document for any project‐level approval. For example, as the SSR Report explains, different well
104
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sites will use different equipment, which will manifest in a variation in emissions.109 There is also “wide
variation in emissions during completion depending on the nature of the separation and storage of
flowback water,” and the “use of trucks versus pipelines to transport flowback and/or produced waters
also affects emissions from vehicle engine combustion.”110 As a further example, the variability of the
geologic formation being developed also adds uncertainty. The depth of the target formation can result
in a longer or shorter well that will, in turn, affect how much fluid is injected and recovered in flowback.
These amounts have air impacts that ripple down the chain of production: the total amount of flowback
will affect the emissions from the fluids as well as from the vehicles transporting the recovered fluids.111
As the SSR Report concludes, this variation in air emissions “indicates that air quality impacts are project
specific and should be evaluated on a case‐by‐case basis.”112
One potentially large source of emissions during the production phase that requires further analysis
occurs during the flowback period after well stimulation. Flowback water can contain water, hydraulic
fracturing chemicals, natural gas, oil, other chemicals that occur naturally in the subsurface, and
chemicals formed due to reactions between these constituents.113 Drilling muds is another source of
emissions that also contains chemicals that are toxic to the skin, respiratory system, and brain, and
tanks used to store drilling muds may emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs).114 These emissions can
include criteria and toxic air contaminants as well as methane, a greenhouse gas with a global warming
potential at least 84 times greater than carbon dioxide over a 20‐year horizon. Consideration should be
given to the specific chemicals known to be used in well stimulation projects and their particular
impacts.
Consideration of these flowback, proppant, and drilling mud toxin emissions are particularly important
for protecting oil field workers. As the SSR Report explains, “[w]ell stimulation workers are likely most
at risk for suffering health impacts from emissions. Worker exposure to benzene has been found to
exceed NIOSH standards, particularly for workers gauging flowback levels in tanks or performing
maintenance on equipment used in the flowback process. There have even been reports of worker
fatalities during flowback, likely due to acute exposure to volatile hydrocarbons. Worker exposure to
silica dust has also been found to exceed NIOSH and OSHA standards.”115
The Project defers a Health Risk Assessment (HRA) for the Project and, therefore, fails to include key
information necessary to evaluate the increased health risks that could result from air emissions from
the Project. As such, there is no basis to conclude that the Project would not result in significant health
impacts; in fact the Project raises serious potential health impacts. DOGGR fails to properly disclose and
analyze the air quality and health impacts of well stimulation that is reasonably foreseeable that would
be included with the Project.
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In addition, the DEIR should analyze the effects of increased well stimulation on California’s ability to
meet its AB32 targets and clean energy and efficiency goals. Because increased well stimulation is
expected to produce significant additional emissions of criteria pollutants and hazardous air pollutants,
these must be analyzed and mitigation measures must be proposed and implemented to ameliorate and
guard against their negative effects.
The DEIR should also analyze the climate and air quality effects of the combustion of any hydrocarbons
extracted as a result of well stimulation treatments. This analysis should include a comparison to
existing and other new sources of oil or gas. The EIR must analyze the climate impacts of not extracting
the hydrocarbon reserves that may become accessible due to well stimulation. The EIR should also
evaluate the impacts of increased oil production from well stimulation on California's clean energy
economy, efficiency goals, and transition to renewables. Again, more hydrocarbon production is made
possible by the use of well stimulation. In the absence of these techniques, many hydrocarbons would
be left in the ground.
10.2

The DEIR fails to employ feasible mitigation that would help ameliorate the Project’s
significant air quality impacts.

As described in more detail in the accompanying report by Sustainable Systems Research, LLC116, the
DEIR mitigation analysis suffers from several shortcomings and should be revised.
First, the DEIR relies on a setback distance that is scientifically unsupported. The DEIR relies on an
arbitrary distance (1,500 ft) to trigger health risk assessment and emissions controls117, and that figure
should be reconsidered in light of the studies that indicate that pollution impacts from well stimulation
occur at greater distances. The 1,500 ft trigger distance must be revised to ensure maximum protection.
Second, the DEIR is vague and DOGGR should clarify how land use compatibility will be ensured and
assessed.118 There seems to be an implicit assumption built into the language of the DEIR that well
stimulation will not be analyzed as a regional source because the contribution of each individual well
stimulation is likely to be small. This must be clarified.
The DEIR currently makes an unjustified exception, allowing property owners to refuse emissions
sensors.119 DOGGR should revise this exception. To avoid improper refusal and dangerous impacts,
DOGGR should require sensors regardless of the property owner.
The DEIR should clearly define what “cumulatively considerable” levels are.120
Further, the DEIR impermissibly relies on “recommending to local air district that they update their
planning inventories, and, if necessary, establish in future air quality plans additional control strategies
116
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for sources related to petroleum production to ensure that emissions with potential growth are not in
excess of those anticipated within the planning inventories for the oil and gas production subcategory.”
(10.3‐29). This mitigation measure cannot be enforced by DOGGR itself.
In addition, DOGGR should require additional emissions reducing technologies such as, e.g., plunger lift
systems, no or low bleed pneumatic controllers, cleaner engines, use of non‐silica proppants, and
reduced emissions from dehydrators.121 As explained more fully in the SSR Report, plunger lift systems
reduce emissions during liquid unloading by placing a plunger in the well and allowing the well pressure
to push it to the surface (along with the liquids that need to be cleared), which reduces venting of gas
from the well during the liquid unloading process. No or low bleed pneumatic controllers reduce
deliberate releases of natural gas from the operation of pneumatic devices. Cleaner engines can reduce
emissions from equipment and vehicle engine combustion. Specifically, electric motors should be used
instead of internal combustion engines for activities occurring near sensitive receptors, EPA Tier 4
engines for nonroad diesel equipment such as pumps should be used, and trucks that meet 2010
standards should be required to be used instead of dirtier vehicles. Non‐silica proppants could be used
to reduce emissions of respirable silica. Although MM AQ‐2c discusses road dust abatement, it does not
address silica dust. DOGGR should also include in its mitigation a requirement to reduce emissions from
dehydrators by improving glycol flow and using flash tank separators to reduce venting. Although the
DEIR mentions dehydrators, this strategy to reduce emissions is not specifically mentioned in the DEIR
mitigations.
DOGGR should also, in its mitigation, require industry to reduce the toxicity of its well stimulation fluids.
Reducing the toxicity of well stimulation fluids will have positive impacts for health and the environment
throughout the well stimulation process. It would not only reduce air emissions from harmful toxins, but
it would reduce the danger of hazardous materials during transportation and waste disposal.
In addition to technological mitigations, DOGGR should include in its mitigation the implementation of
programs to modify practices that reduce emissions. These mitigation measures are particularly ripe for
consideration at this programmatic stage of analysis. This list of mitigation measures is copied from the
SSR Report Section 5.2:
Silica exposure reduction strategies such as modifying how silica is handled, implementing dust
suppression and control, providing personal protective equipment for workers, and setting worker
exposure limits can reduce the impacts of respirable silica. Although MM AQ‐2c discusses road dust
abatement, it does not address silica dust. Silica dust is not mentioned in Chapter 10.3 of the DEIR.
Educate workers about risks and provide personal protective equipment, including respirators when
appropriate. Worker training and protection are particularly important for flowback activities and
proper handling of silica. This strategy is not specifically mentioned in the DEIR mitigations in Chapters
10.3 and 10.12.
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Change tank gauging procedures. Workers should avoid opening tanks to gauge levels to avoid
excessive exposure to volatilized chemicals; alternative methods to gauge tanks are needed. This
strategy is not specifically mentioned in the DEIR mitigations in Chapters 10.3 and 10.12.
Leak detection and repair programs can reduce releases of methane and other VOCs. Belowred
cameras are one method of identifying leaks. This strategy is included (with reference to methane and
carbon dioxide but not other VOCs) in MM GHG‐1c.
Ensure proper well design, construction, and maintenance. This may include well design and
construction standards, casing pressure tests, inspections, reporting, best management practices for
these activities, etc. This strategy is not specifically mentioned in the DEIR mitigations in Chapters 10.3
and 10.12.
Emergency planning can decrease health and environmental risks of unexpected releases. This strategy
is not specifically mentioned in the DEIR mitigations in Chapters 10.3 and 10.12.
Waste planning can reduce releases and could be part of project approvals. This strategy is not
specifically mentioned in the DEIR mitigations in Chapters 10.3 and 10.12.
In addition to the above mitigation measures, the SSR Report identified a few policy measures that
would help reduce air emission impacts and should be considered by DOGGR in the EIR process.122 This
analysis is exactly the sort of precautionary approach mandated by Senate Bill 4. Specifically, Senate Bill
4 recognized that “[i]nsufficient information is available to fully assess the . . . environmental,
occupational, and public health hazards and risks [of well stimulation,” and what was required was
increased “transparency and accountability to the public regarding well stimulation treatments.”123 A
subset of the measures identified in the SSR Report is reproduced here:
Improve monitoring and modeling of emissions composition and quantities and of the subsequent
health risks and impacts. Monitoring of air quality should occur at the regional level and adjacent to well
stimulation activities, and both baseline (pre‐stimulation) and post‐stimulation data are needed. This
data can be used to create inventories of emissions from well stimulation that can be used to track
emissions over time and to attribute emissions to various sources. Epidemiological monitoring of nearby
residents and natural gas extraction workers should occur at the state level and should include long and
short term impacts in order to provide an early indication of potential impacts. Additionally,
toxicological testing of hydraulic fracturing fluids can increase our understanding of their combined
health impacts.
Project‐specific environmental impact evaluations are crucial for understanding and mitigating impacts.
As described above, there is a high degree of variation in emissions. Additionally, processes used and
available technologies for mitigation will continue to evolve. Project‐by‐project consideration is needed
to address variability and shifting emissions and mitigation realities. This could be spelled out explicitly
in the DEIR. Where there is concern over health impacts to workers or adjacent communities, a health
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impact assessment is warranted. MM AQ‐3a discusses the use of Health Risk Assessment but only points
to a need for projects with emissions located within 1,500 feet of receptors.
Building in adaptability to changes in well stimulation processes and technologies and available
mitigations by defining best available technologies on an ongoing basis and providing a mechanism to
require and oversee their use can help mitigate impacts. MM AQ‐3a mentions Toxic Best Available
Control Technologies but does not provide detail and does not more generally address how mitigations
will adapt with changing extraction and mitigation technologies.

11

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES: TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT

11.1

The Proposed Habitat Protection Standard Fails to Provide Effective and Enforceable
Mitigation for Biological Resources

The DEIR’s Project Description proposes four Project Standards for Resource Protection, including a
Habitat Protection Standard, that “represent general approaches” that “would be implemented as part
of the project to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive resources.”124 The DEIR states that “DOGGR
intends to impose and enforce these standards in the future both when acting as a Lead Agency in
conducting site‐specific environmental analyses for proposed well stimulation treatments and when
acting as a Responsible Agency in communicating with other agencies.”125 The DEIR further states that
the environmental impact analysis presented in Chapter 10 “assumes that the standards outlined in EIR
Section 7.5 (Project Standards for Resource Protection) would be applied to avoid and minimize certain
categories of environmental effects.”126
Although the DEIR claims that the Habitat Protection Standard will avoid and minimize impacts to
biological resources, this assumption is misplaced and improper. First, although DOGGR “intends” to
impose and enforce this Standard, there is no requirement for DOGGR to do so. The Habitat Protection
Standard is not identified as a mitigation measure in the DEIR and does not adhere to CEQA’s
requirements for mitigation measures.127 DOGGR provides no evidence that this Standard would lessen
the impacts on biological resources. Instead this Standard relies on vague, deferred, and non‐binding
actions. The Standard requires two steps to determine if any mitigation is needed: (1) each well
owner/operator/ service provider who proposes a new well would need to determine if the proposed
location occurs within a sensitive habitat type, and (2) DOGGR reviews the information submitted to
determine whether a proposed well stimulation treatment could adversely affect sensitive habitat types,
and “what sort of mitigation, if any, is necessary or appropriate.”128 However, the DEIR never specifies
the mitigation measures that would be required as a condition of the permit. Moreover, when an
agency other than DOGGR conducts the environmental review, the best DOGGR can offer is to
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“encourage” the agency to follow the Standard.129 For this Standard to be considered as mitigation of
harm, the EIR cannot rely on abstract, unenforceable, and deferred future actions by DOGGR or another
lead agency.
In effect, the Standard would allow many significant impacts to proceed in sensitive habitats. First, the
Standard appears to apply only to the well stimulation treatment itself, opening the door for significant
impacts to occur during other phases of the project. The Standard also excludes existing wells in existing
fields (i.e., “the Habitat Protection Standard would apply outside of existing oil and gas fields and for
new wells within existing fields”130), meaning that well stimulation treatments at existing wells would
inexplicably be exempted although they could lead to significant habitat impacts. The Standard states
that avoidance of habitat impacts will principally occur in California Marine Protection Areas and not in
other sensitive habitats. In other habitats, significant adverse effects can proceed as long as DOGGR or
other lead agency determines that a proposed mitigation strategy would “avoid any net adverse effects
on the function and values of such habitat.” Based on the extensive scientific literature on the significant
and often permanent impacts of well‐stimulation‐related activities on habitat, it is difficult to conceive
of a situation where net adverse effects would not occur, even given mitigation. As such, the Standard
should require actions to “avoid effects on the habitats entirely” in all sensitive habitats, for example, by
siting projects outside of sensitive habitats and appropriate buffer zones. Finally, while the DEIR
properly includes several habitat categories in its definition of “sensitive habitat types” (i.e., critical
habitat, recovery areas, federal and California protected areas and California conservation easements,
California Marine Protection Areas, and Areas of Special Biological Significance), it excludes other
important habitat types that should also be defined as “sensitive,” including riparian areas, wetlands,
floodplains, perennial and intermittent watercourses, and wildlife movement corridors.
11.2

The DEIR Must Evaluate the Full Range of Direct and Indirect Environmental Impacts of Well
Stimulation on Biological Resources

Under both CEQA and SB 4, DOGGR is required by law evaluate direct and indirect effects of well
stimulation. Under CEQA guidelines, direct impacts are those that result from the project and occur at
the same time and place, while indirect impacts are those that are “caused by a project, but can occur
later in time or farther removed in distance and are still reasonably foreseeable and related to the
operation of the project.”131 In Section 10.4, the DEIR states that it “evaluates the potential direct and
indirect effects to biological resources of past, current, and future oil and gas well stimulation
treatments.”132 However, as detailed in these comments, the DEIR is woefully inadequate in disclosing,
evaluating, and mitigating the full range of direct and indirect impacts of well stimulation by excluding
impacts associated with the full lifecycle of the well undergoing well stimulation—i.e., impacts related to
pre‐drilling, site preparation, drilling operations, well completion operations, testing and production,
well plugging and abandonment, and transport of oil and gas to refineries. The DEIR also fails to
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acknowledge that well stimulation increases the scope of direct and indirect impacts by prolonging the
lifespan of the well.
11.3

The DEIR Fails to Correctly Classify Many Impacts to Biological Resources as Significant

CEQA Guidelines define a “significant risk” as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in
any of the physical condition within the area affected by the project.”133 In relation to biological
resources, the project may result in significant impacts based on nine significance criteria related to the
project’s effects on habitat reduction, adverse effects on sensitive species, sensitive natural
communities, protected wetlands, and wildlife movements, and conflicts with protective measures.134
The DEIR asserts that the majority of potential impacts on biological resources would be adverse but less
than significant or reduced to a less than significant level.135 This assertion and similar statements
throughout this subsection are based on conclusory assertions instead of substantial evidence and
analysis as required by CEQA. In contrast, as detailed below, a large body of scientific research
demonstrates that many harms to species and habitats from well stimulation activities are permanent
and significant—including impacts from habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, degradation of water
quantity and quality, oil and chemical spills, and air pollution—and cannot be reduced to a less‐than‐
significant level even with feasible mitigation.
11.4

The DEIR Cannot Assume that the Final Proposed Regulations for Well Stimulation Will
Adequately Mitigate Harms

The DEIR assumes the “application of DOGGR’s proposed regulations for well stimulation” in evaluating
the direct and indirect impacts of well stimulation treatments on biological resources,136 and assumes
that the yet‐to‐be‐implemented well stimulation regulations will mitigate impacts. However, anything
less than full implementation and enforcement of these proposed regulations by DOGGR and anything
less than 100% industry compliance can result in significant impacts to biological resources. Based on
the past track record of failed agency enforcement and industry compliance, significant impacts of well
stimulation activities on biological resources are reasonably foreseeable under these regulations.
11.5

The Cumulative Impacts Analysis for Biological Resources is Flawed

The DEIR’s cumulative impacts analysis concludes that eight of ten impacts on biological resources
would have significant cumulative effects.137 For example, the DEIR states that “the project’s
contribution to cumulative loss and degradation of habitat for fish and wildlife would be considerable
(Class I).”138 In these cases the DEIR acknowledges that “additional mitigation to reduce the project’s
contribution to significant cumulative effects could be developed and implemented at a regional or
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program level as the future locations and habitat effects of project‐specific well stimulation
authorizations become known.”139 However, the DEIR fails to put in place any requirements that these
analyses and additional mitigation measures for cumulative impacts are actually implemented. Similarly,
Section 10.4 fails to require any analysis of the cumulative impacts of well stimulation activities on
biological resources or mitigation of significant cumulative impacts.
11.6

The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Evaluate, and Mitigate Direct and Indirect Impacts from
the Project on Biological Resources

The DEIR fails to adequately disclose and evaluate “the potential direct and indirect effects to biological
resources of past, current, and future oil and gas well stimulation treatments”140 and fails to adequately
mitigate these harms. These deficiencies are detailed under each impact criterion below.
11.6.1 Impact BIOT‐1: Substantially reduce the wildlife habitat of a fish or wildlife species
The DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the full scope of direct and indirect impacts of well stimulation on
habitat reduction. The DEIR only briefly states that “site preparation or other activities may include
removing native vegetation and habitat for well pads, drilling equipment, staging areas for supplies and
materials, vehicle parking areas, road access, and administrative functions. In addition, direct and
indirect effects of well stimulation activities could cause degradation of native habitat surrounding the
work areas.”141 The DEIR then very briefly lists four potential indirect impacts: invasive species
introduction and spread, dust, altered local surface hydrology, and reduced surface or groundwater
availability.142 The DEIR must disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the full range of habitat reduction impacts
stemming from well stimulation activities including but not limited to: (1) habitat removal from well
stimulation‐related infrastructure, (2) habitat fragmentation, edge effects, and density effects; (3)
human disturbance; (4) noise pollution; (5) reduced water quantity; and (6) reduced water quality.
Well stimulation‐related infrastructure: The DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the habitat impacts of
the full range of well stimulation‐related infrastructure, including impacts from pipelines, compressor
stations, transmission lines, production facilities, and seismic lines. The DEIR should acknowledge that
well pads result in significant and permanent habitat loss as they become fully industrialized sites. As
described in the Project Description, well pads are typically cleared of vegetation, graded, compacted,
and sometimes covered in gravel. Drilling equipment and materials include the drilling rig of 100 to 150
feet in height; storage tanks for industrial chemicals, oil, diesel, drilling muds, and water; on‐site
electrical generators; diesel‐powered mud pumps; trailers for workers; and storage racks for drill pipe
and casing.143 Well pad footprints are substantial. Well pads in California typically range from one to
three acres in size outside urban areas, while total well pad size can reach five acres with access roads
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and staging areas.144 Well pads built for future drilling in the Monterey Formation would be even larger,
estimated at approximately four acres with three to 10 wells per pad, with the potential for five to 10
wells within a one‐square‐mile area.145 Beyond the well pad itself, the footprint of access roads,
pipelines, transmission lines, seismic lines, compressor stations, and production facilities can
substantially reduce habitat (e.g., production facilities alone are estimated to occupy 20 acres146), but
the DEIR fails to conduct any analyses of these habitat reduction impacts.
The DEIR also erroneously includes agricultural lands as sites with little native habitat value where “well
stimulation treatment activities (and associated disturbance)…would not have significant impacts to fish
and wildlife habitat,”147 and incorrectly de‐values the well‐known conservation benefits of many
agricultural lands for wildlife. There are numerous examples where native species have become
dependent on agricultural lands due to the severe loss of natural habitats through conversion of natural
grassland, wetland, or other habitat to agricultural lands. Species that rely on agricultural lands in
California include the tri‐colored blackbird which received emergency protections under the California
Endangered Species Act in 2014,148 millions of wintering and migratory waterbirds, and more than 200
bird species that depend on agricultural habitats for at least part of their annual life cycle.149
Habitat fragmentation, edge effects, and density effects: Although the DEIR addresses habitat
fragmentation in the context of impeding wildlife movements, the DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the
impacts that fragmentation, associated edge effects, and increasing infrastructure densities have on
habitat reduction. Numerous scientific studies demonstrate that habitat fragmentation from the
construction of well pads, roads, seismic lines, pipelines and other linear corridors negatively affects
species by reducing home range size, reducing patch size below what is needed for foraging and life
history activities, increasing habitat isolation, altering physical characteristics such as light, moisture,
and temperature, facilitating the spread of invasive species, and altering species dynamics, including
movement patterns, interactions, and abundance.150 Fragmentation also increases the proportion of
disturbed edge habitat to undisturbed interior habitat which can increase the likelihood of predation,
parasitism, and human disturbance. For example, in the Marcellus shale, while each drilling pad and
associated infrastructure results in the clearing of 8.8 acres of forest, each drilling pad affects 30 acres of
forest after accounting for ecological edge effects.151 Similarly, in the Big Piney‐LaBarge field in
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Wyoming, a study found that while the overall area of oil and gas infrastructure, including roads,
pipelines, pads, and wastepits covered 4% of the total area, 97% of the total area fell within one‐quarter
mile of oil and gas infrastructure.152 As a result, oil and gas infrastructure impacted all the habitat of the
greater sage‐grouse in the area and road densities adversely affected elk. Numerous studies have also
documented that wildlife species decrease use of preferable habitat areas or avoid habitat areas
altogether in areas with increasing densities of oil and gas development, leading to indirect habitat
loss.153 For example, several studies have found that mule deer are significantly less likely to occupy
areas in proximity to well pads than those farther away.154 One study found that mule deer have a
significantly lower likelihood of using habitat within 2.7 to 3.7 kilometers of well pads, concluding that
“indirect habitat losses may be substantially larger than direct habitat losses.”155 In addition, changes in
habitat selection appeared to be immediate with no evidence of well‐pad acclimation, leading to
increasing use of non‐preferred habitats.
Human disturbance from infrastructure construction and operation: The DEIR fails to disclose and
evaluate the impacts of chronic and episodic human disturbance on reducing habitat quality and
quantity. Well stimulation activities result in long‐term human disturbance to surrounding habitat areas.
For example, drilling operations at the well pad including site preparation, drilling, well stimulation, and
testing can take as much as six months to complete.156 Drilling occurs continuously until the target depth
is reached, and the transport of workers and material occurs on a 24‐hour basis.157 Once production
starts, production operations are ongoing 24 hours per day year‐round.158 Truck traffic is heavy when
water is being trucked in for fracking and produced water is being trucked out. For example, the DEIR
estimates that 1,000 to 2,000 round‐trip truck trips are needed to deliver water to the well site for
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drilling and stimulation,159 while eight to 20 round‐trip truck trips are required to deliver proppant for
well stimulation.160
Noise pollution: The DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the impacts of noise pollution leading to habitat
loss. Well‐stimulation‐related activities cause significant intermittent and chronic noise pollution during
the lifetime of the well due to construction, drilling, fracking, truck transport, compressors, human
activity, and other noise sources. Noise pollution from well stimulation is particularly significant. Noise
from pumping during a frack job is estimated at 107 decibels161 while noise from pumping during acid
matrix stimulation can range between 75 to 100 decibels.162 Numerous studies demonstrate that noise
pollution from oil and gas‐related activities can cause wildlife to alter their spatial distributions and
temporarily or permanently abandon habitat areas.163 For example, in areas where sage grouse were
exposed to intermittent anthropogenic sounds associated with natural gas drilling and roads, male
attendance at leks decreased up to 73%.164
Reduced water quantity: The DEIR fails to adequately disclose and evaluate the impacts of well
stimulation on water availability for biological resources. The DEIR briefly states that well stimulation
activities could have indirect effects on water quantity due to pumping: “reduced surface or ground
water availability, caused by pumping from a surface source such as a lake, stream, spring, or a
groundwater source, reducing surface or soil water availability at a wildlife drinking water source, or
wetlands, riparian, or aquatic habitat.”165 It fails to evaluate the significant local and regional impacts of
past, current, and future surface and ground water withdrawal for well stimulation activities on fish and
wildlife, particularly in areas where wells are concentrated and well owners/operators permanently
remove millions of gallons of water from fresh surface and sub‐surface supplies (i.e., groundwater wells
and municipal water sources).166 The DEIR also fails to examine these impacts in the context of limited
water availability due to drought conditions and competing agricultural, industrial, and municipal waters
needs.
Reduced water quality: The DEIR fails to adequately disclose and evaluate the impacts of well
stimulation on water quality. The DEIR only briefly acknowledges the impacts on water quality through
disruption of local surface hydrology: “altered local surface hydrology, causing short‐term or long term
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habitat inundation behind berms, or interruption of downstream flow and sediment delivery.”167 Other
impacts on surface water hydrology that are not adequately disclosed include (1) clearing and grading of
well pads that increase sediment runoff; (2) construction, maintenance, and/or use of access roads that
elevate runoff rates, increase sedimentation and turbidity in receiving water bodies, and alter timing
and volume of stream flow, water chemistry, and stream channel morphology; and (3) construction,
maintenance, and/or use of culverts, pipelines, and other structures that alter water flow.168 In addition,
the DEIR fails to acknowledge that spills of fracking chemicals, produced water, oil, and other toxins
associated with well stimulation should be included among the water quality impacts that can result in
temporary and permanent habitat reduction.169
Mitigation measures addressing habitat reduction are completely inadequate
The DEIR incorrectly asserts that mitigation measures BIOT‐1a, BIOT‐1b, BIOT‐1c, AQ‐2c, SWR‐1a and
SWR‐2a will effectively mitigate adverse impacts on habitat to a less than significant level for most well
stimulation projects.170 As detailed below, these incomplete and often vague, unenforceable, unproven,
and deferred mitigation measures simply do not meet CEQA’s mitigation requirements.
(1) The EIR should include a feasible mitigation measure requiring applicants to site well stimulation
activities outside sensitive habitat areas. Many significant impacts to habitats could be avoided
altogether or substantially lessened by requiring well stimulation activities, including the construction
and operation of well pads, access roads, pipelines, transmission lines, and other infrastructure, outside
of the boundaries of identified sensitive habitats, as well as outside of a scientifically defensible buffer
zone surrounding sensitive habitat areas that accounts for the sensitivities of affected species. To
support this mitigation measure, the EIR should require a comprehensive state‐wide identification and
mapping of sensitive habitat areas, where sensitive habitats include all categories proposed to be
included in the Vegetation and Habitat Map171 and Habitat Protection Standard.172 The EIR should
require applicants to avoid siting well stimulation activities within any of these sensitive habitat areas as
well as an appropriate buffer zone surrounding these areas.
(2) MM BIOT‐1a inappropriately limits the scope of habitat evaluation and mitigation to areas affected
by fencing, grading, and site preparation activities, even though impacts can occur in other areas and in
other phases of well stimulation‐related activities. Although the DEIR states in one section that the
evaluation should occur in all “direct and indirect project‐related disturbance areas,” it subsequently
limits the scope of the measure to areas of fencing, grading, and site preparation through the
requirements of the Grading, Fencing, and Site Preparation Plan and the Vegetation and Habitat Map. It
allows the applicant to avoid habitat mitigation measures altogether if it affirms that “no grading,
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fencing, or other site preparation will be included in the work.”173 The measure also specifies that the
Vegetation and Habitat Map only pertains to the proposed limits of grading or site preparation including
a 300‐foot buffer. The DEIR also inappropriately exempts well stimulation activities at existing wells from
this measure if those existing wells do not require site preparation, even though well stimulation
activities at existing wells can result in habitat reducing impacts (e.g., ground and noise disturbance
from heavy equipment and trucks, and oil and chemical spills).
(3) MM BIOT‐1a fails to require an analysis of the total footprint of habitat reduction resulting from the
direct and indirect impacts of well stimulation activities, which is necessary for ensuring adequate
mitigation for habitat loss. This spatial analysis should include habitat reduction resulting from all
infrastructure (i.e., well pads, roads, pipelines, transmission lines, seismic lines, production facilities,
water wells), habitat fragmentation, edge and density effects, human disturbance, noise pollution, and
reductions in water quantity and quality. The analysis should also determine the radius or zone of
habitat impact resulting from each disturbance source, taking into account the differential sensitivities
of affected species. For example, studies have determined that well pads create an impact zone for mule
deer extending up to 3.7 kilometers from the pad.174 This spatial analysis must not only factor in the
habitat impacts from individual well projects, but must also analyze the cumulative impacts from
surrounding projects on a local and regional scale.
(4) MM BIOT‐1b does not adequately minimize impacts on native vegetation and habitat. The primary
substance of this measure titled “Impact Minimization” consists of one sentence that relies on vague,
non‐enforceable, and deferred mitigation: “For projects that may directly or indirectly affect native
vegetation or habitat, DOGGR shall review the project footprint design to ensure that it minimizes these
effects (e.g., by consolidating well pads, or revising the site plan to relocate disturbance areas, if such
revisions would allow for safe project implementation and would not cause new adverse effects to other
resources).”175 The EIR must include specific requirements and performance standards for impact
minimization as conditions of the permit. First and foremost, this mitigation measure should require
that applicants avoid siting well stimulation activities inside or near sensitive habitat areas. Where well
stimulation infrastructure is built, specific mitigation measures should require that infrastructure should
be consolidated and co‐located to reduce disturbance; roads should be prohibited from crossing
wetlands, riparian areas, and perennial or seasonal watercourses; and vegetation clearing should be
done by hand, in addition to the full range of other feasible mitigation.
(5) MM BIOT‐1c, which proposes on‐site restoration for “temporary” impacts and compensation for
“permanent” impacts, is inadequate to offset or compensate for the destruction of native vegetation
and habitat. At the most basic level, the DEIR presents no evidence that these restoration and
compensation techniques can effectively replace the value, structure, and function of native habitats
that are destroyed. This measure does not mitigate the adverse impacts from habitat fragmentation,
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edge effects, and density effects resulting from the network of well pads, roads, pipelines, transmission
lines, and other infrastructure crossing sensitive habitats. In addition, the DEIR states that on‐site
restoration for “temporary” impacts need not be implemented for up to five years after the initial
disturbance, leaving a long time lag before impacts begin to be remediated; requires no timeline for
completion of restoration; and provides no assurances for success (i.e., there is vague language referring
to “contingency measures” for remediation if the restoration is not successful). For compensation, the
DEIR specifies no timeline for completion, includes no requirements specifying how the Lead Agency will
evaluate whether the “habitat value” of the compensation land is “equivalent or greater than habitat
removed for the project,” and includes no requirement that these compensation lands successfully
replace lost habitat over time.
(6) MM BIOT‐1a, 1b, and 1c do not mitigate the effects from noise pollution. MM BIOT‐2a has one
requirement addressing noise pollution: “To the extent feasible, project activities exceeding 70 decibels
at the project site boundary (e.g., high‐pressure pumping of hydraulic fracturing fluids) shall be
scheduled outside the peak avian (bird) breeding season, to minimize effects to such birds.” However,
this measure applies only to birds and ignores other affected wildlife, is not mandatory (i.e., “to the
extent feasible”), does not provide justification for why the threshold of 70 decibels is sufficiently
protective, does not provide justification for why mitigation only during the peak breeding season is
sufficient, and does not define what is meant by “peak” avian breeding season.
The DEIR should analyze and require other feasible mitigation measures to reduce noise pollution from
well‐stimulation‐related activities, such as installing sound‐dampening devices, walls, and/or insulation
around pumpjacks, compressor stations, and other infrastructure; switching from diesel and gas engines
to electric engines; switching from conventional pumps to quieter pump designs (pneumatic pumps or
progressive cavity pumps); co‐locating infrastructure to a central location rather than disparate locations
to minimize the sources of noise pollution (i.e., using a central compressor with sound barrier walls
rather than compressors at individual wells); requiring infrastructure with design features that reduce
noise; and seasonally restricting activity in areas with sensitive species such as during migration,
breeding, and dispersal.
(7) The mitigation measures in the DEIR are completely inadequate to protect wildlife from significant
impacts from surface and ground water reductions. The DEIR claims that Mitigation Measures GW‐1a,
GW‐1b, and SWR‐3a, in addition to existing regulations and adherence to resource protection standards,
would reduce impacts to terrestrial biological resources to a less‐than‐significant level.176 The DEIR
specifically states that “Mitigation Measure SWR‐3a (Ensure Adequate Water Availability) requires
project‐specific surface water analysis to ensure no adverse impact on fish, wildlife, habitat, recreation,
or any downstream users of the water.”177 However, contrary to this claim, SWR‐3a (nor GW‐1a or 1b)
does not require specific analysis of impacts to fish, wildlife, and habitat and has no requirements to
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ensure no adverse harms. Likewise, the DEIR provides no evidence that existing regulations and
adherence to resource protection standards would adequately reduce harms to wildlife.
(8) The mitigation measures in the DEIR are completely inadequate to protect wildlife from significant
impacts to water quality. The DEIR incorrectly claims that that surface hydrology effects that could
reduce wildlife habitat would be minimized or avoided through the Surface Water Protection Standards
(EIR Section 7.5.3) “which would require siting well stimulation projects 100 feet or farther, wherever
feasible, from perennial or intermittent water bodies,” and through Mitigation Measure BIOT‐6a.178 In
regard to the Water Protection Standard, this Standard is not enforceable and can be dismissed if it is
deemed infeasible.179 Moreover, the DEIR provides no evidence that a 100‐foot setback would avoid
impacts to local surface hydrology and water quality, for example, from well pads, roads, and spills.
BIOT‐6a similarly contains no requirements that mitigate the impacts to less‐than‐significant since
jurisdictional waters can be altered and filled as long as future permits are obtained, and wetlands can
be destroyed under future vague, deferred mitigation agreements with DOGGR.180 BIOT‐6a has no
requirements pertaining to roads that can cause significant harms to water quality. SWR‐2a (Implement
Erosion Control Plan) is only required prior to the construction of any new well and other stimulation‐
related infrastructure, although the DEIR explicitly acknowledges that there is potential for ground
disturbance at existing wells due to the large amount of heavy equipment necessary for stimulation
procedures.181 In addition, SWR‐2a appears to apply only to floodplains rather than wells in areas
outside of floodplains.182
11.6.2 Impact BIOT‐2: Cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self‐sustaining levels
(1) The DEIR fails to adequately disclose the impacts to fish and wildlife from well stimulation activities
that could cause wildlife populations to fall below self‐sustaining levels. For example, the DEIR fails to
acknowledge that numerous studies have documented declines in abundance of birds, mammals and
fish linked to oil and gas development activities.183 The DEIR also misrepresents the toxic risks of well
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stimulation chemicals to fish and wildlife by inaccurately stating that “specific hydraulic fracking fluids
may contain one or more of many minor constituents that may be toxic to plants, fish, or wildlife.”184
One comprehensive study found that 40 percent of the chemicals added to fracking fluids have been
found to have ecological effects, indicating that they can harm wildlife.185 Studies have also documented
that fracking fluid discharges into streams have killed aquatic invertebrates and fish, including federally
listed species;186 fracking fluid applications to forest lands have caused widespread mortality of trees
and damage to surface soil;187 and exposure to fracking activity has caused negative health effects and
death to wildlife and domestic animals.188
(2) The DEIR is wholly deficient in its disclosure, evaluation, and mitigation of the impacts of spills of oil,
fracking fluids, produced water, and other chemicals on wildlife. Although not adequately acknowledged
by the DEIR, well stimulation activities have the potential to result in oil and other chemical spills during
the lifespan of the well, not only at the well pad, but also due to pipeline leaks; truck, train, and other
transportation accidents; and spills at processing facilities. Oil and chemical spills can have well‐known
catastrophic impacts on wildlife due to their toxic effects, the potentially large volume of spills, and the
difficulty of containment and clean‐up. As noted in the DEIR, produced water spills cannot be contained
by traditional oil spill response methods.189
The mitigation measures pertaining to spills are completely inadequate to reduce the impacts to
biological resources to a less‐than‐significant level as claimed by the DEIR.190 The Spill Contingency Plan
described under BIOT‐2a is vague, incomplete, and relies on deferred mitigation action. The DEIR briefly
states that the “applicant will submit a proposed Spill Contingency Plan that identifies and evaluates the
best‐available technologies to respond to spills of hydraulic fracturing fluids and potential spills of these
fluids mixed with crude oil on land, surface water, and ground water.”191 The Plan will be approved by
DOGGR after consultation with CDFW. In the case of a spill, the applicant and operator must notify the
CDFW Office of Oil Spill Prevention and Response and the State Warning Center in an unspecified time
frame,192 while in the event of any accidental or unauthorized release of material, debris, or substance
into any river, lake, or stream, the applicant or operator shall notify CDFW within 14 days.193 Not only
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does this measure leave oil spill response planning largely in the hands of the applicant, it contains no
specific mitigation measures for what the spill plan must include. For example, there are no
requirements that the plan (1) cover spills not only the well pad but in all areas directly and indirectly
affected by the project including pipelines, access roads, and production facilities; (2) effectively
respond to a worst‐case scenario spill; (3) demonstrate the capacity for full and immediate oil spill
containment and response; or (4) demonstrate an ability to effectively protect wildlife species and
rehabilitate affected individuals.
(3) MM BIOT‐2a is insufficient to protect wildlife from harms from roads and vehicles, including road
mortality, acoustic masking, and negative population‐level effects.194 Road mortality is a major factor
affecting the conservation status of state and federally listed species in California, including the San
Joaquin kit fox, blunt‐nosed leopard lizard, and California tiger salamander which overlap with oil fields
in the San Joaquin Valley (fox, lizard) and Santa Barbara County (salamander). Roads can cause
particularly high mortality and negative population‐level effects on amphibians, and mitigation
techniques do not have a track record of protecting amphibian populations over the long‐term.195 BIOT‐
2a states: “the applicant shall specify and enforce vehicle speed limits on access roads within the project
vicinity (not applicable to public roads).” However, this measure lacks specificity about what those
speed limits are, and fails to evaluate which speed limits would be protective of affected wildlife. The
DEIR also fails to include other feasible mitigation measures such as road closures during critical periods
such as breeding, dispersal, and migration, and wildlife crossings and under‐road tunnels.196
(4) The Species‐Specific Protection Measures under MM BIOT‐2a are inadequate, and rely on vague and
deferred mitigation measures. Species‐specific protection measures are triggered if DOGGR determines
that the proposed project activities “may cause a hazard”197 for special‐status species, upon which
DOGGR consults with the appropriate resource agencies to avoid or mitigate the hazard. However,
consistent with the ESA, the correct trigger should be whether the project activities “may affect” special‐
status species. Furthermore, the DEIR does not state the specific mitigation measures or performance
standards that will be included in the permit conditions. Instead the DEIR states that the permit
conditions “may include”198 several measures which are vaguely defined (e.g., “work activity or
biological monitoring”) and deferred. The EIR cannot approve mitigation measures that will be
formulated at a future time. First and foremost, the EIR should require the feasible mitigation measure
of siting well stimulation activities outside of habitat for special‐status species. The EIR should also
require an analysis of the vulnerability of each special‐status species to well stimulation activities to help
guide mitigation, which should include an evaluation of the overlap of the species’ habitat with the
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Monterey Formation; identification of characteristics that put that species at higher risk such as limited
range, small population size, specialized habitat requirements, and high sensitivity to disturbance; and
an analysis of potential for exposure to and potential for impacts from the specific well project and the
cumulative impacts from well stimulation activities on that species and its habitat.
(5) The DEIR includes species‐specific protection measures for two special‐status species ‐‐ California
condor and Nelson’s bighorn sheep ‐‐ while mitigation measures for other special‐status species are
deferred. At the most basic level, the EIR fails to require the feasible mitigation measure of siting well
stimulation activities outside habitat areas for these highly endangered species.
(6) The DEIR fails to evaluate and mitigate adverse effects of light pollution on wildlife. Well stimulation‐
related infrastructure can lead to significant amounts of light pollution. For example, the Project
Description states that drilling sites are lighted at night to allow for 24‐hour operation of the drill rig and
the drill mast is lighted for aircraft safety.199 MM BIOT‐2a briefly states that “night lighting, when in use,
shall be designed, installed, and maintained to prevent side casting of light towards surrounding fish or
wildlife habitat.” However, this measure should also specify that site lighting should be directly
downward and internally, avoiding site casting, uplighting, wall washes, and lighting where the bulb
protrudes from the fixture. Other mitigation measures should be required such as limits on wattages
and scheduling activities that require night lighting outside of important periods for affected species.
(7) The DEIR does not evaluate or mitigate the harms to wildlife from wastewater pits and sumps which
have been documented to cause injury and mortality for numerous wildlife species.200 Although
DOGGR’s final proposed regulations prohibit the storage of well stimulations fluids and other fluids in
pits and sumps,201 lack of agency enforcement and industry compliance have allowed the proliferation
of several hundred illegal and unpermitted wastewater pits in California202 that pose unmitigated
hazards to wildlife despite these regulations and must be addressed.
(8) The DEIR fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts to species from air pollution from well
stimulation activities. Shale development operations emit pollutants that are harmful to species
including nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), and particulate matter.203 For example, NOx and VOCs have direct toxicity and contribute to
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ozone (O3) formation which is a significant pulmonary and respiratory irritant in mammals204 and
negatively affects growth, reproduction, and survival of plants.205
(9) The DEIR fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate impacts on wildlife from the proliferation of linear
corridors and elevated structures like transmission poles and power lines that can facilitate increased
predation and parasitism.206
11.6.3 Impact BIOT‐3: Substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare,
or threatened species
MM BIOT‐3a is inadequate to mitigate well stimulation impacts that reduce the number and restrict the
range of special‐status species. First, Project‐specific Mitigation for special‐status wildlife and plants is
triggered only “if special‐status fish or wildlife are located during the field surveys.”207 However, species
may be present in the area even if not located during field surveys, and thus this measure should apply
to all areas identified as special‐status species’ habitat even if individuals are not observed in surveys.
Second, the DEIR unlawfully relies on deferred mitigation by failing to state the specific mitigation
measures or performance standards that will be included in the permit conditions. Further, the DEIR
provides no evidence to justify why the 100‐foot buffer area surrounding the species’ habitat would be
sufficient to mitigate harms, nor provides any justification for why compensation lands should occur at a
minimal 1:1 ratio, particularly when compensation lands are unproven to effectively replace the value,
structure, and function of native habitats that are degraded or destroyed.
11.6.4 Impact BIOT‐7: Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites
(1) The DEIR fails to adequately disclose and evaluate the impacts of well stimulation on wildlife
movements. The DEIR fails to acknowledge the numerous studies documenting that oil and gas
development alters species’ movements and causes avoidance of habitat areas with increasing densities
of oil and gas development. The DEIR also provides no evidence for several of its assertions. For
example, the DEIR states that activities located on operating well pads or other production‐related
disturbed lands would have “negligible effects” on fish or wildlife movements.208 However, well
stimulation activities that increase disturbance, for example through increased truck traffic, human
activity, and noise pollution, could have significant effects on wildlife movements in those areas. In
addition, as acknowledged by the DEIR, there is potential for ground disturbance at existing wells due to
the large amount of heavy equipment necessary for stimulation procedures,209 and this ground
disturbance could lead to impacts on wildlife movements. The DEIR also incorrectly asserts that “well
204
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stimulation activities would not significantly affect fish or wildlife movement or habitat fragmentation” if
they meet three criteria, including being located outside designated linkage areas or if the work site is
surrounded by sufficient natural open space.210 First, the DEIR fails to define what is meant by a
“designated linkage area,” making it impossible to assess this criterion. Second, “sufficient natural open
space” is undefined, and numerous studies cited in these comments demonstrate that oil and gas
development can substantially alter species movements and migratory pathways, even given
surrounding open space.
(2) MM BIOT‐7a is insufficient to mitigate harms on several counts. This measure only applies to well
stimulation applications that require grading, fencing, or site preparation work.211 The Impact
Minimization requirements do not include the feasible mitigation measure of requiring applicants to
avoid significant impacts to movement by siting projects outside of important movement areas. The
Restoration and Compensation mitigation measures lack any specific requirements or performance
measures for mitigating impacts to wildlife movements.
11.7

Section 11.4 of the DEIR (Programmatic Analysis for Specific Oil Fields) Suffers from the Same
Deficiencies as Section 10.4 of the DEIR

The programmatic analysis for terrestrial biological resources in the Wilmington, Inglewood, and Sespe
Oil and Gas Fields in Section 11.4 of the DEIR relies on the same mitigation measures as in Section 10.4
and suffers from the same deficiencies identified above for Section 10.4 of the DEIR.

12

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES: COASTAL AND MARINE ENVIRONMENT

CEQA requires an EIR to include a description of the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of
the project from a local and regional perspective at the time environmental review occurs. This
environmental setting constitutes the baseline physical conditions by which the lead agency must
determine whether an impact is significant.212 However, the DEIR fails to provide an adequate, accurate,
or informative description of the environmental setting in several respects.
(1) The DEIR improperly excludes Study Region 6 from its analysis. The DEIR claims that study regions
other than Study Regions 1, 2, and 3 “do not contain coastal and marine resources,”213 but this is clearly
incorrect. Even taking into account the counties that are excluded from analysis in the DEIR,214 Study
Region 6 includes two coastal counties—San Mateo and Humboldt—each with active oil and gas fields,
as well as several counties bordering the San Francisco Bay Delta (i.e., Santa Clara, Alameda, Contra
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Costa, and Solano). San Mateo County has an active oil and gas field west of Half Moon Bay on the
coast.215
(2) The DEIR fails to describe the boundaries of the coastal and marine portions of the study regions,
either in the text or in the maps provided in the figures. The coastal and marine portions of the study
regions should include state and federal waters and the coastal zone of Study Regions 1, 2, 3 and 6. As
acknowledged in the DEIR, DOGGR supervises the drilling, operation, maintenance and plugging and
abandonment of oil and gas wells offshore in state waters within three nautical miles of the coastline.216
State waters contain active oil and gas fields,217 are underlain by the Monterey Formation,218 are
undergoing well stimulation, and must be included in the project area. Federal waters offshore of Study
Regions 1, 2, 3, and 6 should also be included in the project area because offshore well stimulation
activities in these waters directly and indirectly impact the state’s coastal and marine biological
resources. Indeed, impacts to California’s coastal and marine resources off of the entire California coast
should be considered, because both species and contaminates migrate and there are reasonably
foreseeable indirect impacts to resources outside of the identified study regions. In addition, Senate Bill
4 did not geographically limit DOGGR’s analysis and such limitations in the marine environment—where
we know fish, whales, turtles, birds, and other marine species are not stationary—is unsupported.
(3) The DEIR fails to accurately or adequately describe the environmental setting in Section 10.5.3
(Affected Environment). The DEIR fails to disclose the presence of numerous special‐status species in the
study regions. For example, the DEIR erroneously states that no federal or state‐listed invertebrate
species are known to be present in Study Regions 1, 2, or 3. However, the black abalone is a federally
listed species that has critical habitat in Study Regions 1, 2, 3, and 6,219 while the federally endangered
white abalone occurs in Study Regions 1, 2, and 3.220 Similarly, the DEIR wrongly states that no federal or
state listed fish species occur in Study Regions 1 or 2. However, the federally endangered Southern
California steelhead has critical habitat in Study Regions 1, 2, and 3, the federally threatened South‐
Central California Coast steelhead has critical habitat in Study Region 3,221 and the federally endangered
tidewater goby has critical habitat in Study Regions 1, 2, 3, and 6.222 Although not acknowledged by the
DEIR, the federally endangered leatherback sea turtle has critical habitat in Study Regions 3 and 6,223 and
loggerhead, green, and olive ridley sea turtles also occur in the Southern California Bight. The DEIR fails
to disclose that state threatened Scripps’s and Guadalupe murrelets occur in Study Regions 1, 2, and 3,
and that many California bird species of special concern use these study regions, including the ashy
storm‐petrel, black storm‐petrel, Cassin’s auklet, and tufted puffin.224 The DEIR inaccurately describes
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the presence of marine mammals in the study regions. The Santa Barbara Channel near the western
Channel Islands provides extremely important blue whale habitat that supports the highest densities of
blue whales along the U.S. west coast and globally.225 Another endangered whale, the humpback whale,
congregates in the area from May to September. Little is known about the elusive endangered fin
whales; however, congregations have been observed near feeding aggregations of blue and humpback
whales. Although rare, endangered sperm, right, and killer whales occasionally occur in the area. Gray
whales migrate through the region on their way south to breeding grounds and again in the late winter
and early spring on their way north to feeding areas, and minke whales are known to occupy the region
year‐round.
To correct these deficiencies, the EIR should provide complete descriptions and maps of the presence of
special‐status species and sensitive habitats within the coastal and marine portions of at least the study
areas, and because indirect impacts could reasonably extend outside the study area should include
maps for the entire California coast, including the sensitive habitat types identified in the Habitat
Protection Standard226 (i.e., critical habitat, recovery areas, federal and California protected areas and
California conservation easements, California Marine Protection Areas, and Areas of Special Biological
Significance), as well as coastal wetlands and wildlife movement corridors. The EIR should describe the
oceanographic regimes within marine study regions, such as the Southern California Bight and the
California Current System, which influence species’ distributions and composition. Finally, the EIR should
not limit the study regions to the coastal and nearshore habitats from the mean high tide mark to 120
feet water depth, which it does without justification.227
12.1 The DEIR Fails to Evaluate the Full Range of Direct and Indirect Environmental Impacts of Well
Stimulation to Coastal and Marine Biological Resources
Under both CEQA and SB 4, DOGGR is required by law evaluate direct and indirect effects of well
stimulation. Under CEQA guidelines, direct impacts are those that result from the project and occur at
the same time and place, while indirect impacts are those that are “caused by a project, but can occur
later in time or farther removed in distance and are still reasonably foreseeable and related to the
operation of the project.”228 In Section 10.5, the DEIR fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the full
range of direct and indirect impacts of well stimulation and excludes many of the impacts associated
with the full lifecycle of the well undergoing well stimulation, including impacts related to pre‐drilling,
site preparation, drilling operations, well completion operations, testing and production, well plugging
and abandonment, and transport of oil and gas to refineries. The DEIR also fails to acknowledge that
well stimulation increases the scope of direct and indirect impacts by prolonging the lifespan of the well.
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12.2 The Cumulative Impacts Analysis for Coastal and Marine Biological Resources is Fatally Flawed
The DEIR’s cumulative impacts analysis determines that the “impacts of the project on coastal and
marine biological resources, taken together with impacts from other related cumulative projects, are
likely to create a significant cumulative effect” but that the “project’s incremental contribution to this
significant cumulative impact is less than cumulatively considerable.”229 Specifically, the cumulative
impacts analysis determines that the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to special‐status
species, migration corridors, and spill or discharge would be less than cumulatively considerable. Under
CEQA, an EIR can determine that a project’s contribution to a significant cumulative impact will be
rendered less than cumulatively considerable (a) if the project is required to implement or fund its fair
share of a mitigation measure or measures designed to alleviate the cumulate impact and (b) the lead
agency identifies facts and analysis supporting its conclusion that the contribution will be rendered less
than cumulatively considerable.230 The DEIR fails to meet both of these requirements.
In regard to species and migration corridors, the DEIR fails to require any mitigation measures to
alleviate the cumulative impacts from the project resulting from oil and chemical spills, noise pollution,
light pollution, predation, and other project impacts. Further, the DEIR fails to provide facts or analyses
that support its conclusion of non‐significance. Instead, many claims are demonstrably inaccurate‐‐for
example, that most special‐status species are transient visitors and that accidental spills would not
impede migrations.231 In regard to spills, the DEIR similarly fails to require any specific mitigation
measures to alleviate the impacts of spills on biological resources and claims without analysis that
DOGGR’s proposed permanent regulations are sufficient to make the project’s contribution less than
significant. Given the potentially catastrophic impacts on marine species and habitats from an oil spill
resulting from the project, the DEIR’s conclusion of non‐significance is baseless.
12.3 The DEIR Fails to Utilize the Full Set of Significance Criteria
The DEIR fails to evaluate impacts to coastal and marine biological resources using the full set of
significance criteria required by CEQA Guidelines. CEQA Guidelines define a “significant risk” as “a
substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical condition within the area
affected by the project.”232 DOGGR is required to evaluate impacts to coastal and marine biological
resources using the significance criteria to determine whether a project would result in significant
impacts to biological resources,233 but the DEIR only analyzes impacts under a small subset of these
criteria. The EIR must evaluate impacts under the following missing criteria:
(a) Substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species;
(b) Cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self‐sustaining levels;
(c) Substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened species;
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(d) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any species
identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special‐status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS;
(e) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural community
identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS;
(f) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance; or
(g) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat conservation plan.
Following the analysis in Section 10.4 for terrestrial resources, the EIR should also include an impacts
analysis under one additional criterion: “The project could contribute to global climate change and
consequent impacts to biodiversity.”234 This criterion is critical given the significant impacts of climate
change and ocean acidification on marine species and habitats.
12.4 The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Evaluate, and Mitigate the Impacts from the Project on
Coastal and Marine Biological Resources
Section 10.5.5 (Impact Analysis and Mitigation) is fatally flawed in several respects. First, the DEIR omits
disclosure and evaluation of key impacts from the project. Second, the DEIR incorrectly concludes that
all evaluated impacts to coastal and marine species and habitats are less than significant (i.e. Class III
impacts that are comparatively minor in not meeting or exceeding the subject‐specific criteria
established to gauge significance235). These conclusions are based on conclusory assertions instead of
substantial evidence as required by CEQA. In contrast, as documented below, a large body of scientific
research demonstrates that many harms to coastal and marine species and habitats from well
stimulation activities are significant—including impacts from oil and chemical spills, noise pollution, light
pollution, degradation of water quality—and cannot be reduced to a less‐than‐significant level even with
feasible mitigation. As detailed below, the DEIR allows many significant impacts to proceed.

12.5 The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Evaluate, and Mitigate Significant Impacts on Special‐
Status Species and Habitats under BIOCM‐1 (Substantially Affect Any Species Identified as a
Candidate, Sensitive, or Special‐status Species or Their Habitat)
(1) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 makes numerous erroneous statements. First, the DEIR incorrectly
claims that Study Regions 1, 2, and 3 have similar composition of special‐status species, and that the
main species are marine birds and marine mammals. An accurate description of the environmental
setting for these study regions would acknowledge the differences in species composition in these
areas, as well as the important presence of special‐status turtles, fish, and invertebrates. Second, the
DEIR makes the unsupported claim that well stimulation activities would be unlikely to have a significant
234
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impact on special‐status species for three reasons: (1) Horizontal drilling activities avoid intertidal and
rocky reef areas. This is illogical as it ignores the risks from oil and chemical pollution from the project on
these habitats. (2) With the exception of the southern sea otter, all rare, threatened, and endangered
species are considered transient visitors to the study regions. This is incorrect since many special‐status
species are residents in the study areas such as black and white abalone, tidewater goby, ashy storm‐
petrels, and eighteen whale and dolphin species.236 In addition, a species’ seasonal use of the study area
does not protect it from impacts. (3) Well stimulation activities would not impact biological resources
within MPAs because these activities “would not be conducted in or near any sensitive or protected
marine habitat, including MPAs.” This assertion is unsupported because there are no requirements in
the DEIR or elsewhere that prohibit well stimulation in or near sensitive habitats or near MPAs.
Furthermore, there is no mitigation in the DEIR that can ensure pollutants, noise, or other potential
impacts will not travel into a marine protected area.
(2) The DEIR “assumes” that any offshore well stimulation within an existing offshore field would require
project‐specific environmental review.237 The DEIR cannot make this assumption without specifically
requiring that these project‐specific environmental reviews take place.
(3) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 fails to adequately disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts of
spills, leaks, and discharges of oil, fracking fluid, and other hazardous chemicals associated with well
stimulation activities, and concludes without basis that the impacts from spills are less than significant
(Class III).
The DEIR fails to evaluate the potential impacts of spills on coastal and marine species and habitats, and
instead cursorily states that “information on potential risk of spills into the marine environment is
presented in EIR Section 10.21.5.”238 While Section 10.21.5 evaluates the risk of spills in general, it
contains no analyses specific to coastal and marine species and habitats. Although not acknowledged in
this section, well stimulation activities have the potential to result in significant oil and chemical spills in
the coastal and marine environment during the lifespan of the well, including spills of oil, fracking fluids,
flowback, and produced water from wells, platforms, vessels, injection wells, and pipelines. Spill records
from platforms off California indicate that accidental spills of oil and other hazardous substances into
the marine environment routinely occur during normal operations. A 2001 Minerals Management
Service projection calculated the risks of a 1,000 barrel or greater spill from offshore California
operations as 41.2% (Federal waters) and 8.4% (State waters) over the upcoming 28 years.239 The
likelihood of a 50‐999 barrel spill was estimated at 95% (Federal waters) and 39% (State waters) for the
same period.
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Loss of well casing integrity is another important source of contamination. One study reported that 30%
of offshore oil wells in the Gulf of Mexico experienced well casing damage in the first five years after
drilling, and damage increased over time to 50% after 20 years.240 The aging of offshore infrastructure
poses an added risk for spills and leaks, which will be exacerbated as fracking operations extend the
productive lifetime of wells, platforms, and pipelines. Aging poses risks for corrosion, erosion, and
fatigue stress to subsea pipelines, subsea equipment, load‐bearing structures, and drilling and wells.241
Subsea pipeline corrosion appears to accelerate over time242 and can act synergistically with fatigue
stress to increase the rate of crack propagation. In the Gulf of Mexico, a 1% increase in platform age
corresponded to a 0.4% absolute increase in accident rate.243 A recent analysis covering 1996‐2010
found that accident incident rates, including spills, increased significantly with platform age.244
Oil and chemical spills can have well‐known catastrophic impacts on coastal and marine wildlife due to
their toxic effects, the potentially large volume, and the difficulty of containment and clean‐up. As noted
in the DEIR, produced water spills cannot be contained by traditional oil spill response methods.245 Oil
spills have a wide array of lethal and sublethal impacts on marine species, including immediate and long‐
term effects. Petroleum oil is a complex mixture of hundreds of different compounds, mostly
hydrocarbons, with different levels of toxicity to wildlife. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are
among the most toxic oil components and have been documented to cause significant impacts on
wildlife. Direct impacts to wildlife from exposure to oil include behavioral alteration, suppressed growth,
induced or inhibited enzyme systems and other molecular effects, physiological responses, reduced
immunity to disease and parasites, histopathological lesions and other cellular effects, tainted flesh, and
chronic mortality.246 Oil can also exert indirect effects on wildlife through reduction of key prey
species.247 The persistence of toxic subsurface oil leading to chronic exposure, even at sublethal levels,
can harm wildlife species and ecosystems for decades.248 The dispersants that will likely be used in
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response to a spill are also harmful to marine life, including plankton, turtles, fish, corals, and birds.
Dispersants release toxic break‐down products from oil that, alone or in combination with oil droplets
and dispersant chemicals, can make dispersed oil more harmful to marine life than untreated oil. Both
the short‐term and long‐term impacts of dispersants on marine life have not been adequately tested. As
acknowledged by the EPA, the “long term effects [of dispersants] on aquatic life are unknown.”249
The DEIR also fails to acknowledge the scientific evidence that indicates that fracking chemicals used
offshore in California can harm or kill a broad array of marine species. Previous research has reported
that 40% of the chemicals added to fracking fluids have been found to have ecological effects, indicating
that they can harm aquatic and other wildlife.250 Fracking chemicals reported on FracFocus from 19
fracking events at 19 different wells in California state waters during 2011 to 2013 include at least 10
chemicals that could kill or harm a broad variety of marine organisms, including sea otters, fish, and
invertebrates, if released into the environment.251 The Table below summarizes the scientific studies
documenting the harmful effects of these 10 fracking chemicals on marine species.
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Chemical
(CAS identifier)
Nonylphenol Ethoxylates
(9016‐45‐9)

Number of
Wells Used
(out of 19)
16

Known Toxic Effects on Marine Life

Nonylphenol is persistent in the aquatic environment,
moderately bioaccumulative, and extremely toxic to
aquatic organisms as an endocrine disruptor and
inhibitor of development, behavior, growth, and
survival
genotoxic, neurotoxic

Methylisothiazolinone
(26172‐55‐4, 2682‐20‐4)

19

Phenol Formaldehyde
Resins (9003‐35‐4)

19

mutagenic, acute toxicity, target organ toxicity, and
carcinogen hazards

Boron Compounds
(1330‐43‐4, 10043‐35‐3,
121‐43‐7, 1303‐86‐2)

19

harms development, growth, and reproduction

Crystalline silica: quartz
(X‐cide)
(14808‐60‐7)

19

reductions in species richness and biodiversity in
benthic communities

Glyoxal
(107‐22‐2)

19

Methanol
(67‐56‐1)
Isotridecanol,
ethoxylated
(9043‐30‐5)
Monoethanolamine
(141‐43‐5)
Alcohols, C12‐14,
ethoxylated
propoxylated
(68439‐51‐0)

19

genotoxic, reproductive toxicity, degenerative effects
on pancreas and kidney, low to moderate toxicity to
animals
negative effects on swimming behavior of saltwater fish
at sublethal concentrations
very toxic to aquatic life, accumulation in organisms
possible

12

4
2

moderate ecotoxicity (LC50 >1ppm and <100ppm) to
aquatic organisms
inherently toxic to aquatic organisms, bioaccumulative;
LC50s < 1 mg/L for some algae, invertebrate, and fish
species

Nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEs) and their breakdown product nonylphenol (NP) are particularly toxic to
marine species. NP is persistent in the aquatic environment, moderately bioaccumulative, and extremely
toxic to aquatic organisms.252 In addition to its acute toxicity, NP has well‐documented endocrine
disrupting effects on fish, including the development of intersex fish and altered sex ratios at the
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population level.253 NP can also inhibit development, growth, and survival of marine invertebrates.254
Exposure to concentrations as low as 2μg/L significantly altered the swimming behavior of marine
copepods.255 Biomagnification is also a concern for NP. In a study of marine organisms collected from
California bays, Diehl et al. (2012) found that NP biomagnified in several trophic relationships: mussel to
sea otter, oyster to sea otter, and arrow goby to staghorn sculpin. Benthic organisms are particularly at
risk. NP and NPEs absorb easily to suspended solids and settle to the sediment floor, where
concentrations can be several orders of magnitude higher than surface waters.256 Anaerobic conditions
on the sea floor can also facilitate the degradation of NPEs into NP, which can persist for years.257
Exposure to these heavily polluted sediments can lead to bioaccumulation in benthic organisms.
Polychaetes collected from Osaka Bay contained NP concentrations two orders of magnitude higher
than the sediment from the study area.258
Finally, in addition to the deficiencies in disclosing and evaluating impacts, the DEIR claims without basis
that adherence to proposed and existing regulations would reduce the potential impacts of spills to a
less than significant level.259 Given the significant dangers that oil and chemical spills pose to the coastal
and marine environment, the DEIR must require all feasible mitigation measures to reduce adverse
impacts from spills, and the DEIR should classify spills as a Class I impact.
(4) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 fails to adequately disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts of
noise pollution from well stimulation activities, and concludes without basis that noise disturbance
impacts would be less than significant.260 First, the DEIR fails to disclose and evaluate the significant
intermittent and chronic noise pollution produced from well stimulation‐related activities during the
lifetime of the well, including noise from vessel traffic,261 drilling, well stimulation treatments,
maintenance and construction activities, human activity, as well as the potential use of seismic surveys
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and sonar mapping. Offshore fracking increases vessel traffic and associated noise pollution because
vessels are needed to transport fracking equipment, fracking fluids and sand, and other fracking‐related
materials. For example, fracking from offshore platforms is performed from large ships or from “frac
skids” that are offloaded from vessels onto the platform.262 For fracking at offshore islands, barges
transport all equipment: on average two barges are needed for equipment, one barge transports the
fluid and additives, and one barge carries proppant.263 Fracking also increases vessel traffic as a result of
extending the life of oil and gas operations and increasing interest in oil development in Pacific waters.
Numerous studies have found that noise pollution can be harmful to a wide range of marine species,
including marine mammals, fish and cephalopods, by causing physical damage, increasing stress levels,
and interfering with important biological functions such as communication, movement, migration,
feeding, mating, and rearing young.264 Noise from ship traffic raises the din against which marine
animals must struggle to carry out normal life. A recent study found that blue whale vocalizing in the
Southern California Bight is impacted by ship noise and sonar.265 Noise pollution has also been identified
as contributing the declines or lack of recovery for some cetacean species.266
Second, the DEIR illogically concludes that noise pollution impacts would be less than significant because
special‐status species are “typically found in low numbers and are only temporarily present in each
study region.” Contrary to this assertion, the project area supports the densest concentrations of blue
whales along the west coast and globally, gray whales occur in significant numbers in the study region,
and the DEIR itself acknowledges that species such as Pacific white‐sided dolphins and common dolphins
can be found in high numbers in nearshore areas.267 In addition, there is no scientific basis for claiming
that species that use the study region seasonally would somehow escape impacts from noise pollution.
In particular, the DEIR must consider the reasonably foreseeable indirect and direct impacts of seismic
testing and mapping in California waters. A large seismic airgun array can produce effective peak
pressures of sound higher than those of virtually any other man‐made source save explosives;268 and
although airguns are vertically oriented within the water column, horizontal propagation is so significant
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as to make them, even under present use, one of the leading contributors to low‐frequency ambient
noise thousands of miles from any given survey.269
It is well established that the high‐intensity pulses produced by airguns can cause a range of impacts on
marine mammals, fish, and other marine life, including broad habitat displacement, disruption of vital
behaviors essential to foraging and breeding, loss of biological diversity, and, in some circumstances,
injuries and mortalities.270 Consistent with their acoustic footprint, most of these impacts are felt on an
extraordinarily wide geographic scale – especially on endangered baleen whales, whose vocalizations
and acoustic sensitivities overlap with the enormous low‐frequency energy that airguns put in the
water. For example, a single seismic survey has been shown to cause endangered fin and humpback
whales to stop vocalizing – a behavior essential to breeding and foraging – over an area at least 100,000
square nautical miles in size, and can cause baleen whales to abandon habitat over the same scale.271
Similarly, airgun noise can also mask the calls of vocalizing baleen whales over vast distances,
substantially compromising their ability to communicate, feed, find mates, and engage in other vital
behavior.272 Repeated insult from airgun surveys, over months and seasons, would come on top of
already urbanized levels of background noise and, cumulatively and individually, would pose a
significant threat to populations of marine mammals.
Airguns are known to affect a broad range of marine mammal species. For example, sperm whale
foraging appears to decline significantly on exposure to even moderate levels of airgun noise, with
potentially serious long‐term consequences;273 and harbor porpoises have been seen to engage in
strong avoidance responses fifty miles from an array.274 Seismic surveys have been implicated in the
long‐term loss of marine mammal biodiversity off the coast of Brazil.275 Broader work on other sources
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of undersea noise, including noise with predominantly low‐frequency components, indicates that
beaked whale species would be highly sensitive to seismic noise as well.276
Airgun surveys also have important consequences for the health of fisheries. For example, airguns have
been shown to dramatically depress catch rates of various commercial species (by 40‐80%) over
thousands of square kilometers around a single array,277 leading fishermen in some parts of the world to
seek industry compensation for their losses. Other impacts on commercially harvested fish include
habitat abandonment – one hypothesized explanation for the fallen catch rates – reduced reproductive
performance, and hearing loss.278 Even brief playbacks of predominantly low‐frequency noise from
speedboats have been shown to significantly impair the ability of some fish species to forage.279 Recent
data suggest that loud, low‐frequency sound also disrupts chorusing in black drum fish, a behavior
essential to breeding in this commercial species.280 Several studies indicate that airgun noise can kill or
decrease the viability of fish eggs and larvae.281
The DEIR must analyze and mitigate the significant impacts from noise pollution in the study regions.
Potential mitigation measures include (a) area and seasonal restrictions on well stimulation‐related
activities in ecologically important areas and seasons; (b) vessel speed restrictions; and (c) engineering
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modifications to reduce sound levels.282 The DEIR must recognize that the efficacy of many of these
mitigation measures has not been established.283
(5) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 entirely fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts of vessel
strikes associated with well stimulation activities. Ship strikes can result in serious injury or fatality, and
are a documented threat to endangered Pacific coast populations of fin, humpback, blue, sperm, and
killer whales. Ship strikes are an increasing problem in California.284 Between 2001 and 2010, nearly 50
large whales off the California coast were documented as having been struck by ships.285 The EIR must
evaluate the impacts of ship strikes to marine mammals in the study regions, and mitigate impacts.
Mitigation measures include mandatory speed restrictions, restricting vessel activity to shipping lanes
located outside of ecologically important areas, and using automatic identification systems for
monitoring.286
(6) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 entirely fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts of light
pollution associated with well stimulation activities. Well stimulation‐related infrastructure can lead to
significant amounts of light pollution. For example, the Project Description states that drilling sites are
lighted at night to allow for 24‐hour operation of the drill rig and the drill mast is lighted for aircraft
safety.287 Seabirds are particularly vulnerable to disorientation, injury, and mortality from light pollution
resulting from oil and gas activities. Artificial light attracts seabirds at night, especially nocturnally active
species such as alcids, shearwaters, and storm‐petrels, and disrupts their normal foraging and breeding
activities in several ways.288 In a phenomenon called light entrapment, seabirds circle lights and flares on
vessels and energy platforms instead of foraging or visiting their nests.289 Seabirds have been
documented to collide with lights or structures around lights, causing injury or mortality, or strand on
lighted platforms where they are vulnerable to injury, oiling or other feather contamination, and
exhaustion.290 Seabirds in the marine study regions that are particularly vulnerable to light pollution
include the state‐threatened Scripps’s and Guadalupe murrelets, ashy storm‐petrel, and black storm‐
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petrel. The EIR must evaluate the impacts of light pollution in the study regions, and mitigate impacts.
Potential mitigation measures include (a) directing site lighting downward and internally to avoid side‐
casting, up‐lighting, wall washes, and lighting where the bulb protrudes from the fixture, (b) limits on
wattages, and (c) scheduling activities that require night lighting outside of ecologically important
periods for affected species.
(7) The impact analysis in BIOCM‐1 fails to disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the impacts of increased
predation associated with well stimulation activities. Offshore oil and gas platforms in the study regions
off California provide perches for peregrine falcons. Peregrines use the oil platforms to hunt from and
have been documented killing significant numbers of state‐threatened Scripps’s murrelets.291
(8) The DEIR fails to adequately disclose, evaluate, and mitigate the direct and indirect impacts of well
stimulation that lead to habitat reduction, such as noise pollution and water pollution. For example, well
stimulation‐related activities cause significant intermittent and chronic noise pollution in the marine
environment during the lifetime of the well, and numerous studies document that marine noise
pollution can cause displacement and abandonment of important habitat areas for marine species.292
Spills of oil, fracking chemicals, produced water, and other toxins associated with well stimulation can
lead to temporary or permanent reduction of habitat areas, including important habitats for threatened
and endangered species.293
To mitigate impacts from habitat loss, the EIR should require a feasible mitigation measure requiring
applicants to site well stimulation activities outside of sensitive habitat areas. Many significant impacts
to habitats could be avoided altogether or substantially lessened by prohibiting well stimulation
activities within sensitive habitat areas as well as an appropriate buffer zone surrounding these areas. To
support this mitigation measure, the EIR should require a comprehensive identification and mapping of
sensitive coastal and marine habitat areas, where sensitive habitats include categories proposed to be
included in the Vegetation and Habitat Map294 and Habitat Protection Standard.295
12.6 The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Evaluate, and Mitigate Significant Impacts on Special‐
Status Species and Habitats under BIOCM‐2 (Interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites)
The DEIR fails to adequately disclose and evaluate the impacts of well stimulation on wildlife
movements and migration, and concludes without basis that impacts are less than significant. The DEIR
fails to acknowledge the numerous studies demonstrate that noise pollution, light pollution, and oil and
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chemical spills associated with oil and gas activities can interfere with the movement and migration of
marine species. For example, noise pollution can alter species’ movements and causes avoidance and of
important habitat areas.296 Light pollution can cause attraction, particularly for nocturnally active marine
bird species.297 The DEIR briefly acknowledges that marine mammals could be displaced from a
migration corridor by a spill.298
The DEIR must require specific and enforceable mitigation measures to reduce these impacts.
12.7 The DEIR Fails to Adequately Disclose, Evaluate, and Mitigate Significant Impacts on Special‐
Status Species and Habitats under BIOCM‐‐3 (Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected
wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh,
vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means)
The DEIR fails to provide substantial evidence to support the claim that the project will have less than
significant impacts on federally protected coastal wetlands. Following the analysis under this
significance criterion in Section 10.4,299 the EIR should conclude that there may be Class I impacts and
must require specific, enforceable mitigation measures to address these impacts.
12.8 Section 11.5 of the DEIR (Programmatic Analysis for Specific Oil Fields) Suffers from the Same
Deficiencies as Section 11.4 of the DEIR.
The programmatic analysis for coastal and marine biological resources in the Wilmington Oil and Gas
Field in Section 11.5 of the DEIR suffers from the same deficiencies identified above for Section 11.4 of
the DEIR.

13

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS: The DEIR fails to properly disclose, analyze, and
mitigate the Project’s significant hazards and hazardous materials impacts.

Hydraulic fracturing and acid stimulation can expose people, crops, and wildlife to harm from the
chemicals involved, as well as naturally occurring heavy metals, such as arsenic, boron, and radioactivity
that are brought back to the surface in produced water. The DEIR does not present sufficient
information to analyze the toxicology risks posed by hydraulic fracturing additives. It does not address
the toxicology risks generically or at the site level. The proposed regulations do not require permit
applicants to provide sufficient information for the risks of these additives to be considered at the site
level. The DEIR provides a long list of potential additives, but does not analyze their potential
environmental impacts. The list of additives is almost certainly incomplete and specific information on
the chemicals is lacking. Thus, not knowing the composition of the specific additives nor the amounts in
which they would be used during the well stimulation process, there is no basis for estimating the risk of
these components with regard to their presence in the produced flowback or produced water.
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More specifically, well stimulation operations employ a range of chemicals, many of which are known
carcinogens, toxins, or are otherwise hazardous, including toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, formaldehyde,
and hydrofluoric acid. A study of 353 fracturing fluid constituents found that more than 75 percent of
them have been shown to affect the skin, eyes, other sensory organs, and the respiratory and
gastrointestinal systems; approximately 40–50 percent can affect the central nervous system and the
brain, the immune and cardiovascular systems, and the kidneys; 37 percent are known endocrine
disruptors; and 25 percent are linked to cancer and mutations.300 Despite the serious risks to the
environment and human health and safety, and the availability of better options, in the DEIR and its
mitigation, DOGGR does not place any restrictions on the chemicals that can be used in stimulation
fluids. DOGGR must conduct a health risk assessment of the impacts on people and the environment of
the use of the specific chemicals used in well stimulation.
Given what is known about the hazardous chemicals found in fracking fluid, and the lack of useful
analysis of the health risks from well stimulation, DOGGR must implement an immediate moratorium on
the practice at least until an adequate environmental impact report is complete, including an analysis of
hazardous materials and the health risks from those chemicals.
If well stimulation does continue, to reduce the impact of harmful chemicals, DOGGR should include a
mitigation measure and alternative that mandates the use of less toxic fracking fluid alternatives.
Drilling operators should be required to select the lowest toxicity chemicals for use in fracture treatment
additives. To address this problem, DOGGR needs to first fully address the risks and harms by the type,
volume and concentrations of fracture treatment additives; include a list of prohibited additives; and
require the use of non‐toxic or less toxic materials to the greatest extent possible. DOGGR with the
California Department of Public Health should develop the list of prohibited fracture treatment additives
based on the known list of chemicals currently used in hydraulic fracturing and other well stimulation.
DOGGR should also develop a process to evaluate newly proposed well stimulation chemical additives to
determine whether they should be added to the prohibited list. No chemical should be used until the
California Department of Public Health has assessed whether it is protective of human health and the
environment, and has determined whether or not it warrants inclusion on the list of prohibited hydraulic
fracturing chemical additives. Chemicals that pose a threat to human health should not used in fracking
fluid. The burden of proof should be on DOGGR and industry to demonstrate, via scientific and technical
data and analysis, and risk assessment work, that any chemical used in fracking fluid does not pose a risk
to human health. Fracture treatment additive prohibitions should be included in the EIR as a mitigation
measure and codified in the proposed regulations.
Some companies have begun to voluntarily eliminate the use of dangerous chemicals such as diesel,
BTEX compounds, and 2‐butoxyethanol (2‐BE). Halliburton claimed in 2010 to have created a new
fracturing fluid that uses chemicals "sourced entirely from the food industry."301 The US EPA maintains
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its own public registry of “preferred” chemicals for various industrial processes, though it should be
noted that in this industry, being “preferred” is not the same as being “safe.”302
In addition, the fluids and other substances used in well stimulation need to be disposed of carefully.
The DEIR fails to establish clear cradle‐to‐grave collection, testing, transportation, treatment, and
disposal requirements for all waste containing toxins or Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material
(NORM). Detailed collection, testing, transportation, treatment, and disposal methods for each type of
drilling and production waste and equipment containing hazardous materials should be included as a
mitigation measure and codified in the proposed regulations. Where data uncertainty exists, additional
testing should be required. The hazardous and radioactive content of waste should be verified to ensure
appropriate transportation, treatment, and disposal methods are selected, and the testing results
should be disclosed to the public.
In the DEIR, DOGGR should consider reclassifying oil and gas wastewater as hazardous waste and
evaluating the impacts of requiring disposal in Class I underground injection wells or treatment at
hazardous waste facilities when produced water and flowback exhibit hazardous properties. DOGGR
should consider requiring waste collection standards for particular, high‐risk hazardous materials. At a
minimum, DOGGR must propose mitigation that would ensure proper oversight of the disposal of
potentially toxic well stimulation wastewater.
Furthermore, in the DEIR, DOGGR does not specifically address secondary containment for chemical and
waste transport, mixing, and pumping equipment. The DEIR should be revised to address secondary
containment for transport, mixing, and pumping equipment in order to minimize potential soil and
water resource impacts from chemical spills.
In order to prevent individual risks from accumulating into a greater issue, DOGGR should create limits
as to how much of a given hazardous material may be stored or present at a given site, as well as
potential aggregate or temporal limits for storage. DOGGR should consider whether a (perhaps lower)
threshold should trigger a public reporting requirement, require a permit, or require the presence of
enhanced onsite spill recovery equipment, training, or planning as well.
Time limits for waste removal would seem especially appropriate for use when a well is being
decommissioned or has been dormant for a given period of time. DOGGR could also require emergency
response drills, either generally or when triggered by a threshold of hazardous material storage or use at
a given site.
The lone mitigation measure offered by DOGGR to mitigate the impact of hazards and hazardous
materials related to well stimulation includes the requirement for physical barriers between the soil and
potential hazardous materials, such as paving or impermeable barriers. MM HAZ‐1a provides that these
barriers would be required “for all production facilities, regardless of the amount of time they are in
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place” not only prior to moving hazardous materials but also to manage surface water runoff and
drainage.303 An individual well can remain in service for decades, and without limits on how long
hazardous materials may be stored onsite, hazardous materials may persist on a given site even longer
once a well ceases production. DOGGR should include measures to ensure the integrity of these barriers
over time. For any kind of barrier, testing must be required to make sure the barrier has been correctly
installed, as well as inspections at given intervals to ensure that impermeability has been maintained.
For pavement especially, additional inspections should be required after seismic activity past a given
threshold in the area. For other barriers, there may be other events that should trigger inspection
requirements, e.g. wildfires. A reporting mechanism for inspection reports would ensure accountability
and reliability.
The proposed mitigation measure also does nothing to prevent hazardous materials from escaping
through the air. Many of the chemicals used in well stimulation are considered air toxics, which can
cause adverse health impacts through contact in the air or through inhalation. The South Coast Air
Quality Management District, for example, shows dozens of air toxics were used in large quantities in
well stimulation activities in the Los Angeles air basin.304 The DEIR provides no indication that such risks
would be lessened by its mitigation measure.
Additionally, DOGGR fails in the DEIR to adequately address the issue of Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Materials (NORM). Various geologic formations and locations are known to contain higher NORM
concentrations, and when drilling and stimulation is conducted in these zones, those materials can be
mobilized and concentrated in wastewater. Before completing the EIR process, DOGGR should
determine where these zones are in California’s oil‐ and gas‐bearing geologic formations and, identify
appropriate mitigations that address the issues presented by concentrated NORM. DOGGR admits that
NORM is a potential risk in hydraulic fracturing flowback and produced water and that there are ways to
monitor for NORM. However, DOGGR does not mandate such monitoring or any related mitigation
measures. DOGGR should require monitoring and detection for NORM in addition to identifying
mitigation measures to ensure safe disposal of NORM. DOGGR currently lists potential disposal
methods, which include “land spreading with dilution” and “land disposal by burial.”305 DOGGR should
analyze the safety of these questionable disposal methods and require safe disposal. DOGGR should also
make mandatory the mitigation it mentions in the DEIR but currently does not require, including
employing best management practices for handling NORM if detected, proper worker health and safety
protection with respect to NORM, and proper disposal of NORM.306
In addition, NORM levels can potentially present a health risk to workers, particularly when NORM
builds up in associated infrastructure. Therefore, DOGGR should address the potential for NORM
buildup in contaminated wastewater, as well as wastewater transportation, storage, and disposal. For
pipes, commonly used survey instruments should be used to conduct external radiation surveys to check
303
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for and detect increased levels of NORM building up within pipes. Where radioactivity levels exceed a
threshold of 50 microR/hr, a radioactive materials license should be required.
Because the significance of an accident depends both on its probability of occurring and its magnitude,
high magnitude‐low probability risks are significant impacts under CEQA.307 The DEIR classifies the risk
from hazards and hazardous materials as a class II risk (less than significant) based on a lone mitigation
measure. The sole proposed mitigation measure is to “Provide a Physical Barrier on the Ground Surface
at the Site Pad . . . and Manage Surface Water Runoff and Drainage.” This mitigation measure would not
address any of the risks related to physically hazardous situations, worker safety, NORMs, NOAMs,
venting into the air, transportation, pipes, supply lines, other conveyance components, human error,
natural disasters, or disposal of the well stimulation system or production facilities. Furthermore, the
proposed Project would (1) create a significant hazard to the public and environment through the
routine transport, use, and disposal of hazardous materials, (2) would create a significant hazard to the
public and environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment, (3) are in no way limited by set‐backs and so could
potentially emit hazardous emissions within one‐quarter mile of an existing or proposed school, (4)
could be near an airport or private airstrip, (5) impair an emergency evacuation plan or response plan
due to large truck traffic and site congestion, particularly in urban oil fields, and (6) could expose people
or structures to an increased risk of wildfires due to the use of heavy equipment and combustion
engines in remote areas. For all these reasons, without dramatically increased mitigation, the risk from
hazards and hazardous materials cannot be less than a class 1 significant and unavoidable impact.

14

GROUNDWATER RESOURCES: The DEIR fails to properly disclose, analyze, and mitigate the
project’s significant groundwater resources impacts.

14.1

The definition of “protected water” is inadequate.

The definition of “protected water” as used in this EIR is not sufficiently protective of groundwater.
Exclusion of water in hydrocarbon zones is not sufficiently protective. As detailed in the descriptions of
groundwater basins included in the EIR, much of California’s oil production occurs in relatively shallow
formations that often also contain high quality water that may have beneficial uses. In fact, water in
these zones often meets the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (“EPA”) definition of an
Underground Source of Drinking Water (“USDW”), which – unlike the EIR’s definition – does not
categorically exclude water co‐located with hydrocarbons.308 The DEIR fails to explain why it has chosen
a definition of protected water that excludes certain groundwater required by state and federal law to
be protected.
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Moreover, the formations and water most likely to be impacted by stimulation activities are those co‐
located with hydrocarbons due to the fact that stimulation fluids are injected directly into these waters.
Exclusion of greater than 10,000 mg/L TDS water is not sufficiently protective. As groundwater resources
have become increasingly scarce and treatment technologies have improved, California has turned to
lower quality water sources to meet demand. Research performed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
shows that water with up to at least 18,000 mg/L TDS is being considered for use in California.309 The
exclusion of waters with greater than 10,000 mg/L TDS from the definition of “protected water” fails to
take into account current and potential future usage of lower quality groundwater.
Exclusion of exempt aquifers is not sufficiently protective. The criteria for granting aquifer exemptions310
were created three decades ago and have not been updated in that time, despite the fact that, as
described above, treatment technology has improved and scarcity is leading to the use of lower quality
water sources. These criteria need to be reviewed to see if they are still valid and more broadly, whether
the entire aquifer exemption program is still appropriate in an increasingly water constrained world. As
such, it is not appropriate to exclude existing exempt aquifers from this analysis, as these could now or
in the future serve as sources of usable water.
The exclusion of these waters from the definition of “protected water” means that the analysis of
potential impacts and mitigation measures is incomplete.
Recommendation: The definition of protected water should be revised to not categorically exclude
water inside hydrocarbon bearing zones, to take into account current and potential future usage of
lower quality waters, and to not categorically exclude currently exempt aquifers.
DEIR Must Consider Historic and Continuing Noncompliance with Regulatory Schemes
10.14‐3 states “The exempt status of about 11 of the 85 aquifers is currently under review by DOC and
EPA.” While this was the case when the DEIR was drafted, EPA has since requested that DOGGR
commence the exemption process for these aquifers, if DOGGR wishes them to be exempted.311
Accordingly, it is now clear that these aquifers are not exempt. Further, it has come to light that DOGGR
has historically permitted wastewater disposal into protected aquifers.312 DOGGR proposes to allow
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injections into aquifers protected by law.313 As a result, the aquifers into which well stimulation waste
water was injected are now contaminated.314
Recommendation: The DEIR must consider the impact of groundwater in light of this history of
noncompliance and the agency’s failure to enforce existing legislation.
14.2

Water quantity

14.2.1 The EIR fails to consider water use for stimulation other than hydraulic fracturing.
Currently, stimulation practices fall into two main categories: matrix stimulation and fracture
stimulation. For matrix stimulation treatments, fluids are injected below the fracture pressure of the
target formation; for fracture stimulation treatments, fluids are injected above the fracture pressure of
the target formation. Acid matrix stimulation or “acidizing” is the most common form of matrix
stimulation; hydraulic fracturing is the most common form of fracture stimulation. However, operators
and researchers are also experimenting with novel forms of stimulation, including plasma pulse
stimulation315, cryogenic fracturing316, and controlled underground explosions317.
The EIR only estimates water use for hydraulic fracturing, despite the fact that SB4 specifically covers all
forms of well stimulation. In particular, the EIR fails to estimate water use for matrix stimulation
operations, in particular matrix acidizing.
Although the SB4 implementing regulations incorporate an arbitrary threshold for distinguishing acid
stimulation jobs that are covered by the rules from those that are not, no such threshold applies to the
EIR analysis. Therefore, the EIR must consider water quantity impacts from all acid matrix stimulation
operations.
The DEIR also fails to account for the water that may be permanently lost due to contamination. Where
usable aquifers are contaminated with chemicals in the fluids involved in well stimulation operations
(including the produced water from stimulated wells), and cleanup is economically infeasible, which is
almost always the case, the water cannot be used and therefore must be included in the amount of
water that becomes unavailable due to well stimulation.
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In addition, well stimulation often facilitates subsequent steam injection or other forms of water‐
intensive enhanced oil recovery. These techniques must be included in any analysis of water use.
Analysis Needed: The EIR must incorporate an analysis of potential water quantity impacts from matrix
stimulation operations, including but not limited to matrix acidizing, and all impacts to water quantity.
14.2.2 Proposed Mitigation Measures
The No Well Stimulation Alternative is the only way to protect the public and the environment from the
dangers of well stimulation today. We need an immediate moratorium on this risky process. If well
stimulation is to proceed, the following mitigation measures would lessen the harm from these
dangerous activities.
MM GW‐1a. This mitigation measure is feasible and will reduce the potential for harm.
MM GW‐1b. This mitigation measure is feasible and will reduce the potential for harm.
MM GW‐2a. This mitigation measure is feasible and will reduce the potential for harm.
14.3

Water quality

14.3.1 The EIR fails to consider important conceptual contamination pathways.
The EIR fails to consider three conceptual pathways through which groundwater could be contaminated
by well stimulation activities: 1) direct injection of fluids into or above an underground source of
drinking water 2) movement of fluids from an injection zone through the confining strata; and 3) lateral
movement of fluids from within an injection zone into a protected portion of that stratum318.
Direct injection of contaminants into usable water
As discussed above, hydrocarbon‐bearing zones in California often contain water that meets the federal
definition of a USDW and that may have beneficial uses. Stimulation fluids are injected directly into
these waters, potentially resulting in contamination.
Additionally, it has recently been exposed that California’s wastewater pit permitting process is
inadequate. There are hundreds of unpermitted, unlined open pits. Accordingly, the DEIR cannot
assume compliance with relevant laws and regulations when considering the impacts of well stimulation
on underground water quality.
Mitigation Measures Needed: The direct injection of contaminants into protected or usable water
should be prohibited unless operators can demonstrate that the water does not now and will not in the
future serve as a source of usable water.
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Migration of contaminants vertically into protected water due to a lack of confining zone
A geologic confining zone can be generally defined as a geologic formation with sufficient areal extent,
impermeability, and absence of transmissive faults and fractures such that it can prevent the vertical
migration of injected stimulation fluids or displaced formation fluids into protected water. If an
appropriate confining zone is not present, injected or displaced fluids may migrate into groundwater,
resulting in contamination. As documented in the EIR, there is frequently little or no vertical separation
between hydrocarbon‐bearing zones and zones containing protected water in California.
Mitigation Measures Needed: Wells that will be stimulated must be sited such that a suitable confining
zone is present. The owner or operator must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the regulator that the
confining zone:
Is of sufficient areal extent, based on the unique geographic features of the area, to prevent the
movement of injected or displaced fluids into protected water;
Is sufficiently impermeable to prevent the vertical migration of injected or displaced fluids;
Is free of transmissive faults or fractures that could allow the movement of injected or displaced fluids
above the stimulated zone; and Contains at least one formation of sufficient thickness and with
geomechanical characteristics capable of preventing or arresting vertical propagation of fractures.
The Division may require the operator to identify and characterize additional zones that will impede or
contain vertical fluid movement.
Migration of contaminants laterally from non‐protected water into protected water
The quality of water contained in a groundwater aquifer may vary laterally, such that protected or
usable water may be present in some portions of the aquifer but not others. It is possible that
stimulation fluids injected into a portion of an aquifer that does not contain protected or usable water
may migrate into a portion an aquifer that does contain protected or usable water.
Mitigation Measures Needed: Operators of stimulated wells must predict, using site characterization,
monitoring and operational data, and computational modeling, the projected lateral and vertical
migration of stimulation fluids and formation fluids in the subsurface and demonstrate that injected or
displaced fluids will not migrate laterally into protected or usable water. This includes but is not limited
to:
Maps, cross‐sections, and models delineating aquifer extents, volume, and chemistry.
Maps, cross‐sections, and models delineating the physical and chemical extent of stimulation operations
including hydraulically induced fractures, injected fluids, and displaced formation fluids, based on site‐
specific data. The physical extent would be defined by the modeled length and height of fractures (if
any), horizontal and vertical penetration of stimulation fluids and proppant, and horizontal and vertical
extent of the displaced formation fluids. The chemical extent would be defined by that volume of rock in
which chemical reactions between the formation, hydrocarbons, formation fluids, or injected fluids may
occur, and must take into account potential migration of fluids over time.
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14.3.2 The EIR fails to fully consider the potential impacts to groundwater quality from surface spills
or leaks during well stimulation.
The EIR focuses only on spills and leaks of “hazardous material.” However, spills and leaks of material
that may not meet the definition of hazardous (which in fact is not defined in this section of the EIR) can
also cause significant impacts to groundwater. Among the most commonly cited environmental impacts
of oil and gas production are degradation of soils and water caused by releases of hydrocarbons and co‐
produced brine, known as “produced water.”319 The critical importance of properly mitigating the risk of
spills and leaks is demonstrated by the many tens of studies describing the environmental impacts of
hydrocarbon and produced water releases.320 A multi‐year, interdisciplinary study of hydrocarbon and
produced water releases at an oil production site in Oklahoma undertaken by the United States
Geological Survey (“USGS”) found that soil and groundwater at the site were still polluted after more
than 60 years of natural attenuation.321 Contamination caused by releases of hydrocarbons and
produced water can be extremely technologically and financially difficult to remediate, if not impossible.
Mitigation Needed: The requirement to provide a physical barrier on the ground surface at the site pad
for all production facilities, regardless of the amount of time they are in place, should be required for all
stimulation operations, regardless of whether hazardous materials will be used. The proposed
mitigation measure also lacks specificity, including but not limited to requirements for the dimensions of
physical barriers and acceptable materials. Secondary containment must be required for all well
stimulation equipment and material including flowback fluid tanks; waste handling tanks; additive
containers; and chemical and waste transport, mixing, and pumping equipment. Such secondary
containment must:
Be designed and constructed in accordance with good engineering practices;
Be constructed, coated or lined with materials that are chemically compatible with the environment and
the substances to be contained;
Provide adequate freeboard;
Be protected from heavy vehicle or equipment traffic; and
Have a volume of at least 110 percent of the largest storage tank within the containment area.
14.3.3 The EIR fails to fully consider the risks from improperly constructed, maintained, and/or
abandoned wells.
The EIR focuses only on spills and leaks of “hazardous material.” However, spills and leaks of material
that may not meet the definition of hazardous (which in fact is not defined in this section of the EIR) can
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also cause significant impacts to groundwater. Among the most commonly cited environmental impacts
of oil and gas production are degradation of soils and water caused by releases of hydrocarbons and co‐
produced brine, known as “produced water.”322 The critical importance of properly mitigating the risk of
spills and leaks is demonstrated by the many tens of studies describing the environmental impacts of
hydrocarbon and produced water releases.323 A multi‐year, interdisciplinary study of hydrocarbon and
produced water releases at an oil production site in Oklahoma undertaken by the United States
Geological Survey (“USGS”) found that soil and groundwater at the site were still polluted after more
than 60 years of natural attenuation.324 Contamination caused by releases of hydrocarbons and
produced water can be extremely technologically and financially difficult to remediate, if not impossible.
Mitigation Needed: The requirement to provide a physical barrier on the ground surface at the site pad
for all production facilities, regardless of the amount of time they are in place, should be required for all
stimulation operations, regardless of whether hazardous materials will be used. The proposed
mitigation measure also lacks specificity, including but not limited to requirements for the dimensions of
physical barriers and acceptable materials. Secondary containment must be required for all well
stimulation equipment and material including flowback fluid tanks; waste handling tanks; additive
containers; and chemical and waste transport, mixing, and pumping equipment. Such secondary
containment must:
Be designed and constructed in accordance with good engineering practices;
Be constructed, coated or lined with materials that are chemically compatible with the environment and
the substances to be contained;
Provide adequate freeboard;
Be protected from heavy vehicle or equipment traffic; and
Have a volume of at least 110 percent of the largest storage tank within the containment area.
14.3.4 The EIR fails to fully consider the risks from improperly constructed, maintained, and/or
abandoned wells.

The EIR states that, “…wells represent the most probable potential subsurface pathway for well
stimulation liquids and gases to reach protected groundwater.” While we concur with this finding, the
EIR does not fully characterize the circumstances under which wells may act as contaminant pathways,
and therefore the recommended mitigation measures are not sufficient. The final SB4 regulations and
DOGGR’s existing regulations for well construction, maintenance, and abandonment are also not
sufficient to address these risks.
The EIR primarily focuses on the risk to groundwater from the unsealed portion of the annular space
between the outer casing and the borehole. The EIR also acknowledges there are additional risks to
groundwater from wells, including:
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Corroded or damaged casing
Well stimulation‐induced fractures that bypass well seals
Existing wells within the well stimulation treatment’s area of influence
Deterioration of cement over time
Inadequate primary cementing due to gas invasion
Well damage and/or loss of mechanical integrity due to seismic activity

Yet the mitigation measures that are proposed only partially address some of these risks, or in some
cases don’t address them at all.
Improvements Needed to Proposed Mitigation Measures
Groundwater Protection Standard. This mitigation measure would require that, for wells that will be
stimulated and are not within a DWR groundwater basin that “the annular space between the well
casing and the subsurface be sealed with cement to fill the annular space to a confining unit below
groundwater with 10,000 mg/L TDS water.” First, it is unclear to which annular space and well casing
this standard would apply. The standard could be interpreted to mean that either:




Water‐protective casing (e.g. surface or intermediate casing) must be set into a confining unit
below groundwater with 10,000 mg/L TDS water, and the annular space must be sealed with
cement; or
Intermediate and/or production casing must be cemented with sufficient cement to fill the
annular space from the casing shoe to a confining unit below groundwater with 10,000 mg/L
TDS water.

Regardless, it seems that the goal of this provision is to ensure that protected water is properly isolated,
which is paramount to preventing contamination.
Mitigation Needed: In order to achieve that goal, we recommend that the currently proposed
groundwater protection standard be replaced with the following:






Surface casing setting depth must be shallower than any hydrocarbon‐bearing zones and must
be set at least 100' but not more than 200' into a competent confining zone below the base of
the deepest protected groundwater and be fully cemented to surface by the pump and plug
method.
In areas where the depth to the deepest protected groundwater is not known, operators must
estimate this depth. This depth should then be verified by running petrophysical logs, such as
resistivity logs, after drilling to the estimated depth. If the depth to the deepest protected water
is deeper than estimated, an additional string of casing is required. Surface casing must be of
sufficient diameter to allow the use of one or more strings of intermediate casing. All instances
of protected water not anticipated on the permit application must be reported including the
formation depth and thickness and water flow rate, if known or estimated.
Intermediate casing must be installed when necessary to isolate protected water not isolated by
surface casing. When intermediate casing is installed to protect groundwater, the operator shall
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set a full string of new intermediate casing to at least 100' but not more than 200' into a
competent confining zone below the base of the deepest protected groundwater and be fully
cemented to surface by the pump and plug method.
MM GW‐4a. This mitigation measure is intended to address the risk that existing wells adjacent to a well
undergoing stimulation may serve as a conduit for contaminants to migrate into protected water. We
agree that communication between offset wells during stimulation is a serious problem, risking blow
outs in adjacent wells and/or aquifer contamination during well stimulation. A New Mexico oil well
recently experienced a blowout, resulting in a spill of more than 8,400 gallons of fracturing fluid, oil, and
water. The blowout occurred when a nearby well was being hydraulically fractured and the fracturing
fluids intersected this offset well.325 The incident led the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division to
request information about other instances of communication between wells during drilling, completion,
stimulation or production operations.326 Incidents of communication between wells during stimulation
have been documented in British Columbia,327 Pennsylvania,328,329 Texas, and other states across the
country.330
The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER), the oil and gas regulator in Alberta, Canada, recognized that
communication between wells during fracturing is a serious risk to well integrity and groundwater after
a number of spills and blowouts resulted from communication between wells during fracturing. As a
result, AER created requirements to address the risk of communication and reduce the likelihood of
occurrence.331 Similarly, Enform, a Canadian oil and gas industry safety association, published
recommended practices to manage the risk of communication.332 We recommend that the Division
review these rules and incorporate similar requirements.
The proposed mitigation measure requires that “all wells within the ADSA have effective cement seals,
including a minimum 500‐foot seal, which covers the base of the protected groundwater. It is not clear
what is meant by “a minimum 500‐foot seal, which covers the base of the protected groundwater.”
Mitigation Needed: In addition to clarifying the above statement, we recommend that the following
additional measures be added:
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For all wells within the ADSA, the operator must:
o Evaluate the adequacy of the well design and construction methods to achieve the goal
of isolating protected water
o Assess the internal and external mechanical integrity of each well identified
o Prepare a plan for performing corrective action if any of the wells identified are
improperly designed, constructed, completed, plugged, or abandoned.
o Perform an assessment to determine the risk that the stimulation treatment will
communicate with each well identified.
o For each well identified as at‐risk for communication, prepare a plan for well control,
including but not limited to:
 A method to monitor for communication
 A determination of the maximum pressure which the at‐risk well can withstand
 Actions to maintain well control
 If the at‐risk well is not owned or operated by the owner/operator of the well to
be stimulated, a plan for coordinating with the offset well operator to prevent
loss of well control.

MM GW‐4b. The intent of this mitigation measure is appropriate, but believe that more specificity is
necessary to ensure protection of groundwater.
Mitigation Needed: The measure should specify that the Groundwater Protection Standard (as modified
above) also applies for wells to be stimulated in a DWR‐designated groundwater basin and that in
addition, such wells must also:


Install a full string of new production casing and fully cement to surface using the pump and plug
method. Where the depth of the well makes cementing to surface technically infeasible or could
result in lost circulation, multi‐stage cementing must be used.

MM GW‐4c. The intent of this mitigation measure is appropriate, but we recommend that the survey
area be revised to be two times the ADSA, to be consistent with section 1784 of the permanent SB4
regulations, Well Stimulation Treatment Area Analysis Design.
MM GW‐5a. The intent of this mitigation measure is appropriate, but we recommend that the survey
area be revised to be two times the ADSA, to be consistent with section 1784 of the permanent SB4
regulations, Well Stimulation Treatment Area Analysis Design.
MM GW‐7a. This mitigation measure is appropriate.
Additional Mitigation Measures Needed
Casing Corrosion. The EIR notes that casing corrosion is a potential risk factor to groundwater.
Mitigation Needed: To reduce the risk of external casing corrosion all potential flow zones – as defined
in API RP 65‐2, Isolating Potential Flow Zones During Well Construction – must be properly isolated.
Failure to isolate flow zones can also result in annular overpressurization, which can lead to a loss of
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mechanical integrity, putting groundwater at risk, and/or allow crossflow of subsurface fluids,
potentially into protected water if it has not been properly isolated.
All well construction materials must be compatible with fluids with which they may come into contact
and be resistant to corrosion, erosion, swelling, or degradation that may result from such contact.
Fractures Bypass Seals. The EIR notes that induced fractures could bypass well seals, potentially
providing a pathway for contaminants to reach uncemented annular space and possibly protected
water. Fractures that bypass well seals could also allow contaminants to migrate above the confining
zone and possibly into groundwater.
Mitigation Needed: The final SB4 rules require operators to estimate the ADSA. This estimate must be
compared to the height of well seals the depth of any confining zone(s). If fractures could potentially
grow beyond well seals or the confining zone, the fracturing operation parameters must be revised.
Deterioration of Well Materials over Time. The EIR notes that well materials can degrade over time,
potentially putting protected water at risk.
Mitigation Needed: Internal and external mechanical integrity must be assessed at least yearly.
Inadequate Primary Cementing. The EIR notes that invasion of gas can lead to problems with cementing.
In addition, the use of improper cement materials, mixing, handling, or installation methods can also
result in poor primary cementing. Remedial cementing is difficult, often take several attempts to
perform successfully, and can result in well integrity issues over time. Proper primary cementing is
crucial to protecting water resources.
Mitigation Needed:






Prior to cementing the hole must be prepared to ensure an adequate cement bond by
circulating at least two hole volumes of drilling fluid and ensuring that the well is static and all
gas flows are killed. Top and bottom wiper plugs and spacer fluids must be used to separate
drilling fluid from cement and prevent cement contamination. Casing must be rotated and
reciprocated during cementing when possible and when doing so would not present a safety
risk.
Cement must conform to API Specification 10A (Specification for Cement and Material for Well
Cementing). Consideration should be given to including gas blockers or static gel strength
accelerators if permeable gas‐bearing intervals are being cemented, and to including additives
resistant to CO2 and H2S degradation if conditions dictate.
The cement mixture in the zone of critical cement shall have a 72‐hour compressive strength of
at least 1,200 psi. Cement slurry must be prepared to minimize, to the greatest extent
practicable, its free water content. In no event shall the free water separation for the slurry
average more than (i) two milliliters per 250 milliliters of cement tested for cement inside the
zone of critical cement or (ii) three and one‐half milliliters per 250 milliliters of cement tested
for cement outside the zone of critical cement. Cement mix water chemistry must be proper for
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the cement slurry designs. At a minimum, the water chemistry of the mix water must be tested
for pH prior to use, and the cement must be mixed to manufacturer's recommendations. An
operator’s representative must be on site verifying that the cement mixing, testing, and quality
control procedures used for the entire duration of the cement mixing and placement are
consistent with the approved engineered design and meet the cement manufacturer
recommendations, API standards, and the requirements of this standard.
Compressive strength tests of cement mixtures without published performance data must be
performed in accordance with the current API RP 10B‐2. The test temperature must be within 10
degrees Fahrenheit of the formation equilibrium temperature at the top of cement. A better
quality of cement may be required where local conditions make it necessary to prevent
pollution or provide safer operating conditions.
All surface, intermediate, and production casing strings must stand under pressure until a
compressive strength of 500 psi is reached before drilling out, initiating testing, or disturbing the
cement in any way, but in no case should the WOC time be less than 8‐hours.
All surface, intermediate, and production casing strings must be pressure tested. Drilling may
not be resumed until a satisfactory pressure test is obtained. Casing must be pressure tested to
a minimum of 0.22 psi/foot of casing string length or 1500 psi, whichever is greater, but not to
exceed 80% of the minimum internal yield. If the pressure declines more than 10% in a 30‐
minute test or if there are other indications of a leak, corrective action must be taken.
For surface casing, radial cement evaluation logs must be run if there are indications of an
inadequate cement job. For intermediate and production casing, radial cement evaluation logs
must be run on all strings of cemented casing that isolate protected water, potential flow zones,
through which stimulation will be performed, and/or when there are indications of an
inadequate cement job. If the cement evaluation logs indicate inadequate cementing then
remedial operations must be performed prior to commencing completion operations. If the
deficiencies cannot be remedied, the well shall be plugged and abandoned.

Inadequate Well Design and/or Construction. Older wells may have been designed and constructed
with practices not acceptable by today’s standards and that may endanger groundwater. In
particular, shallow wells in the state have sometimes been constructed without water protective
casing and/or with a single string of casing, including in areas with protected groundwater. The
annular space in these wells may also not be fully cemented.
Properly constructed wells typically have at least two and often three barriers between protected
water and fluids contained in the well: 1) surface casing 2) production casing 3) production tubing.
These redundant barriers are necessary to help reduce the risk that protected water will be
impacted should one barrier fail. Wells lacking surface casing/redundant barriers put protected
water at serious risk in the case of a well integrity failure due to the fact that both protected water
and hydrocarbon‐bearing zones are contained behind the same string of casing.
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In wells with a single string of casing, even cementing over protected water as required by the
Groundwater Protection Standard proposed in the EIR is not sufficient to adequately safeguard
protected water.
Mitigation Needed: Stimulation should be prohibited in wells in which protected water and
hydrocarbons are isolated behind the same string of casing. Casing strings that isolate protected
water should not be perforated for the purposes of stimulation, production, or injection.

15

SURFACE WATER RESOURCES: the DEIR fails to properly disclose, analyze, and mitigate the
project’s significant surface water resources impacts.

15.1

Significant statewide impacts that have not been disclosed and/or mitigated

15.1.1 The Draft EIR Impermissibly Relies on the Effect of Proposed Regulations
In determining the impacts on surface water quality, the Draft EIR “assumes the implementation of the
proposed SB‐4 related regulations.” (10.15‐33). For the reasons set out above this approach is improper.
15.1.2 The Draft EIR fails to disclose, analyze and mitigate impacts from well stimulation treatment
projects that may occur after the well stimulation treatment is complete.
Impact SWR‐1 discusses water quality degradation that may result from construction and well
development activities, such as drilling, as well as well stimulation.333 No disclosure or discussion is
provided, however, of any impacts to surface waters that may occur after drilling and well stimulation
treatment from wells that are idle and especially from wells that are plugged or abandoned
improperly.334 Because there is likelihood that fluids or other pollutants associated with well stimulation
can escape an idle, improperly abandoned or plugged well and enter surface waters, the Draft EIR must
disclose and mitigate these impacts.
15.1.3 The Draft EIR’s discussion of Impact SWR‐3 fails to disclose and analyze significant impacts on
water quantity resulting from well stimulation treatment pollution discharged to surface waters
designated for water supply.
All six Study Regions studied in the Draft EIR include water bodies designated for water supply beneficial
uses, including industrial, municipal or agricultural water supply.335 Polluted discharges associated with
well stimulation treatments occurring in the six Study Regions therefore have the potential to not only
degrade water quality, but, as a result of the increased pollution, may reduce the future availability of
these water bodies as water supply. Thus, well stimulation treatment pollution may also “substantial[ly]
diminish surface water quantity.” Yet, the Draft EIR contains no discussion of this impact and the only
333
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discussion associated with Impact SWR‐3 is related to reduction in water quantity due to direct diversion
of water from surface streams and sources for the purposes of conducting well stimulation
treatments.336 Given California’s significant drought, the Draft EIR must disclose and mitigate impacts
on water supply from well stimulation treatment pollution.
15.1.4 Proposed mitigation measures are inadequate to address and reduce Impact SWR‐1a to less
than significant
The Draft EIR recognizes that hydraulic fracturing and acid stimulation treatments could have significant
impacts on surface water quality and result in violation of “water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements, provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff, or otherwise substantially
degrade or diminish surface water quality.”337 To mitigate these serious impacts, the Draft EIR requires
a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”) to be developed for all new construction associated
with well stimulation treatments regardless of size.338 Notably, no monitoring of discharges or receiving
waters is required under the Draft EIR to actually demonstrate that well stimulation treatment projects
comply with water quality standards and ensure that any violations of these standards and degradation
in water quality will be adequately mitigated by the responsible parties.
Contrary to the Draft EIR’s assertion, the proposed mitigation measure will not ensure that well
stimulation treatment projects will not result in violation of water quality standards because the
measure provides no assurance that the SWPPP, although developed, will be adequate to address
construction stormwater pollution impacts. DOGGR has no expertise in reviewing SWPPPs and the
Water Boards, which under the General Construction Stormwater Permit regulate construction sites of
one acre or more, are not required to review or approve the SWPPPs submitted by well stimulation
treatment project operators, even for construction sites larger than one acre.339 The Draft EIR does not
specify which agency, if any will be charged with evaluating the adequacy of the SWPPPs developed for
well stimulation sites. Thus, MM SWR‐1a provides no assurances that the SWPPPs developed and
implemented at well stimulation sites throughout California will be adequate to address Impact SWR‐1.
Further, while the General Construction Stormwater Permit mandates the development of a SWPPP for
sites subject to the Permit, it does not require the developed SWPPP be in fact implemented. Id. Instead
the Permit requires dischargers to implement certain BMPs and meet Numeric Action Levels. Id.
However, neither of these Permit requirements are proposed and evaluated as potential mitigation
measures in the Draft EIR. Thus without follow up inspections by DOGGR or any other agency to confirm
a SWPPP, even if adequately designed, is implemented at all sites where well stimulation treatments
occur, the currently proposed Mitigation Measure SWR‐1a will fail to mitigate Impact SWR‐1. In fact, for
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projects that last less than 30‐days the mitigation measure will result in little if any protection to surface
water quality in light of the lack of any mandatory secondary containment under 14 C.C.R. 1786. As
described in our comments on the Hazards and Hazardous Materials and Groundwater sections, the MM
HAZ‐1a mitigation measure is also not sufficient to address this issue.
Finally, the Draft EIR’s Surface Water Protection Standard discussed in Section 7.5.3 and relied on in
Section 10.15.5’s analysis of impacts and mitigation measures will not help ensure that water quality
standards are not violated and surface water quality is not diminished or degraded. The Surface Water
Protection Standard only applies to wells located outside of existing oil and gas fields and to new
onshore wells.340 Thus, no existing wells or offshore wells have to comply with this standard and the
standard will not provide any mitigation for surface water quality impacts from these wells.341 In
addition, there is no justification provided for using a 100‐foot setback from surface water for onshore
well pads rather than a larger setback which will also be more protective of the surface waters.342
Second, any minimal protection afforded by the setback is limited only to onshore wells, thus allowing
all offshore well pads to be located without any setback to inland and ocean surface waters.343
Furthermore, even for onshore wells DOGGR has the discretion to override the 100‐foot setback and
allow well pads to be constructed and located closer to surface waters if the setback cannot be feasibly
achieved or is unnecessary to avoid significant impacts on water bodies.344 The Draft EIR states that an
applicant seeking a shorter setback must submit to DOGGR “a written justification for [the] proposed
narrower setback” but there are no requirements related to the type of information and technical
demonstration that must be included in the “written justification.”345 As a result, as a practical matter,
neither the DOGGR nor the public in reviewing the Draft EIR can reasonably determine what kind of
information will provide the basis for DOGGR’s decision to approve a deviation from the 100‐foot
setback. There are no limitations on the distance by which the setback can be reduced so, presumably a
well stimulation treatment operator can construct a well pad within a few feet of a river bank.346 More
importantly, since DOGGR lacks the necessary expertise to evaluate surface water impacts, the agency’s
determination that the applicant’s “written justification” for a shorter setback and associated mitigation
measures “will not cause a significant effect to the potentially affected water bodies.”347
For all of these reasons, the Surface Water Protection Standard will not mitigate, either alone or
together with MM SWR‐1a the impacts to water quality of surface waters to less than significant.
15.1.5 Proposed mitigation measures are inadequate to address and reduce Impact SWR‐3 to less
than significant
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The Draft EIR acknowledges that well stimulation treatment projects use a substantial amount of
potable water and can have a significant impact on water supply in California.348 The mitigation
measures proposed to address these significant impacts referred to as Impact SWR‐3 (Substantially
diminish surface water quantity) will fail to reduce this impact’s significance. First, while Mitigation
Measure SWR‐3a requires DOGGR to coordinate with the permit applicant and identified suppliers to
determine if supplies of water for the well stimulation treatment are available and that well stimulation
treatments will not impact other existing water users or necessitate new or expanded water
entitlements or treatment facilities, no specific details are provided as to the documents and
information that DOGGR will need to make that determination.349 The Draft EIR simply states that
DOGGR, an agency with no expertise in evaluating impact on water supplies, must “obtain assurances”
that water availability for the project is adequate but it is unclear what these assurances consist of and
what level of assurances will be sufficient to make the determination that water is indeed adequate and
will not impact other users.350 Further, DOGGR is allowed to approve a project even if there are no
assurances of water supply so long as DOGGR “require[s] the applicant to identify a feasible alternative
means of obtaining a water supply that meets DOGGR standards and does not adversely affect the other
existing water users or cause significant environmental effects.”351 However, it is unclear what “DOGGR
standards” are and in what situations the alternative means of obtaining water supply proposed by the
applicant will “cause significant environmental effects.”352 This lack of specific requirements and
guidance is especially concerning in light of California’s severe drought.353 Due to the lack of specifics
associated with DOGGR’s determination of water supply adequacy it is impossible to evaluate whether
the proposed MM SWR‐3a will in fact reduce Impact SWR‐3 to less than significant.
Next, the Draft EIR’s reliance on the Water Recycling Standard described in Section 7.5.1 to mitigate
Impact SWR‐3 to less than significant is similarly without basis. The Water Recycling Standards have a
limited application: they only “apply outside of existing oil and gas fields and at new wells within existing
fields.”354 Thus, well stimulation treatments conducted in existing wells within existing well fields will
not be subject to the Water Recycling Standard and as a result well stimulation treatments at these
wells will impact water quantity. Moreover, this standard only requires a permit applicant to make a
“good faith effort to identify any recycled water or saline groundwater potentially available for use in
the well stimulation treatment” but, again, not parameters are provided for what kind or level of effort
by the project applicant will be considered a “good faith effort.”355 Moreover, under the Water
Recycling Standard no input from the Regional Water Boards or the State Water Board is required in the
preparation of the draft study on the feasibility of using recycled water.356 Finally, despite the fact that
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the water recycling study submitted with the well stimulation treatment permit is finalized and
approved by DOGGR as part of the permit, the EIR does not envision any civil or other penalties for
violations of the final water recycling requirements. Instead, under the Water Recycling Standard
permittees who violate the water recycling provisions of their well stimulation treatment permit are
required to propose to DOGGR recommendations on avoiding minor violations in future well stimulation
treatment projects or, for major violation, recommendations regarding environmental restitution “so as
to achieve indirectly the practical equivalent of the water savings or efficiencies that the Water
Recycling Standards are intended to achieve.”357 DOGGR has discretion to require environmental
restitution.358 As a result, permittees have no incentive to comply with the Water Recycling Standard as
implemented in the water recycling study incorporated in their permit and can choose to violate the
standard, and their Permit, without consequences. The Water Recycling Standard, will therefore result
in a minimal to no reduction of the significant impacts on water supply posed by well stimulation
treatments in California.
For all of these reasons, the mitigation measures proposed to address Impact SWR‐3 will not in fact
reduce this impact to less than significant.
15.2

Significant impacts at specific oil fields that have not been disclosed and/or mitigated

The Draft EIR fails to disclose and mitigate significant impacts on surface water quality from well
stimulation treatments projects in the Wilmington, Inglewood and Sespe Oil and Gas Fields which may
occur after well stimulation treatment is complete. Similarly, the Draft EIR fails to disclose and mitigate
significant impacts on water quantity from pollution associated with well stimulation treatments in all
three oil and gas fields.
Further, the mitigation measures proposed to address and reduce Impacts SWR‐1 and SWR‐3 in
all three oil and gas fields are inadequate.

16

NOISE AND VIBRATION: the DEIR fails to properly disclose, analyze, and mitigate the project’s
significant noise impacts.

Under CEQA, “it is the policy of the state” to “[t]ake all action necessary to provide the people of this
state with . . . freedom from excessive noise.”359 Despite this mandate, DOGGR seems to overlook and
all but entirely reject as a minor and temporary nuisance, the significant impact of environmental noise
caused by well stimulation activities. Contrary to this characterization, well stimulation sites are very
noisy and, particularly in California, can be close to homes. In fact, public health experts have identified
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noise as a ubiquitous health threat for communities near oil and gas development sites and studies have
found noise levels above safety thresholds.360
This makes intuitive sense and is scientifically supported. Well stimulation is an industrial process that
generates prolonged periods of noise pollution for workers and nearby communities. Well pad
preparation, drilling, and well stimulation generate significant noise levels for neighboring residences,
schools, and work places. The noise—from trucks, generators, drilling operations, and pumps—can
occur intermittently for days at a time and over several years as wells are stimulated and reworked
many times.361 Often, drilling operation continues 24 hours a day until completion, which means
surrounding areas could be exposed to significant noise from drill rigs, air compressors, drill pipe
connections, and elevator operations during sensitive nighttime hours.362 During the hydraulic
fracturing process, up to 20 diesel‐pumper trucks operating simultaneously are necessary to inject the
required water volume and achieve the necessary pressure.363 The practice of drilling multiple wells per
well pad at higher well density can further increase the duration, frequency, and intensity of noise
pollution. As a result of the expansion of well stimulation into populated areas, a growing number of
people are potentially exposed to harmful noise pollution.
The well stimulation noise and vibration impact assessments presented by DOGGR in the DEIS contain
important flaws that understate the impacts. For example, the drilling and well stimulation impact
assessment presented is for one well, ignoring the cumulative impact of multiple wells being developed
at the same time.364 Even using the analysis for a single well, the sound levels associated with the well
stimulation process at 500 ft from the well would result in noise levels recognized to cause hearing
damage if experienced for 8 hours or more.365 The DEIR fails to adequately describe what these
increases in noise will mean in terms of communication interference, sleep interference, physiological
responses, and annoyance.
DOGGR fails to identify or quantify the noise impacts from venting or flaring. Flaring can continue 24
hours a day for weeks or months, and it is a loud, long‐term noise impact that must be considered. In
our work with the Walt and Marilee Desatoff family in Shafter, CA that abandoned their home following
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a well stimulation project, it was the flaring noise that the family found most difficult to endure.366
Walter Desatoff, in a video interview talks about the noise from hydraulic fracturing in Shafter, CA says
“it’s been a major influence on us and the way you do everyday things. And it gets to you. Especially
that flare got to me because it was nonstop, just a roar.”367 Marilee Desatoff, in her explanation for why
she left Shafter, she says that she “could not have family over anymore, we couldn’t sleep at night,
because you could hear this noise. And that became a stressful situation for us.”368
Transportation‐related noise impacts are not quantified in the DEIS. DOGGR fails to consider the noise
or vibration caused by well stimulation construction, including, e.g., earth moving equipment.
Nor does DOGGR consider the impact of new development, increased growth, construction, and heavier
traffic in communities with well stimulation. If well stimulation is expected to induce economic growth,
or at least, to bring in outsiders to do the various jobs associated with well stimulation, the impact of
that population increase must also be considered. One of those impacts is increased noise.
Potential noise effects on livestock or wildlife are also not evaluated, even though the noise of a single
well—and even more so the combination of noise of multiple wells—could affect livestock and wildlife
(especially sensitive bird species).
Seismic testing and vibroseis trucks are often used before a well stimulation treatment to identify oil
reserves and survey the local geology. Seismic testing and vibroseis trucks are a well stimulation related
activity that must be considered in the DEIS. Seismic testing and related noise and vibration impacts and
low‐frequency noise impacts (which are associated with health impacts) are currently not addressed in
the DEIS. Seismic testing should also be considered for its potential effects on water supplies, structures,
private property damage, and aging infrastructure. Among other mitigation measures, setbacks and
time of day restrictions should be developed for seismic testing.
DOGGR identifies only one mitigation measure to guard against the harmful impacts of sound. We
support the first mitigation measure369, but it does not go far enough and it includes a highly
problematic exception. First, DOGGR should expand the list of sensitive receptors to include farm and
wildlife considerations. Critical habitat of threatened or endangered species known to be sensitive to
noise should be given the same protections afforded to other sensitive receptors, as well as areas of
high biological diversity or naïve wildlife populations that would be disrupted by novel well stimulation
activity in their habitat.
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Second, DOGGR does not explicitly require the specific noise reducing measures it lists (i.e. a 16 ft noise
barrier between residential land uses and well pad, that pump diesel engine drives be placed into
enclosures, and to install muffler technology on diesel engines). Those measures should be mandatory.
Third, if the noise reduction to 70 dBA is deemed technologically infeasible, the well stimulation project
should not be permitted to proceed. Temporary lodging is absolutely not an acceptable alternative.
DOGGR must not ever require any school, nursing home, day care, or hospital to relocate for a well
stimulation project, whose impacts could go on for extended periods of time if the well is reworked or
flaring is required to control emissions. This is an unacceptable hardship that could result in long‐term
human hardship, including serious physical and mental health impacts.
While prohibiting well stimulation is the only way to entirely eliminate noise impacts, several additional
strategies can be used to mitigate noise caused by well stimulation. The American Petroleum Institute
recognizes that noise is best mitigated by distance and appropriate direction of noise.370 Mitigation can
be achieved by directing noise‐generating equipment away from receptors, selecting an appropriate
location for access roads, and scheduling the more significant noise‐generating activities during the day.
Additionally, site‐specific permit conditions such as requiring the measurement of ambient noise levels
prior to beginning operations, specifying daytime and nighttime noise level limits, using noise reduction
equipment, limiting certain noisy activities to specific hours, installing temporary sound barriers,
providing advance notice of the drilling schedule to nearby receptors, and limiting hydraulic fracturing
operations to a single well at a time, should be implemented in order to mitigate noise.371 Increased
noise monitoring at and near unconventional oil and gas development sites and further research into
characterizing noise pollution in the vicinity of well sites in terms of its sources, intensities, frequencies,
and duration can help develop more effective mitigation measures.372
These additional noise mitigation commitments should be identified and incorporated into the proposed
regulations or permit conditions to ensure they are enforceable.

17

SEISMICITY: The DEIR fails to adequately consider significant risks from seismic activity.

Despite substantial evidence that well stimulation and subsequent wastewater injection may cause
significant earthquakes, as they have in many parts of the world, the DEIR ignores these studies and the
potential harm to Californians. As such, the DEIR is woefully inadequate and fails to consider the true
extent of potential harm from seismic activity.
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CEQA Guidelines define a “significant risk” as “a substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in
any of the physical condition within the area affected by the project.”373 Specifically, a project has a
significant impact to geology when it “exposes people or structures to potential substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, or injury, or death involving: rupture of a known earthquake fault …;
strong seismic ground shaking; seismic‐related ground failure; [or] cause an induced seismic event
including ground shaking and ground failure…”374
The DEIR states that the majority of potential environmental impacts would be adverse but less than
significant or reduced to a less than significant level.375 But scientific studies have shown that the risk
from seismic activity is substantial, and given California’s numerous and potentially critically stressed
fault lines, the potential for harm is great for well stimulation and associated activity in this state.
17.1

The DEIR must evaluate all direct and indirect environmental impacts of well stimulation.

Under both CEQA and SB 4, DOGGR is required by law evaluate indirect effects of well stimulation. CEQA
mandates that a lead agency evaluate, in addition to direct effects, all “reasonably foreseeable indirect
physical change.”376 SB 4 requires that the final EIR be completed “pursuant to” CEQA377, which contains
clear mandates that indirect effects be included in the EIR. The DEIR itself states that indirect impacts
are those that are “caused by a project, but can occur later in time or farther removed in distance and
are still reasonably foreseeable and related to the operation of the project.”378 The DEIR fails to
adequately analyze these indirect impacts with regard to seismic activity. It also constitutes an improper
segmentation of a project to divide its environmental impacts among different stages of the same
process.
17.2

The DEIR Erroneously Excludes Wastewater Disposal from Its Assessment of Induced
Seismicity

One entirely foreseeable environmental physical change is the vast amounts of wastewater produced
after a well stimulation treatment and the associated risk of harm from wastewater injection wells that
dispose of spent well stimulation treatment fluid and produced water from the treated well. After
virtually all well stimulation treatments, a combination of flowback fluid and produced water is brought
to the surface. The creation of massive amounts of wastewater is an inevitable consequence of well
stimulation, as is the fact that most of this fluid is disposed of in wastewater disposal wells around the
state. These foreseeable effects of well stimulation must be fully evaluated in order to properly
understand the severity of risk from seismic activity.
The DEIR improperly limits its evaluation of the risk of seismic events to those that are triggered directly
and in the immediate aftermath of a well stimulation event. While well stimulation itself can be the
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trigger of seismic events, limiting the review to well stimulation misses a substantial body of scientific
literature demonstrating that the injection of wastewater, the direct byproduct of well stimulation,
poses a greater risk of induced earthquakes.
The wastewater generated as a byproduct of hydraulic fracturing and fracturing‐enabled production has
been linked to a dramatic increase in seismic activity in states where the wastewater is injected into
wastewater disposal wells.379 As wastewater disposal has increased due to hydraulic fracturing, so have
the frequency and the strength of earthquakes in Oklahoma. Near Prague, Oklahoma, injection wells
disposing of flowback and produced water from hydraulically fractured wells caused a magnitude 5.7
earthquake—the largest ever recorded in Oklahoma—in November 2011. The record‐setting tremor
destroyed 14 homes, injured 2 people, and caused millions of dollars’ worth of damage to homes and
buildings near the epicenter.380
From 1978 to 2008, Oklahoma on average only 2 earthquakes per year that were M3.0 or larger.381 But
in 2014, Oklahoma experienced 585 earthquakes of M3.0 or above in just one year.382 Oklahoma is not
alone. Researchers at the USGS found that the rate of earthquakes greater than magnitude 3.0 in the
central and eastern United States has increased significantly in the past decade, from an average of
21/year from 1967 through 2000 to more than 300 in the years 2010 through 2012, with 188 occurring
in 2011 alone.383 This increase in seismicity coincides with wastewater injection.384
In California, which is heavily faulted, the potential harm from induced seismic activity is of particular
concern. A survey of the state found that over half of California’s injection wells are located within 10
miles of an active fault.385 Six percent are within a mile.386 In addition, some oil fields in California
produce abnormally high amounts of water for each barrel of oil. Some wells in the San Joaquin Valley,
for example, can produce up to 50 barrels of water for every barrel of oil.387 Allowing well stimulation to
expand in California will increase the need for injection wells to store millions more gallons of waste
fluid, further increasing the danger of triggering earthquakes. The DEIR completely ignores this
reasonably foreseeable consequence of allowing well stimulation to continue unabated.
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17.3

Current regulations do not lessen the threat of earthquakes from injection wells.

The DEIR incorrectly states that “applicable laws and regulation … provide protection regarding
geology.”388 This is untrue. The UIC program, which regulates “any subsurface injection,”389 including
wastewater disposal that is directly attributable to well stimulation, has no provision that would lessen
the threat of an induced seismic event. The UIC contains no provision that would limit the amount of
wastewater injected into a well, nor a restriction on how close to a known fault such a well could
operate. Contrary to DOGGR’s assertion, the regulations do not “help[] ensure that the potential for
resulting seismic activity is minimal.”390 Under these regulations, injection wells will continue to dispose
of wastewater from wells undergoing well stimulation, with the attendant risk of seismic activity in the
state.
DOGGR vows to revise the UIC program in early 2015, but it cannot rely on future regulations to address
present risks. The current UIC regulations, which apply to wastewater received directly from wells that
are stimulated, do not protect the public from the dangers of induced seismicity.
17.4

Seismic activity induced by oil withdrawal is not addressed.

The DEIR recognizes that oil withdrawal has caused major earthquakes in California, including a M6.5
earthquake in Coalinga in 1983.391 Even though well stimulation is conducted for the express purpose of
increasing the amount of oil production from a well, the DEIR does not evaluate what the risks from this
direct impact would be, nor does the DEIR offer mitigation measures that would lessen the risk of
seismic activity caused by oil withdrawal. Oil withdrawal is a completely foreseeable consequence of
well stimulation, and under CEQA these risks should be fully evaluated in the EIR.
17.5

The DEIR understates seismicity caused directly by fracking.

Fracking has been associated directly to seismic events, yet the DEIR dismisses these risks. Evidence is
mounting that fracking itself may trigger seismic events large enough to cause significant harm.
Researchers determined that a magnitude 4.4 earthquake and as many as 100 aftershocks were caused
by hydraulic fracturing near Fox Creek, Canada in January 2015.392 One study found that 77 earthquakes
in Ohio between magnitude 1.0 and 3.0 were likely caused by nearby fracking activity.393 Fracking has
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also directly caused two earthquakes in England394 and 38 earthquakes in British Columbia, the largest
registering at magnitude 3.8.395
Increasing the risk of earthquakes in California with additional fracking and wastewater injection
endangers the safety of millions of people living near fault lines.
17.6

The well stimulation regulations do not eliminate the threat of earthquakes.

The DEIR assumes that the yet‐to‐be‐implemented well stimulation regulations will mitigate the impact
of seismic activity, but such assumptions are misplaced and improper. The well stimulation regulations
have not been implemented and DOGGR provides no evidence that the proposed measures would
lessen the risk of seismic activity. Because well stimulation will continue to proliferate under the
proposed regulations, the risk of induced seismicity will actually continue to increase after these
regulations are implemented.
The proposed regulations require operators to map known faults in the vicinity of the proposed well
stimulation396, but this would not reduce the risk of triggering seismic activity via an unknown fault or a
blind thrust fault. As the DEIR itself notes, known faults only account for part of the risk of seismic
activity.
Moreover, DOGGR’s claim that it would deny a well stimulation application that would occur across a
fault line is unsupported except for the agency’s own communication conference.397 Yet there is no
requirement in DOGGR’s own regulations that would make this a legally enforceable criterion. And
where an agency other than DOGGR conducts an environmental review for well stimulation, the best
DOGGR can offer is to “encourage”398 For such measures to be considered as mitigation of a harm, an
EIR requires more.
Furthermore, DOGGR’s regulations also rely on self‐monitoring and self‐reporting to alert DOGGR to
seismic activity. Given the industry’s history of noncompliance, and DOGGR inability to enforce current
regulations, the proposed final regulations do not ensure safety, and cannot be relied upon to lessen the
risk of seismic activity induced by well stimulation.
DOGGR also lists as one of its assumptions that it “may … consider modification of the requirements or
conditions of the well stimulation permitting process in order to ensure protection of public safety and
environmental impact.”399 It is entirely inappropriate to list among mitigation measures an abstract,
unenforceable, aspirational goal that has no effect whatsoever on the risk of harm from seismic activity.
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Similarly, DOGGR cannot rely, as it does in the DEIR, on local agencies to “address localized impacts.”
DOGGR merely asserts, without any evidence,400 that project‐specific review would minimize
earthquakes locally. DOGGR provides no assurances that such reviews would take place, let alone
mitigate the risk of seismic activity. Such unenforceable, conceptual reasoning has no place in an EIR.
17.7

Offshore seismic activity is a significant and unavoidable risk.

The DEIR also mentions seaquakes, but does not adequately describe the extent of danger of these
seismic events triggered offshore. While the DEIR admits that such dangers are “a new area of scientific
study” and that “to date no research has been done regarding the relationship of well stimulation
treatments or offshore disposal well programs to offshore seismology,”401 the fact remains that these
types of events are a significant potential threat.
While studies of the link between well stimulation and seaquakes are far from complete, there is
evidence to suggest that seaquakes may be triggered directly by well stimulation events. Well
stimulation can trigger small earthquakes on land, the largest recorded event registering at M4.4.402 And
because seawater is a highly efficient carrier of energy, seismicity that may do minimal harm on land can
be more destructive at sea. Seaquakes triggered by well stimulation or wastewater injection have the
potential to cause a tsunami that is “disproportionately large compared to the small seismic event that
triggered it.”403
The extent of the risk is unknown but potentially catastrophic, and the DEIR admits that there are no
known prevention measures or early warning systems.404 Given these facts, the risk of harm from a
seaquake and tsunami triggered by well stimulation or wastewater injection is a significant and
unavoidable risk.
17.8

The DEIR understates the risk from unknown faults.

The DIER acknowledges that known faults constitute only a portion of the risk of seismic activity. Well
stimulation and associated wastewater injection may trigger seismic activity through an unknown fault
as well. Unknown faults, or non‐APEFZ faults, have been the cause of major seismic activity in other
parts of the country. In addition, the DEIR points to the presence of blind thrust faults throughout many
areas where wells stimulation or associated waste injection will occur.
17.9

The mitigation measures are inadequate.

The DEIR offers a number of supposed mitigation measures, but most are unenforceable and do not
result with any certainty that the risk of harm from seismic activity can be lessened. For example,
DOGGR’s assurance that it will direct well operators to “avoid active fault zones” is not accompanied by
400
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an enforceable restriction on performing well stimulation near an active fault. DOGGR could allow well
stimulation near an active fault if it is “satisfied” that there is no risk.405 This ability to waive safety
requirements, especially when the agency is still developing its understanding of the risk of seismic
activity, is troubling. DOGGR further hedges on its commitment to safety by stating that it will impose
seismic activity mitigation conditions that substantially comply with the active fault avoidance.406 And
DOGGR hedges further by stating it may “modify the proposed language”407 of the conditions for
approval. Furthermore, as stated above DOGGR can only “encourage” other lead agencies to restrict
well stimulation near fault lines. In short, the DEIR provides no assurances that the mitigation measure
would be applied consistently or effectively.
The setback measures suffer from the same shortcomings. There is no legally enforceable restriction
that DOGGR is committed to implementing, stating only that the DOC will establish an “appropriate
setback.”408 Even without explaining what setback would be “appropriate” or how DOC will evaluate
setback requirements, DOGGR asserts that it may waive any such restriction whenever the agency is
“satisfied” that well stimulation will not be affected by a rupture. Given DOGGR’s limited understanding
of seismic risks, applications that satisfy DOGGR may not reflect the true risk of seismic activity. DOGGR
again states that it can only “encourage” other agencies to consider the risks of seismic activity before
approving well stimulation. Furthermore, this measure seems to only consider the effect of a seismic
event on the well site. Notably, it does not address the risk of a well stimulation event triggering a
seismic event, and what the appropriate setback should be to avoid potential harm to the
environmental and the public.
Other proposed mitigation measures suffer from the same shortcomings. Limiting the number of
hydraulically fractured wells, implementing industry accepted practices, conducting ground monitoring,
and preparing an earthquake plan do not provide assurances that the risk from seismic activity is
adequately mitigated. The measures are either unenforceable or allow DOGGR too much discretion in
determining whether they should or should not apply in any given application.
Finally, as mentioned above, these supposed mitigation measures do not address the risk from unknown
faults and blind trust faults. Nor do they account for the harm from seismic events induced by
wastewater injection resulting from well stimulation.
In short, the supposed mitigation measures do little to lower the substantial potential risk of harm from
seismic activity.
17.10 Environmental effects caused by seismic activity could be disastrous.
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The DEIR also briefly mentions the potential for a seismic event, whether induced or naturally occurring,
to damage a well stimulation operation and cause environmental damage. The risk, however, is
improperly minimized.
Any potential risks of conducting well stimulation in California, which experiences frequent natural
seismicity, must be evaluated more thoroughly. The DEIR does not discuss what effect a large
earthquake would have on wells that have undergone well stimulation. The analysis must include not
only wells that are undergoing well stimulation at the exact moment of an earthquake, but all wells that
have employed well stimulation at least once in their history. Well stimulation is what allows these wells
to operate, and thus they should be included in an analysis of the potential damage from an earthquake.
Injection wells must also be a part of this analysis. Wastewater injection is a direct and inevitable result
of well stimulation. An evaluation of the risks of an earthquake that omits wastewater disposal wells
does not accurately describe the risk of an earthquake.
18

COASTAL PROCESSES AND MARINE WATER QUALITY: The DEIR fails to properly disclose,
analyze, and mitigate the project’s significant traffic and transportation impacts.

18.1

Significant statewide impacts that have not been disclosed and/or mitigated

18.1.1 The Draft EIR fails to disclose and mitigate significant impacts on marine water quality and
coastal processes from onshore well stimulation activities in watersheds draining to the
Pacific Ocean
The Draft EIR fails to disclose, discuss and mitigate the significant impacts on marine water quality from
onshore well stimulation treatments that occur in watersheds draining to the Pacific Ocean. The analysis
of impacts on coastal processes and marine water quality is unjustifiably narrow in that it focuses only
on impacts from offshore well stimulation treatments (conducted either through horizontal drilling from
onshore to offshore locations or exclusively offshore at an existing island or platform) in only three of
the six Study Regions/DOGGR Districts.409 However, it is well‐established that discharges of pollutants in
rivers, creeks and watersheds draining to the Pacific Ocean impact and impair marine water quality.410
Discharges associated with well stimulation activities conducted onshore in watersheds draining to
marine waters, such as the Inglewood Oil Field and the Sespe Oil Field, can thus carry harmful
pollutants, such as metals, oil, toxics and sediments into rivers, creeks and streams which will in turn
transport these pollutants to ocean waters thereby degrading water quality.411 Moreover, large spills
409
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from wastewater disposal tanks or pits at onshore well stimulation sites into inland waterbodies
draining to the Pacific Ocean will similarly be carried to marine waters and, depending on the volume of
water spilled, may impact ocean waves and currents.412
As a result, onshore well stimulation activities conducted in watersheds draining to the Pacific Ocean in
all six Study Regions/DOGGR Districts may have significant impacts on marine water quality and coastal
processes and all reasonably foreseeable indirect and direct impacts must be disclosed, analyzed and
addressed by adequate mitigation measures in the Draft EIR. These impacts may include effects on
coastal resources and species that are outside the designated Study Area but who, either because the
marine species are known to travel into the study region or because pollutants or impacts could migrate
or extend to reach them, must be considered.
18.1.2 The Draft EIR fails to disclose and mitigate the significant impacts on California Areas of
Special Biological Significance.
The California Ocean Plan prohibits the “discharge of waste” into Areas of Special Biological
Significance.413 There are 34 Areas of Special Biological Significance designated in California coastal
waters.414 The California Water Code defines “waste” as all “waste substances . . . associated with
human habitation, or of human or animal origin, or from any producing, manufacturing, or processing
operation . . . .”415 The State Water Resources Control Board has concluded that it is “undisputed that
urban runoff contains ‘waste’ within the meaning of Water Code section 13050(d).”416 Thus, any
pollutants, such as oil, metals, toxic or radioactive materials or sediments, discharged from well
stimulation sites and carried by stormwater or occurring in dry weather, are “waste” within the meaning
of Ocean Plan and are prohibited from entering Areas of Special Biological Significance. As discussed
above, inland surface waters carry pollution to marine waters such as the Areas of Special Biological
Significance. Yet, the Draft EIR fails to mention, let alone discuss or propose mitigation measures to
address the impacts from onshore well stimulation projects occurring in watersheds draining to Areas of
Special Biological Significance.417
18.1.3 Mitigation Measure CPMWQ‐1a is inadequate
Mitigation measure CPMWQ‐1a will fail to reduce significant impacts to marine water quality. First,
while the mitigation measure requires DOGGR to consult with the California Coastal Commission and the
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State Lands Commission to develop a “strategy for the protection of marine water quality,”418 no
consultation is required with the Regional Water Quality Control Boards and the State Water Resources
Control Board, which are the agencies specifically tasked with protecting marine water quality.419 In
fact, the California Ocean Plan which sets forth the standards for ocean water quality in state waters is
developed and enforced primarily by the water boards.420 The lack of input from the water boards will
almost certainly result in the development of less than adequate marine water quality protection
strategy for well stimulation treatment projects.
Second, although it states that DOGGR will require the preparation of a Discharge Prevention Plan and a
Spill Contingency Plan as part of the application for well stimulation treatment permit, MM CPMWQ‐1a
fails to provide the specific elements and requirements of the Discharge Prevention Plan.421 As a result,
the draft EIR does not supply any details that will enable either DOGGR or the public to evaluate and
understand whether the Discharge Prevention Plan, alone or in combination with other elements of MM
CPMWQ‐1a, will adequately mitigate Impact CPMWQ‐1.
18.2

Significant impacts at specific oil fields that have not been disclosed and/or mitigated

As discussed above, the Draft EIR improperly fails to disclose, analyze and mitigate impacts on ocean
water quality and coastal processes from onshore well stimulation treatments in watersheds draining to
the Pacific Ocean. The Inglewood Oil and Gas Field, Wilmington Oil and Gas Field and the Sespe Oil and
Gas field are both located in watersheds draining to marine coastal waters.422 For this reason, the Draft
EIR must disclose, analyze and mitigate the impacts on marine water quality and coastal processes from
all onshore well stimulation treatments occurring in these oil and gas fields.
Finally, for the reasons provided above, the mitigation impacts proposed to address Impact CPMWQ‐1
that may occur from well stimulation treatments occurring in the Wilmington Oil and Gas Field are
inadequate.

19

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

The DEIR’s analysis of greenhouse gas emissions fails to provide an accurate assessment of the total
impact of well stimulation. The DEIR understates both the volume of emissions that are likely to result
from well stimulation and also the potential severity of the consequences. The mitigation measures set
forth by DOGGR are inadequate, and the greenhouse gas impacts will be significant and unavoidable if
418
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well stimulation is allowed to move forward. DOGGR must revise its impact and mitigation analysis and
reconsider its unsupported designation of the Project as the environmentally preferred alternative. Of
the alternatives set forth by DOGGR, only Alternative 1 (no well stimulation) will sufficiently address the
impacts of greenhouse gas emissions.
Action to address the climate crisis becomes ever more urgent with each passing day. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) confirmed that 2014 was the hottest year ever recorded.423 In the National Climate Assessment
released by the U.S. Global Change Research Program, experts make clear that “reduc[ing] the risks of
some of the worst impacts of climate change” will require “aggressive and sustained greenhouse gas
emission reductions” over the course of this century.424 Indeed, humanity is rapidly consuming the
remaining “carbon budget” necessary to preserve a likely chance of holding the average global
temperature increase to only 2°C above pre‐industrial levels. According to the IPCC, if non‐CO2 forcings
are taken into account, total cumulative future anthropogenic emissions of CO2 must remain below
about 1,000 gigatonnes (Gt) to achieve this goal.425 Some leading scientists—characterizing the effects
of even a 2°C increase in average global temperature as “disastrous”—have prescribed a far more
stringent carbon budget for coming decades, one that requires phasing out coal use rapidly and leaving
other unconventional fossil fuels (including shale oil and gas) “in the ground.”426
California, for its part, has a mandate to reach 1990 levels of greenhouse gas emissions by the year
2020, equivalent to approximately a 15 percent reduction from a business‐as‐usual projection. The state
must also reduce emission levels to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.427 In his 2015 Inaugural
Address, the Governor reiterated his commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions with three new
goals for the next fifteen years:



Increase electricity derived from renewable sources to 50 percent;
Reduce today’s petroleum use in cars and trucks by 50 percent;
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Double the efficiency of existing buildings and make heating fuels cleaner.428

The DEIR provides no coherent explanation of how well stimulation would align with these goals.
A large group of leading climate scientists sent a letter to the Governor calling for a moratorium on
unconventional oil and gas development, stating:
We believe that the process of unconventional fossil fuel development including
shale tight oil and gas development in the Monterey Shale formation using hydraulic
fracturing, acidization, and other forms of well stimulation will exacerbate many of
these environmental threats, particularly climate disruption, local air and water
pollution, and resource consumption.… Shale gas and tight oil development is likely
to worsen climate disruption, which would harm California’s efforts to be a leader in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions….429
Increased investment in fossil fuels as opposed to clean energy is the wrong direction for California. Oil
and gas production from well stimulation results in emissions of GHGs, and now is a time when we
should be moving away from fossil fuels.
Well stimulation requires thousands of truck trips to transport water, chemicals, and equipment to and
from the site. In addition to particulate matter, these trucks emit large amounts of carbon dioxide into
the air. The construction equipment used to construct the site and to drill the well prior to well
stimulation also emit carbon dioxide. The engines used to power drill bits, create pressure, and inject
chemicals contribute to the greenhouse gas emissions from the well stimulation site. Finally, ultimate
goal of well stimulation is to sell the oil and gas so it can be combusted, leaving massive amounts of
carbon dioxide behind.
In addition to carbon dioxide, methane leakage will also significantly contribute to the greenhouse gas
footprint of well stimulation and production. Methane is a highly potent greenhouse gas. Though carbon
dioxide is emitted in higher volumes, fossil methane’s global warming potential is 87 times higher than
carbon dioxide over a 20‐year period and 36 times higher over a 100‐year period.430
The full extent of the damage from methane is not known because state and federal agencies routinely
use underestimates of methane releases. Actual methane leakage rates have been repeatedly recorded
at levels far higher than commonly used estimates. One regional study found methane leakage rates as
high as 9 percent.431 A recent study using atmospheric measurements estimated fossil fuel methane
428
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emissions at more than five times higher than EPA’s emissions estimates for oil and gas in some parts of
the country.432 Observations from oil and gas operations in Colorado indicate that methane leakage
rates from the production phase alone are around 4%, but could be as high as 7.7%.433 Meanwhile,
leakage rates over a Utah gas field were recently estimated at 6.2 to 11.7%, well above the rates
assumed by national inventories.434 A recent meta‐analysis of studies conducted over the last 20 years
suggests that EPA’s estimate of 1.5% is far too low, and actual leakage rates may be as high as 3.6 to
7.1%.435
High rates are likely in California, where there is relatively little infrastructure to capture gas as it
escapes the well. One study found methane leakage from the oil industry in and near Los Angeles to be
17 percent.436 Another study conducted “top‐down” measurements of methane in the atmosphere
above Los Angeles and found readings up to 61 percent higher than state estimates.437
With even a low leakage rate, the amount of methane escaping into the air will significantly add to
California’s greenhouse gas emissions. Well stimulation and oil and gas production for unconventional
shale oil and for the state’s extremely heavy oil will undermine progress toward achieving the state’s
greenhouse gas emission reduction goals. Despite these studies showing significant impacts of methane
leakage, the DEIR does not attempt to calculate the Project’s total greenhouse gas emissions that
include methane leakage. The DEIR’s mere acknowledgment of methane leakage as an issue, DEIR
10.12‐26, falls short of the analysis CEQA requires.
The DEIR improperly relies on future California Air Resources Board rules for greenhouse gas emissions
in the oil and gas sector, claiming that these yet‐to‐be written regulations will help “avoid and/or
minimize potential GHG emissions.” 438
Well stimulation in California would also facilitate the development of some of the most carbon‐
intensive oil fields in the world.439 Many oil fields in California require a relatively high amount of energy
to either extract or process the oil due to the “heaviness” of the crude or the co‐location with water.440
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In some fields a well may produce as much as 50 barrels of water per barrel of oil.441 The DEIR does not
adequately evaluate the impact of developing California’s energy‐intensive oil fields.
The DEIR also fails to fully account for direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions resulting from well
stimulation. Downstream emissions from refining and combustion, for example, are not included in the
DEIR analysis. Regardless of whether these emissions are subject to a low carbon fuel standard or cap‐
and‐trade regulation, the DEIR must examine the total greenhouse gas emissions from well stimulation.
No such analysis has occurred here.
The DEIR admits that mitigation measures are inadequate to prevent significant and unavoidable
impacts.442 The mitigation measures that are listed are improperly deferred to later analyses or a
project‐level environmental review. This is particularly inadequate given the nature of greenhouse gas
emissions. As the DEIR states, the major impact of greenhouse gas emissions comes from its cumulative
impact. Evaluating each individual project for its cumulative impact on greenhouse gas emissions does
not give a meaningful picture of the true harm that results from well stimulation and associated oil and
gas development. The program‐level of the EIR is the most appropriate venue to discuss and analyze the
aggregate cumulative impacts of allowing hundreds of new well stimulation projects to move forward
each month. Yet the DEIR makes no attempt to provide a critical analysis of just such an impact.
The mitigation measures also provide very little quantified information about how much greenhouse gas
would be reduced by each measure. In fact, part of the mitigation measures is to attempt to quantify
greenhouse gas emissions.443 Without meaningful reduction quantities, the DEIR fails to serve as an
informational document that allows the public to understand the extent of impact due to greenhouse
gas emissions.
Furthermore, as in many other sections of the DEIR, mitigation measures are not enforceable and leave
decisions to future project‐level EIRs conducted by other lead agencies.

20

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

The DEIR fails to provide any meaningful analysis of the environmental justice impacts of well
stimulation. The DEIR simply states that the effects will be “unknown.” Given that well stimulation
already affects minority and disadvantaged communities disproportionately, it is an area that deserves a
full analysis. The sole mitigation measure offered is simply to study the issue further. This does not
mitigate the effects of well stimulation on environmental justice communities in the least. The analysis
as it stands is completely inadequate and offers no opportunity to assess what specific communities will
be affected and how.
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Specifically, the EIR must conduct a cumulative impacts analysis that addresses the impacts of well
stimulation activities on communities that have been identified as environmental justice communities
either by the criteria set forth in the Office of Environmental Health and Hazards’ Environmental Health
Screening Tool, or by other forms of socioeconomic, race, and cumulative health impacts assessment
methods. This cumulative impacts analysis must identify existing sources of pollution affecting
environmental justice communities, and address the additional impacts of well stimulation activities on
these already overburdened communities.
Much oil and gas development is located near environmental justice communities. New analysis of oil
and gas development in California shows that, already, approximately 5.4 million people (14 percent of
the state’s population) live within a mile of one, or more, of more than 84,000 existing oil and gas
wells.444 More than a third of these people (1.8 million) also live in areas most burdened by
environmental pollution as identified by California EPA ’s tool (CalEnviroscreen 2.0).445 These
communities, highly vulnerable to additional pollution from oil and gas development, consist primarily
of Latinos/Hispanics (69 percent), African Americans (10 percent), and Asian Americans (11 percent).446
In total, people of color make up nearly 92 percent of the 1.8 million people living within a mile of oil
and gas development and in communities already heavily burdened by pollution.
In California, a large portion of oil and gas development occurs in Kern and Los Angeles Counties, home
to many low income communities, communities of color, and Spanish speaking communities. These
communities already bear disproportionate burdens from air, water, and pesticide pollution. These
communities are consistently ranked as having the worst air pollution in the country.447 It is critical that
the EIR analyze the impacts increased oil and gas production has on communities like those found in
Kern and Los Angeles Counties.
When examining the increased oil and gas production activity’s effect on communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change, communities far from the drilling, such as the Native
Village of Kivalina in Alaska, must be considered. The small Inupiaq village north of the Arctic Circle,
which will be forced to relocate due to the melting ice pack, and many villages like it, are feeling the
effects of global warming first and worst. Any analysis of the environmental justice impacts of increased
oil and gas production must look at the effect of that increased production on climate change, and the
corresponding disproportionate effects on environmental justice communities.
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21

CONCLUSION

DOGGR’s proposed Project would fundamentally change the quality of life not only for the millions of
Californians currently residing next to active oil wells, but for those living in future well stimulation cites,
or on transportation corridors, or near refineries. The profound risks to public health and safety from
the Project have been completely obscured, robbing the public of its right to engage in the CEQA
process. The DEIR fails to adequately disclose, analyze, and mitigate the Project’s significant
environmental impacts. DOGGR must give full consideration to the No Well Stimulation Alternative, the
only option that stops well stimulation and immediately protects the public and the environment from
the potential harms from well stimulation. DOGGR should reject this dangerous Project and, at the very
least, impose a moratorium on well stimulation until it can address the flaws in, and recirculate for
public comment, a revised DEIR.
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